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Holland City N ews.
>
VOL. XXI. HOLLAND, MIOH., SATURDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1892.
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Published erery Saturday. Terms $1.50 per year,
with a diseount of 50 cents to those
paying in adomwe.
Physicians.
TTU1ZINUA, J. Q., M. D. Physician and 8ur-
1 1 geou. Offlc<- oor. of River and Eighth BU.
Office hours from 10 to 19 a. m.. 1 to 4 p. m. and
7 io 9 p. m. DlKoases of Eye, Ear, Nose, and
Throat a specialty.
L Holder & Sons, Publishers,
Rates of advertising made known on applica-
tion.
-Ghondwet and News" Steam Printing
Hoaso, River Street, Holland, Mich.
J. D. WETMURE, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and
Surgeon. Specialist on
EYE, EAR, NOSE AM THROAT.
Office Hours until 9:00 a. m.;
from 11 until 2 p. m.; 6 until 10 p. m.
Office No. 15, Eighth st. Holland, ich.
13 ly
Newspapers and Periodicals
Can be obtained at reduced rates of
the local agent in this city. Leave
your orders for any publication in the
tl. S. or Canada at the PostOftlce, with
C. De Keyzer,
Holland. Mich., May 6, 1891. 15tf
J^KEMERS, Physician and Surgeon. Real-
Office at the drug etore of H. Kremers. Office
hours from 1 1 a. m. to H ra., and from 6 to fl p m.
AT ABBS, J. A.. Physician and Surgeon. Office
1TA at Walsh's drug store. Residence, corner
of Eighth and Fish stroets. In the house formerly
occupied by L. Sprletsoma. Office Hours: 9 to
10a m., aud 3 to5p. m.
Saloons.
THROWN, P., dealer in liquors and cigars of ail
I) kinds. Eighth street near Biver.
Watches and Jewelry.
T> REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
IJ dealer in fancy goods. Corner of Market
and Eighth streets.
STEVENSON, C. A, successor to H. Wyk-
O huysen, Jeweler and Optician, Eighth street
opposite Walsh's drug store.
niscelianeons.
T7EPPEL, T., dealer in lumber, lath, shingles,
salt, land and calcined plaster. Corner
Eighth and Cedar street.
SOCIETIES.
Back at the Old Stand.
Dr. 11. Veenboer again resides for the present,
In his new block No. 60 Bostwiok Street, Grand
Rapids, Micb.
Telephone No— Residence 1057 ; Office 79fl.
Office hours-9 to 11a. m.. and 2 to 4 p. m.
Sundays, 9 to 10 a. m. Evening hours Wednes-
days and Saturdays from 7 to 8 o'clock. 1-ly
Attorneys and Justices.
Wheat $ bushel ................. 07
Buckwheat ................... 45
pvIEKEM A, G. J., Attorney at Law. CollectionsU promptly attended to. Office, Van der
Veen’s block. Eighth street.
Corn bushel ..................... 42 old 40 tew
Clover seed V bushel ............... (3 6 50
Potatoes fl bushel ................. | 50
Flour V barrel ..................... $ 4 Oi
Cornmeal. bolted, » cwt ........... <§ 1 60
Cornmeal, unbolted. $ owt ........ (fi 1
•nVlIRBANKB.I., Juftioeof the Peace, Notary
r Pobllc and Penaion Claim Agent, Rlyer St.
near Tenth.
OOST, J. O.. Attorney and Oounaellor at Law.1 Office: Post's Block, corner Eighth and
River streets.
Bran tf cwt ....................... g 80
Hay tf ton ......................... @ 10 00
Honey .............................. 15@ 14
Butter ............................... ^  20Bakeries.
pITY BAKERY, John Peas ink Proprietor,
\J Fresh Bread and Bakers' Goods, Confeotion-
ry, etc., Eighth atreel
Wood, bard, dry « rorJ. .. ........... 1 7f» @ 2 00
Chickens, dressed, lb (live 4 @ Sol. . 8 @ 10
Beans tf bushel .................... 1 00 1 20
Banks.
TjURST STATE BANK, with Savings Depart-jT ment,Capital, Mfl.000. L Cappon, Preside ot ;
I. Marsilje, Cashier. Eighth street.
Barbers.
T) AU MO ARTEL, W., Tonsorial Parlors, Eighth
IJ and Cedar streets. Hair dressing promptly
attended to.
Commlsglon Merchant
TYBACH, W. H., Commission Merchant, andO dealer In Grain, Flour aud Produce. Highest
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
•tore, corner Eighth and Fish streeta.
Drugs and Medicines.
pENTRAL DRUG STORE, H. Kreme-s, M. D.,
\J Proprietor.
fNOESBUBG, J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Medi-
JLf cinee, ' Paints and Oils, Brushes, Toilet
Articles and Perfumes, Imported Havana, Key
West, and Domestie Cigars.
CCROUTEN, F. J., M. D., proprietor of FirstO Ward Drug Store. Prescriptions carefully
compounded day or night. Eighth street.
TITALSH, HF.BEB, Druggist aud Pharmacist;
» a full stock of (nods
•business.
appertaining to the
Dry tioeda and Groceries.
T) ERT8CH, D., dealer in Dry Goods, Fancy
£> Goods and Furnishing Goods, Eighth street .
DOOT A KRAMER, dealer in Dry Goods. NoD tlons, Groceries, Flour, Feed, etc., Eighth
•treet next to Bank.
p RANDALL, S. B., dealer In Departme
vj and proprietor of Holland City
Eighth street
#4
ntGoods
Baxaar,
TNE VRIES, D., dealer in General Merchandise,U and Prcduoe. Fresh Biggs and Dairy But-
er always on baud- River street, oor. Ninth.
^TEKETEBi BASTION, general dealer in DryO Goode and Groceries. Flour and Feed. The
finest stock of Crookery In the dty, oor . Eighth
and River streets.
IT AN DEB SAAR, H , genersl dealer In floe
V Groceries. etc. Oysters In season. Eighth
street
VAN PUTTENjG. A SONS, General Dealers In
V Dry Goods. Groceries, Crookery. Hats, and
Cape. Floor. Produce etc. River Street
Furniture.
IkBOUWEB, JAB.
15 Carpets, Wall I
A Go’s old stand, BIT
A., Dealer In Fumltnre,
Paper, ate. Meyer, Brouwer
iter 8t.
Uardwire.
gANTga BROS. .dw^lngeneTalhardware,
y. No. 52
Unbetories XIHs, Shops, He.
turn of Ox Yoke
. Wagon aodKCarrlage Manufao-
bi&cksmith shop. Also manatee-
s. Bitsr street .
Practical Machinist Mill and
atpeelalty. Shop on Ber-
Humgr. JAB, Arcwtectj Bul^r and Con-
Bimrtreet
gBYSTONl PLAN^MHiL. J. B. Kleyn,
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, aud Brink. Sixth
Ph2S.apS.?J£&iS
“wd ct BiVer .£5
MILL, Boot! A Scbuur-
dealer In lumber, lath,
16B| Markets.
T'vE KBAKEB A Dl KOBTKB, doalsrs In allU kinds of Pmh and Salt Meats, River street.
Salt Meats conptanily.oa hand ;orters delivered.
F. dt A. M.
Regular C-ommunicatlons of Unity Lodok, No.
191, F. & A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich. , at 7 o'clock on Wednesday even-
ings, Jan. 13, Feb. 10, March 0, April 0. May
11, June 8, July o. Augusts, Aug. 81, Oct. 5.
Nov. 2. Nov. 30. St. John's day* June 21 and
December 27. D. L. Uoyu, W. M.
O. Brktuan, Sec'y.
K. O. T. M,
CrcscertTent, No. 68, meets in K. O. T. M.
H&llat7:30p m., on Monday night next All
Sir Knights are cordially Invited to attend.
Cheapest Life Insurance Order known. Full
particulars given on application.
John J. CiPPON, Commander.
W. A. Holley, R. K.
A Tei Dollar Present!
Durine the Holidays I intend to give
awav a Ten Dollar Present.
If you wish to know what it is, stop
in front of my show window.
And if you desire information how
to obtain it, call in and I will take
pleasure in explaining it to you.
C. Blok, J r.
. Confectioner.
Holland, Mich., Dec. 15, 189-2.
For Blankets and Shawls, go to
D. Bertsch.
At Mrs- R. B Best.
Wash Embroidery Silks, Stamped
Linens, Celleloids, aud everything in
the “Corn Husk" lino. Call at resi-
dence on Ninth street 47 3w
Those who have heretofore made
their Holiday purchases with us have
novel regretted it, and are sure to call
again. O. Breyman & Son.
Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castorla.
Order Sow
Whatever clothes you need, before
the holiday rush commences.
Wm. Brusse & Co.
Overcoats, Overcoats, in large quan-
tities at Bosman Bro's.
Let tls
Make you a new Suit orOvercoat for
the holiday season.
Wm. Brusse & Co.
the city, :
argi
,at
-O'* *
Bosman Bro’s.
Wood aid Bolts,
1 want 500 cords of wood and bolts
cut this winter. . The land Is located
about seven miles north of the city. A
suitable shanty Is on the grounds
H. Boone. <
Holland, Mich., Dec. 15, 1892. tf
The cheapest and best millinery at47-2w. Mrs. M. Bertsch.
Home Made Caramels.
During those dreary winter days,
. When everything looks haiy,
You'll find Bweet consolation to tell
Of Psssink's homemade Caramel
Those (’oopons.
Come in and get one of those cou-
pons, and with it a Two Dollar pres-ent. L. Henderson.
At the Jewelry Store of 0. Breyman
& Son everybody can be suited that
desires to make a Holiday purchase.
- -
(Jo to D. Bertsch
For Red, White and Gray Blankets.
You can buy them just a trifle cheaper
than anywhere else in the city.
---
Itch on human and horses and all
animals cured in 30 minutes by Wool-
ford’s Sanitary Lotion. .This never
falls. Sold by lleber W*alsh, druggist
Holland, Mich. i2-6ra
A large assortment of Men's, Boy’s
ond Children’s suits at
L. HendkrSon.
At Bosnian Bro’s they arc display-
ing the largest assortment of Over-
coats ever brought In the city.
Gold and Silver Watches.
An elegant Variety of the best Man-
ufactures, and Warranted, at
0. Breyman & S5n.
Have you selected your overcoat for
the season? 1 f not, call at
Bosman Bro's.
• One Ijnarter
Off, for cash, on all our Cloaks.
D. Bertsch.
Baltimere Oysters.
In the City Bakery you will And
fresh Oysters direct from Baltimore.
The first arrival to-day. Give him a
trial.
I ha\4 some overcoats left, which
must go at reduced prices.
L* Henderson.
Settlement
I desire to open up a new Ledger
on January 1st, and request all those
who have unsettled accounts to call
In before that time. I will allow all
such a discount of ten per cent.
Call at my office on River street, or
at my rooms over the office.
J. G. Huizinga, M. D.
Holland, Mich., Dec. 22, 1892.
48-2w,
Candies and Ants.
A speciaty of Choice Candies and
Nuts constantly on hand at
Zalsmak Bug’s.
Silk Umbrellas.
The cheapest and best assortment
for the money.
L. Henderson.
Select That
Pair of trowsers, or that new suit out
of our large stock of fine Woolens.
Wm. Brusse & Co.
Best assortment of Dress Goods in
the city, at D. Bertsch.
Leave vour order with Mrs. R. B.
Best for Hair Goods of all kinds.
The selection of Overcoats at Bos-
man Bro’s is simply immense.
Trunks and ValiNes-
An iinuAual variety, and at very lowprices. L. Henderson.
0. Breyman & Son
Are again prepared to meet the de-
mands of the season with an elegant
stock of JkwElhy.
Our assortment of Holiday Goods
has been carefully selected with a view
of suiting everybody.
Those who have patronized us in the
past, can testify to the merits of the
goods we offer the public.
Give us a call and satisfy yourself.
No Double in exhibiting our immense
stock.
Holland, Mich., De<v V892. 46-tf
Cloak*.
Long, dark, Ladies’ Misses’ and Chil-
dren’s Cloaks almost given away.
Come and see them, at
4fi-2w ' • D. Bertsch.
A Vow lint.
Of Holiday (roods, just received at
Mrs. R. B. Beat.
Holland Stockfish (dried cod), Edam
Cheese, Holland Herring, at
j \ Nommis Yersciiuue. .
- - —
As Befwe. 
Buy our Hay and Peed, and Lin-
seed Aieal at.
W. Swift’*,
The old store'of W. H. Beach.
Buy you a fine Plush Cap and save
money, by getting It at
j I L. . Hendersons
... . B .. J * v^*
Famous actresses of 45 seldom look
over 25 because they pratice Face
Massage and Steaming tno face which
prevents wrinkles and crow’s feet.
Blush of Rosses Massage Oil with full
directions 11.00 per bottle. 45-tf .
Gloves aid litteis.
ri> l.^st assortment that was ever
brought this city are offered very
Chicago Clothing Store.
L< Henderson.
cheap at ne
Choke Groceries. '
A full line of the choicest Groceries
and Family Supplies, at
Zalsmak Bro’s.
Leading Cigars.
ibMtttfngi
r acy otter i
’UMKX’a Ik
The eat thi  uftsr dluner,
l/pBunnEVbmKu Tm-Mut'.mote.
. The vorld-venowiaed "Gkkkn Beal.
Handkerchiefs, Mufflers, Tlpps, Fc.
there, Jackets, * Gloves, Cblldrei
Hoods, etc., etc., at • -h
Mbs. M. Bertsch. ^
til Ch jnoerlaln’s Colic, Cholera and
Diairl a Remedy was used: that re-
lieve once. For sale by Heber
W. • .ruggistt Holland, Mich.
CITY AND VICINITY.
To all our readers— A Merry Christ-
mas.
By paying your taxes before the end
of the month you will save collection
fees.
The pulpit of the Third Ref. church
will be occupied Sunday afternoon by
Rev. Dr. Steffens.
Beware of cats and dogs that have
lived in houses where the diphtheria
has been. They can communicate the
disease.
Wheat 60 cents.
Preliminary steps are b^ing taken
by the people of Indianapolis for the
entertainment of the national en-
campment G. A. R. next September.
The annual business meeting of the
First Ref. church was held Monday
evening. The following bffleers were
re-elected— elders, G. T. Huisingaand
II. I). Cook; deacons, J. A. Ter Vree
and A. Steketee.
The latest and prettiest song now
being sung on the stage, is entitled
The Indian Summer Time. It is by the
popular author, Will L. Thompson, of
East Liverpool, Ohio. The price is 40
cents. Send the author half price,
and you will receive a copy.
G. H. Express: We have the fol-
lowing from the High school, on good
authority: A suffcll (?) boy asked a,
teacher, if there wore windmills
Germany which were run by stcanl.
“Yes,” said she. “sometimes, but more
often they are run by water iKiwer.”
At the recent meeting of the Otta-
wa & West Kent (Berlin) Agricultural
society, the following officers and di-
rectors were elected: President, J. E.
Rice, Grand Rapids; vice-president,
D. C. Wells, Berlin; treasurer, Joseph
Raymond, Berlin; secretary, John A.
Meyer, Berlin.
“The Richardson act”, passed by the
last legislature, placing railroads op-
erating under special charters under
the provisions of the general law for
taxation purposes, which was to in-
crease the revenue of the Statfe over
$150,000 annually is pronouncedworth-
less by Railroad Commissioner Whit-
man. _
There is in course of construction,
and nearly completed, at the C. & W.
M. shops in Muskegon, a mammoth
standard snow plow for use on the
road the coming winter. It Is the
largest of the kind ever built or used
by this company. When the ballast
Is placed in Its receptacle inside the
car the whole will weigh nearly 80.000
pounds.
An important change Is contemplat-
ed in the construction of lake steam-
ers. as the direct result of the recent
foundering of two new iron steamers.
It js. that the engines will no longer
be placed in the stern hut amidships,
after t he style of oceangoing steamers.
This will be to relieve the strain of an
immense dead weight clear to one end
of the boat when It is without cargo,
especially when going into a head sea.
The editor of a weekly newspaper Is
neither omnipotent nor omnipresent.
And yet people often think they are in-
tentionally slighted because he does
not publish some item that does not
cpme under his observation, but which
he would just as cheerfully publish
whether it concerned friends or ene-
mies, did he only know of it. The mor-
al of the above is, when you know of
anything that you think would make
your home paper more newsy and read-
able Just give the editor a tip and see
how quick he will jump for it.
The dedicatory exercises of Bergen
Hall, including the public reception,
have been postponed' one week, and
will take place on Monday afternoon
and evening, Jan. 2. The committee
in charge are arranging for a pleasant
social affair in the afternoon and a
y ces :
[ in a
W. H. Beach advertises for 1,000
bushels of beans.
James Blair, ex- postmaster of Grand
Rapids, died Sunday evening.
Lumber is being cut by II. Bosch, on
Grand .River, for a Congregational
church at Bass River.
Governor Winans will recommend
to the next legislature the establis
ment of a home for feeble mind
ehiWinr*
Kuitc Bro’s have an artistically dec-
orated pig on exhibition in their Riv-
er street meat market. The artist in
this case is “Joso Den Bakker.”
Sheriff Vaupell and family are get-
ting ready to move to this city and oc-
cupy their new residence on Cedar
street, immediately after the 1st of
January.
Both Senator Stock bridge and
would-be Senator Luce have secured
quarters at Lansing hotels for the sen-
atorial campaign, and the preliminary
battle will be waged in due earnest.
Besides the Briggs trial, the latest
commotion in ecclesiastical circles in
New York is the expulsion by a lead-
ing orthodox Jewish congregation of
their Rabbi, the Rev. Heyman Rosen-
berg, for eating ham.
G—Il More marriage licen-
s are issued to Holland people thin
ny other town or city in the coun-
Grand Haven comes second and
Zeeland is a good third. Olive also
has the honor of a large number in
that line.
For Christmas and New Year holi-
days the C. & W. M. and 1)., L. & N.
railways will sell excursion tickets at
one and one-third fare for round trip,
on Dec. 24, 25, 29, and 31 and Jan. 3,
to ail points on their own and con-
necting lines, including Chicago.
The Michigan state teachers’ asso-
ciation will hold its forty-second an-
nual meeting at Lansing Dec. 28-30, in
Representative Hall. The program is
a very inviting one, and Includes a lec-
ture by Prof. David Swing of Chicago,
and a reception by Gov. Winans.
At Decatur io this state Mr. and
Mrs. Philander Trowbridge observed
their golden wedding anniversary on
Thursday of last week. The couple
were married at Manlius, N. Y., fifty
years ago, the father of I ’resident
Cleveland performing the ceremony.
Custer Post, G. A. R., Grand Rap-
ids, has elected the following officers:
Commander, W. P. Coffin; senior vice,
Walter A. Palmer: junior vice, An-
drew Price; chaplain, Joseph O. Bel-
lalre; surgeon, Janies It. Stephenson;
quartermaster, J. A. S. Verdlcr: offi-
cer of the day, Edward Racine; officer
of the guard, W. F. Dickerson: inside
guard, Martin Van St rat t.
It is marshal Van Ry now.
Both banks will be closed on Mon~day. _ _
Have you ever had a pair of screech-
owls palmed off to you for pheasants?
I. Verechurc has opened a lumber
yard at the stave factory dock. Seo
adv.
Turkeys are a decided luxury this
ir. They bring 18 cents a pouud,
'dressed.
The public schools closed for a two
week’s vacation Friday, and the win-
ter term will open on Monday, Jan. 9.
1893. _ _
In behalf of the Y. W. C. A., tho
secretary Miss Sarah Cappon, wishes
to express sincere thanks to all who
assisted them for their bazaar.
A fine now soldiers’ monument has
been erected at Three Rivers. It 1* •
made of polished granite, surmounted
by the figure of a soldier, and Is 35 feethigh. 
S. C. Van Buren, a farmer living In
Crystal, Montcalm county, has a pair
of weighty turkeys. The gobler, only
a year old, weighs 30 poundc and tho
hen 20 pounds.
Rev. Dr. J. W. Bcardslco left for
the cast Thursday, to attend tho ore
dinatlon and installation of his non,
RevqW. A. Bcardslee, as pastor of a
new Reformed church Just organized
at Yonkers, N. Y.
If you contemplate purchasing ?
something in the literary lino, some-
thing that will be a practical addition
to your collection of books, think of
the New Webster’s Dictionary. It is
a good thing for old and young, and,
what Is more, It Is the best of tho
kind.
J
At the annual meeting of The An-
char Association, Monday, the follow-
ing staff was elected for the ensuing
year:
Edltor-ln Chief— Win. . I. Van Ker-cn. Hose-
land, III.
Awioeiute Edlt4>r»--MI)M Julia Van Haaltc,
Gonlt Tysse n. John Memo. Ed. Dlmuent . John
Van der Uenleo
Business Manager— Ju's Moerdyl,
Assistants -H l K elder, J. W. Te Sell#, U«o.
Kleyn.
Perhaps Premier Gladstone, the
grand old man of England, will lie the
orator of the day at the formal ojien-
ingof the World's Columbian Exposi-
tion, May 1. Mr. Gladstone’s name
has been seriously considered by the
ceremonies committee. Although far
past the eightieth mile i>ost. he is still
a sturdy and active man, ’and it is
said he would not hesitate to cross
the ocean on ay occasion like the
opening of the world’s fair.
At the first annual meeting of the
Michigan Sabliath Observance Union
_held at Lansing, last week, tin* fol-
popular program in the evening, witflfTITfring officers were elected: Presi-
Mr. J. C. Boswell, one of the best
known and meet respected citUena of
Brownwood, Texas, suffered with di-
arrhoea for a long time and tried many _____ ______ _ _ ___ __ __ _ ____
diffcTent re“^B pIS„ou g<>i workmen have commenced re-
good speakers from abroad and short
addresses by some of our citizens that
rhave shown such real Interest in the
Y. M. C. A. movement. An invita-
tion has also been sent to the Rev. J.
T. Bergen to be with us on the occa-
sion. Further details will be given
next week.  ^ ^
Two car loads ot old time-worn logfl^
arrived in Chicago last week, from
Natchitoches, La. Until two weeks
ago they formed a log cabin then
standing on a Bed River plantation,
which Is believed by many to be the
original home of “Uncle Tom,” made
famous by Harriet Beecher Stowe’s
novel The cabin was carefully taken
apart the other day, shipped to Chlca-
The Holland Martial Band will give
a Christmas party this (Friday) even-
ing at their club room on Seventh
street. Judging from the cards and
the arrangements made It promises to
be a very fine affair. The Grand
March commences at 9:00 o’clock
sharp. .
A duel was lately (ought in Texas
by Alexander Shott and John S. Nott.
Nott was shot and Shott was not. In
this case it Is better to be Shott than
Nott. There was a rumor, that Nott
was not shot, and Shott avowed that
he shot Nott, which proves eitlier
that the shot Shott shot at Nott was
not shot, or that Nott was Shott.
 . ....... t <1? >
Some time ago a special committoo
was appointed by the common council
on the revision of the city charter and
the extension of onr corporate limits.
This committee consisted of Mayor.
Harrington, city attorney Dlekema
and Aids. Habermann, Dalman and
Lokker. At Tuesday’s session of the'
council the following citizens were
added thereto: ex-nmyors H. K re there,
1. Cappon and W. II Beach, G. Van”
Sdielveii and J. C. Post.
building it on the north end of the
Libby Prison war museum lot on Wa-
bash aventie, so that it will appear
o“ -ssses—* sssac Tssgaftf ssaaEs* «*** -
public inspection New Year’s Day. / importance.
dent, J. M. Barkley, Detroit; vice
president, Congressman J. W. Moon,
Muskegon; secretary, II. A. McIntyre,
Grand Rapids; field secretary, F. W.
Ware, Grand Rapids. Board of Man-
agers: W. J. Dibble, Marshall; F. J.
Uhl, H. J. Hollister, Julias Berkcy,
J. H. P. Hughart and W. J. Russell,
Grand Rapids.
The winter of 184243 was the sever-
t ever experienced by the pioneers
Western Michigan. The snow fall
so great as tQ render the high-
as the ywere ip those
Itlvedays— aUnpst’or quite 1m-
Tb*< people were still suf-
Irorn wad cat banking and the
panic Of 1837, and not a few
eariy settlers came near starv-
owing to tha scarcity of supplies,
city Of Marshall was then the
rlnclpii trading point in Western
For the Hope Church Sundayscboel. ,
Christmas entertainment, which will ^  •
be held this (Friday) evening, the fol- ' *
lowing program has been arranged: .
1 Muiio by tba scliool -"Awake! Awake T
2. BmuIIbk of Sorlptaro.
3. Music by the Cbolr.
4. Prayer.
5. Mu#lc by the Sehool- 'Rlng Oo, Ye Belle.'* '
0. Chrlitmu Exerciiea by the Youoger Sobol.
•rv.
7. Manic by the School -"Angela told £»
Wondrou* Story"
H. Fire Minute Addreoe* by Prof. Kolleu,
Hon. O J Dlekema and the P«i«tor Bet. II.O. v '
Bircbby.
9. Mnalo by the Cbolr aud 8cbool-"Caiol
I/jviugly."
10. Ingathering ot the Fruit of tbe ChrlatmaaTree.. &.
11. Doxology and Benediction. f
For the children’s festival in tho L (
First Ref. church this (Friday) even- f 
ing, under the auspices of the Bundar
school, the following order of exercises
has been arranged: • >:u •’
Organ Voluntary.
Prayar—Bnpi. G.T. Hulxenga. .• ..V, ;,
Mnaic— "Tbe new born Kln|."
limitation -"Welcome." Bek* Kaaferbeek/
Exercise by little glria-" Wby w* bar* Christ-
mas.''
BedUtion-"Long ago on Xmaa?' Three Uttfe ’
«irD.
Maalo-'Meeaengen of Jecua." 1
ItecItatloD— "lie gave Hlmaelf Willie Weal-
veer.
Marie— The voice of Mercy."
Exerelee by els glxle-‘'At Xaaa* time."
Recitation— "The Xmaa babe." Bertha L*Febre. ’
Muaie— 'Paaee <m Earth."
Exereiee by thirteen boya-"Chriatma« Day."
leattattou-"Tbe little Minstrel." Beaut Win-
ter.
Muaie— "All Hail." • $<
Becttatlon— "Under Ike Btere." Mery Tea
Be*Me ^  ' -j '.i'
Mnalo-"Btar of our deatiny."
Exerelee by nine glrie-' The Light of tt*
Worid." ,
- The old, old etory." Kat'e
MM
m
m
sat Bolla.”
j preset an elegant assortment.
L. Henderson.
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Our Harbor Interests.
In the annual report of Lt. Col.
Ludlow, U. S. A., engineer in charge
of the harbors on the eastern shore of
Lake Michigan, for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1892, recently submit-
ted to Congress, we find the following
on Holland harbor:
“The present project (on the part of
the U. S. government), originated in
1886, and amended in 1873, 1879, and
1884, has in view a 12-foot navigation
between piers and revetments 200 feet
apart, from Lake Michigan into Hol-
land (or Black) Lake.
Th* north pier consists of 713 linear
feet of crib work and 1,137 linear feet
of pile revetment, extending to Black
Lake, and projects 530 feet beyond the
present shore line. The south pier
consists of 696 linear feet of crib work
and 993 linear feet of pile work, and
projects 690 feet beyond the present
shore line. At its Black Lake end the
aonth revetment connects with a pile
wing, extending some 320 feet to the
shore of the lake.
Although the protective works of
the channel have attained the full
projected development, it is not pos-
sible to maintain the intended depth
of navigation for any length of time,
in spite ofc frequent dredging? The
avauable depth on July 27, 1891, was
only 12 feet, although the channel had
been dredged to 14 feet during May
and July, and after again deepening
It with the Government dredge be-
tween August 5 and 17 to 16 feet, the
depth of water had diminished to 13
feet on September 13, and to 7 feet on
December 18. In May, 1892, the avail-
able depth of water was only 7 feet.
The reason for this state of affairs is
the in-suffleient projection of the piers
and the permeable nature of the in-
shore revetments. Although there is
usually a depth approaching 20 feet*
immediately in front of the piers, a
bar with sometimes only 10 or 11 feet
on the crest stretches across the en-
trance just beyond, and the real 15-
foot curve of Lake Michigan is about
500 feet outside the end of the piers.
A considerable part of the revetment
is built on top of the remains of old
brush dikes, constructed at private
cost previous to the time at which the
Government took charge of the har-
bor. The imperfect foundation per-
mits large quantities of sand to wash
through the work, and this, together
with the material swept into the en-
trance around the end of the piers
during storms, and at times, when, in
~ i ---- fi jtT — — ---- —
pended $272,242. Also that there is a
balance on hand to the credit of Hol-
land harbor, including last year’s ap-
propriation, of $7,158, less the amount
expended for dredging last fall, what-
eveV this may be.
The commercial statistics for the
calender year 1891, included in the re-
port and compiled from statements
furnished by W. C. Walsh of this city,
fix the total number of clearances at
2,676, exports 82,644 tons, and imports
100,610 tons. V
Neighboring harbors on the east
shore of Lake Michigan have been rec-
ommended for appropriations as fol-
lows:
Michigan City ............................. 1100,000
St. Joseph ................................. 86,000
South Haven.. .......................... 45,000
BaugatocU ................................. 30,000
Holland .................................... 12,000
Grand Haven ............................. 90.0 0
Muskegon ............................... 150,000
White River ............................... M.000
Pent water ................................. *8,000
Ludington ................................ 21,000
Manistee ................................. 60.000
It should be borne in mind, how-
ever, that there is but little prospect
of any harbor appropriation bill being
passed at this session of Congress, and
that the above recommendations will
go over to the new Congress, where
we confidently trust the interests of
Holland harbor will receive at the
hands of the incoming member of this
district that consideration to which
they are entitled in common with
every other interest in the district —
no more, and none less.
The above report is for the year
ending June 30, 1892, except the com-
mercial statistics, which are for the
calender year 1891. The lake traffic
of Holland this year, when compiled,
will no doubt show a large increase.
As it is, they compare favorable with
those of our neighbors:
Import*. Export*.
Grand Haven ............ lT8,4OTton« 40,876 ton*.
HolUnd ................ 100,610 “ 82,545 *•
Saugatuck ................ 1,627 “ 17,788
Booth Haven ............ 16,417 “ 15.SW ~
Bt. Joo & Benton Harbor, 23,562 " 55,141 "
When it is considered that these an-
nual reports of the U. S. engineer and
the recommendations therein made
are the basis for congressional appro-
priations; and that the commercial
statistics of each port constitute no
mean factor in determining the
amount to be thus recommended, it
suyvey was about completed.
The impracticability of deepening
upper Grand River, so elaborately
demonstrated by U. S. engineers, has
since been steadily ignored, and efforts
made to evoke the aid of congress. This
aid however, has been so slow in forth-
coming that the board of trade pro-
poses to undertake it municipally, by
applying to the next legislature for au-
thority to issue bonds. And now comes
the city attorney in a lengthy opinion,
and informs the good people of Grand
Rapids that constitutionally such au-
thority cannot be delegated. The next
move suggested is an amendment
to the state constitution, authorizing
such action.
The Grand River Railroad, being
the proposed road from Grand Rapids
to Grand Haven over the so-called*
Jenison road-bed, has already a big
law-suit on its hands, before a single
rail is laid. A dispatch from Chicago
says that ex-Senator Ferry of Grand
Haven, and H. V. Reed and A. Fow-
ler of Chicago, have entered suit to re-
cover $300,000 damages against the
company and J. W. Boynton, its presi-
dent. >^pssrs. Reed and Fowler are
dealers in mining and railroad invest-
ments. 1 1 is said that ex-Senator Fer-
ry had an option to sell $1,000,000 of
bonds of the railroad, which he as-
signed to Messrs. Reed and Fowler.
This option has not yet expired, and
the Chicago brokers claim to have se-
cured a purchaser who represents En-
lish capital. After accomplishing
everything but a formal sale, it is al-
leged that President Boynton broke
the contract by preventing the sale.
It was a question whether Reed and
Fowler should sue ex-Senator Ferry
or whether he would join them in this
suit. He decided to pursue the latter
course, and the actual commission
sought amounts t"> $270,000. This is
the same road that proposes to ferry
loaded freight cure across Lake Michi-
gan. Its first consignment of rolling
stock is expected to arrive next week.
consequence of the difference in the | wlll atonce be seen that the organiza-
level of the two lakes, the current --- - - ~ .
runs toward Black Lake, soon fills up
the newly dredged channel.
As previously mentioned, the Gov-
ernment dredgt- returned here August
5 and by August 17 it h£d made a cut
25 feet wide and 16 feet deep along the
middle of the channel dredged out in
M«y and June, thus again restoring
a navigation of 14 feet from lake to
ike. The ila sand removed measured
4,120 cubic yards. At the opening of
navigation in 1892 the available depth,
as already stated, was only 7 feet, and
the dredge returned to the harbor on
. June 24 with Instructions to redredge
’ the entrance.
In October and November, 1891, re-
pairs were made to the piers and re-
vetments, consisting of the closing of
a gap in the channel wall of the south
pier at the Junction of the crib and
idle work, refilling with new brush
the. south revetment for 308 linear feet
and the north revetment for 100 feet,
- placing a small quantity of brush
. along the rear of the north revetment
and cutting down to water surface the
jDorth revetment, a distance of 360
fleet, and rebuilding the same with
• three courses of new timber and re-
TUling it with new brush.
Two hundred and eighty-eight line-
- ar feet of sand fence were built on the
north beach and 301 feet on the south
beach, with some 40 feet of vertical
fence on the back wall of the north
pier at shore line, to stop the flying
aand from blowing into the water-
To make the revetmeuts subserve
their purpose of excluding sand from
the channel they should be sheet piled.
As it may be impossible to drive sheet
piles along the rear of the works on
account of the brush and driftwood
bottom, it may be necessary to drive
them along the face of the channel
wall, and in that case they must be
protected by special guard piles and
waling timbers.
The remainder of the north revet-
ment, 228 linear feet, should be re-
built above water, and some minor re-
pairs made to the rest of the works.
The available balance, July 1, is
$2,100, and it is proposed to use this
for dredging and incident! repairs.
The estimate for the fiscal year 1894
it: Sheet piling, north and south re-
vetments, 1,492
tion of the “Holland and Chicago
Transportation Co.” and through it
the establishing of a regular line of
steamboats between the two points,
operated in our interest, is a salient
feature in the future prestige of Hol-
land as a lake port, and that it is an
enterprise which should be hailed
with every determination of encour-
agement and support by all our citi-
zens.
For Man Gifts
Call and examine our line of
Fancy Tea and Coffee Pots,
Silver Plated Knives and Forks,
Silver Plated Spoons,
Carving Knives and Forks,
Pocket Knives,
Table Knives and Forks
Tea and Table Spoons,
Razors,
Air Rifles,
Skates,
Bracket Saws,
AND LAST BUT NOT LEAST,
Those Splendid OIL HEATERS, the Best and Most
Economical — NO SMOKE— NO SMELL-
we will be pleased to show goods, and
name prices.£ yshWyees
pioneer mmm
Suppose You Mix fl Little
TYafoa (kport from HoUand:
For Chicago ........
** Grand Rapids..
“ Muskegon and
Grand Haven..
** Hart and Pent-
water ...........
“ Manistee and
Ludington ......
“ Big Rapids .....
“ Traverse Git/..
“ Allegan and
Toledo ..........
" Charlevoix, Pe-
* tosky and Bay
View ............
I-osS
naW
Trains Arrive at HoUand.
p.m. p.m.a.m
From Chicago ...... 250 965 *4 66
“ Grand Rapids
“ Muskegon and
Grand Haven.
" Manistee and
066 206
p.m
630
10 00
p.m.
2 08 3 05
a.m.
Ludington....
“ Big Rapids....
Traverse City.
“ Allegan and
Toledo ........
80S
208K 12 36
a.m.
0 35 6 30
12 86 208
.. Petoekey ...... 12 36
• i up, uu* jl cm ft
trains to and from Chicago."
Wagner Parlor Buffet Oars on day trains
vO and from Chicago.
Tickets to all points In the United States
and Canada. Connections in Union Station,
Grand Rapids with the favorite.
DETROIT ^
LANSING A NORTHERN R.R.
L*v Grand Ranlds .........
Ar. Grand Ledge,: ..... ...
‘ Lansing . ............
“ Howell. ...............
" Detroit, ...............
L’v GrandRapids .........
Ar. Howard City ...... ....
“ Edmore, ...............
" Alma, ..................
•* St. Louis, ..............
“ Saginaw ................
720
860
036
war
10 46
12 00
7:10 a. m. runs through to Detroit with
parler car seats 26c.
1:26 p. mu and 6:40 p. m. run through to De-
troit with Parlor car seats 26c.
GEO. DK HAVEN,
In his recent message to Congress
President Harrison sounded a note of
warning in relation to claims against
the United States, now pending in
Congress, amounting to about $400,-
000,000, for losses incurred during the
war. These claims are nearly all from
the south, and are presented in behalf
of parties who allege loyalty to the
Union cause. It is a sinister as well
as significant fact that the Democrat-
ic and Mugwump organs, which de-
vote columns to assailing the idea that
pensions ought to be paid to Union
veterans, have not a word to utter
against this enormous danger threat-
ening the Treasury and the revenue.
In its issue of Dec. 18 the G. 7f.J/er-
aid devotes several columns in advo-
cacy of the proposed improvement of
Grand River, giving a brief history of
the movement and the several efforts
made in behalf of connecting that city
with the waters of Lake Michigan.
Among the latter it also mentions the
visit of a committee of the Grand Rap-
ids Board of Trade to this city, with
a view of prospecting for a canal route:
“About this time H. Walsh of Hol-
land, noticing through the press the
agitation ofdeep water navigation, ex-
tended September 14, 188 9, on behalf
of the citizens of Holland, an invita-
tion to the board of trade to drive over
a route from Holland to Jeuisonville,
which, he claimed, could be economi-
cally utilized for a canal from Grand
Rapids to Lake Michigan. The invi-
tation was accepted and October 1 a
large delegation from the board of
trade rode over the proposed route
with representative citizens of Hol-
land. The feasibility of the plan was
The proposed action of Congress in
prohibiting for a while at least fur-
ther immigration to the UnitedStates
has aroused retaliatory action by the
transatlantic steamship companies, by
suspending the issue of tickets for
steerage passage altogether and in-
creasing the rates for first and second-
class tickets, thereby decreasing the
attendance of Europeans at the
World’s Fair. Local agents* here for
several steamboat lines have received
peremptory instructions to discon-
tinue the further sale of steerage tick-
ets from Europe to the United States.
unenw i.«s linear feet, tt,460;i*^v~r~
- - , general repairs of existing works, in- . aroPPea-
- eluding new superstructure of 228 feet I There is one thing in connection with
^LnS3!,^m-wchM’^hd™ntioK
geodes/ makes $17,0(0. ' . of the truth and the facte in the case,
In addition, provision should be1 wl11 ^  mentlon’ and it Is this, that
made for further extension of the while every other report bearing on
piers, for which purpose the project this projected deep-water connection
^ I5* has been Promptly given out for pub-
th* T iffht tioiihp T^tAhHshmpnt Hcation, that of Mr. Skeels on his sui-
maintains a fifth-order harbor light, vey°f the proposed canal route has
and the Life-Saving Service a station been Jnst as systematically withheld.
,v on the south pier.” And besides that, the figures of the
The report further shows that from levels of this alleged elevation be-
- Ahe time the U. S. government took tween Jenisonville and Holland, as
-ebargeof our harbor, in 1866, to date given above, do not begin to compare
--
apparent and th« impressions were
favorable that, at a subsequent
meeting of the board of trade, the
committee was empowered to employ
a competent engineer to survey the
route . This was accomplished during
October and. contrary to expectation,
showed an elevation between Jenison-
ville and Holland, for a considerable
distance, of over forty feet. As there
is not sufficient water available to op-
erate locks this would necessitate a cut
of over fifty feet to secure ten feet of
water. The expense would be so enor-
mous that this plan was considered
impracticable and the project was
Common sense with, Sentiment in Gift making for Christ-
mas. For instance, in buying for a gentleman, get a dozen
linnen collars or cuffs in an elegant inlaid Japanese Box,
or either of the following:
JAPANESE — Silk Handkei'chiefs,
Silk Mufflers,
Silk and Embroidered Suspenders.
Ascot or Puff Scarfs,
Gloves, Silk and Worsted Mitts,
Fine Dress Shirts,
Silk or Derby Hats.
Any of the above articles will make a
Suitable Holiday Present and will be valued
as long as they last.
Bm & 60.
Clothiers and Manufacturers.
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Some of the teachers who are inte-
rested in having a good lecture given
in Holland, have succeeded in secur-
ing Prof. W. N. Ferris, Principal of
the Big Rapids Industrial School, to
give his celebrated lecture, “Making
the World Better,” in this city. Jan.
13, 1893. This lecture has been given
many timqs throughout Michigan, and
has always been received with the
highest commendation. The lecture
certainly deserves a good audience.
The proceeds will be used for school
purposes. We quote the following:
“No hurried review that we can
give can convey any adequate idea of
the scope and power of the lecture
and its effect upon the great audience
assembled to near it. The subject
was adroitly handled, and the lecture
was a flattering success. Such a lec-
ture is of Inestimable value te any
community in which it is given.”—
Manistee Bulletuu .
“Mr. Ferris is a lecturer who at
once inteieste his hearers, and, as
with earnestness, keen Intelligence,
clean wit and subtle pathos, he devel-
ops his ideas concerning the Improve-
ment of this world of ours, he carries
all with him to the close. His lecture
ought to lie productive of much good.”
—Ionia Daily Standard.
Use good, fresh yeast. Be sure
to give the dough an even temper-
ature when rising, and do not ex-
pose to cold drafts. Work thorough-
ly in the dough, making it as soft
as possible without sticking. It is
well to sift flour, and in cold wea-
ther it should also always be thor-
oughly warmed before using. Last,
but not least, use our “Sunlight” or
“Daisy” brands of flour and we will
warrant you a white and light loaf
of bread. " \ v
me waish-De rod mum go.
Holland, Mipt, Dec. 8, 1892.
LUMBER YARD.
ymOer, bath and Shindies
for sale, cheap, at the'Holland- Stave
Factory Dock. Enquire 61 or
write ttf
I.VERSCHURE.* Holland, Mich.
P. 8. I can always be found at the
Factory, during the day;
wM
--- - --- of Tartar Powder.-Ntf Ammonia; No Ala*.
Used in Million* of HomM-40 Year* the Standard.
Dog L$*t , -f "'I
On or about Dec. I lost a large
white and black hound,. For the rer
I turn of the same at the store of Zals-
! man Bros., oa Twelfth street,; a fculta-|ble,e..rtwm*reo.NA^T.
CELERY SEED R|||ioatgtekH^MheEMndNfaralf«ftt
• • FOR Wftnutr4 U fin ill Firm *f Itadttbf. BMDfonmblnedw"*-
Cetorjr it M a *MGlfl« for NERVOUS HEADACHE.
HEADACHE
srssafft _
BANCS
PM
2
*dy for glck Head.cha. e.p*cl.lljr a4*
--------- 8«napro*trattmj or k* tf •itality due
“ In",Dab,epo
TESTIMONIAL.
Crutu. Viixar, Ocbana Co., Mich.?
lSIe,
3 Nui-
art ^ 5 <
aV o-tJ (D OQ
ftps ssog
sc §2 » 0
s-g- c?
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Special Mention.
Of the constant additions of
this season’s goods at
rir.f ,
A FULL LINE OF
RY GOODS.
CHEMLLLE Table Cloths.
FASCINATORS tr . . to $1.00
LADIES1 VESTS from 25 cts. to $1.00.
WHITE WOOLEN BLANKETS from
$1.00 and upwards. (
HANDKERCHIEFS, 6 for 25 cents.
Hemstitched.
YARNS, Saxony, Spanish and Ger-
mantown.
HOSIERY, a full assortment.
CORSETS, all sizes and prices.
LADIES MITTENS, to suit •&.
flrowrics and haflj Supplies.
.A.X* fj£ %.
n> Mukt Kwtfj.
he Ur 4 he taler,
Dealers in
FRESH, SALT, HMD SMOKEDME A.TS-
M Parties desiring
Choice Steaks and Roasts
Are eepedally invited to caU. *
Market on River Street
“ X*® KRAKBB ft DE K08TES.
Holland, Mioh., An*. 8, 18S2.
' '.v
9a declares It to be «the beat remedy tor
eoagh and croup," Mr. D. T. Good, Colum-
bia, Tenn., writes: “I keep Da Bull'*
Cough Syrup in the house all the time. It
la the best remr y (or couih and croup I
•»er uae<L^ _
Patience makes that more tolerable
Trhlch is impossible to prevent orre-
move. —Horace.
LOOK AT THE
SIZE of the or-
dinary pill.
TUnk of afi the
trouble and dis-
turbance that it
eanfles yon.
Wouldn't yon
| welcome some-
[thing easier to
(take, and easier
Jin ita ways, if
I at the same time
it did you more
good! That is the ease with Dr. Piercers
Pleasant Pellet*. They’re the smallest in
sise, the mildest in action, but the most
thorough and far-reaching in result*. They
follow nature's methods, and they give help
that ladt. Constipation, Indigestion, Bilious
Attacks, Sick and Bilious Headaches, and all
derangements of the liver, stomach a nd bo wels
sure promptly relieved and permanently cured.
“ If we cant cure your Catarrh, no matter
how bad your case or of how long standing,
well pay you $500 in cash." That ia what
Is promised by the proprietors cf Dr. Sage's
Catarrh Remedy. Doesn't it prove, better
than any words could, that this is a remedy
that eurtt Catarrh I Costs only 60 cent*.
I' DO YOU
Couch
don t delay
Kemp’s
BALSAM
rH^GVi
Tm wm sse ths ssMilsat dhst after takia* tk«
:otrs Emulsion
of cod-liver oil presents a
perfect food— palatable,
easy of assimilation, and
an appetizer; these are
everything to those who
are losing flesh and
strength. The combina-
tion of pure cod-liver oil,
the greatest )f all fat pro-
ducing foods, with Hypo-
phosphites, provides a re-
markable agent for Quid
Flesh Building in all ail-
ments that are associated
with loss of flesh.
| CUm AKI) FCKTZNT*
{•Ml, Cou|hi, Sort Throtl, Influenu,
f( Bronchitli, Pneunonia, Swelling •! thel Jointi, Lumbago, Inflammalloni,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
: i Froatbiteo, Chilblain*, Headache,
Toothache, Aathma,
DIFFICULT BRKATHINO.
Bad way's Ready Relief Is a Bure Cure for
Every Pain, Sprains, Bruises, Pains
in the Back, Cheat or Limbs.
«?. It was the First and U the
Only PAIN REMEDY
bat lusteBtlT stops the moat excnuJitln* pains, >1-
luflimmitlon. and curea Conewtlons. whether
- Lung*, btotnach. Bowels, or other elands or
atumbterof wsUr
.a fsw mlontas cure Osmpt. Bpssms, Bonr
jsa.T^n’lerr. Colfo.'fC
cents par bottle. Sold by DruMtet*.
«*• BE SURE TO GET RADWArg.MMM
BiUBeuts
Small.
g^S^^SSST^li Sk
bottle. Price Be. For sale by drugfteU.
Pleture -T, n, 10" and nmple does (Me.
A f. SMITH A CO., horkton, HEW YOHK.
$40,000,000
ea^^ssiu’ssjvsi.jfs
.vffL
,«lf BLNJ
FIVE PLANS REPORTED
CONFERENCE COMMITTEE SUB-
MIT DETAILS.
Tletgen Proposes Remonetisation of Silver,
with n Variable Ratio to Goid-Houlde*
worth Prefers Legal Tender Certificates,
Redeemable In Silver.
Doings nt Brussel*.
The Monetary Conference Committee,
at Brussels, reported on various schemes
which have been introduced to advance
its object The first plan, that of Tiet-
gen of Denmark, consisted in the crea-
tion of an international silver eurreney
based on the variable mercantile value
Of metal in international intercourse,
but with unlimited paying power for the
respeotive countries coining it Sir
William Houldsworth’s plan proposed
the creation of an international silver
currency in the form of certificates of
deposits as a legal tender in the states
which would issue them, but not re-
deemable in gold. The adoption of these
certificates would meet the objections
raised against bimetallism on the
ground of the inconvenience which re-
coinage would cause in case of varia-
tion in value of the metal gauged by a
gold standard. In order to attain this
end Sir William Houldsworth proposed
a preliminary formation of a blmetallio
union, or, if this could not bp brought
about, at least free silver coinage in
one sufficiently strong country.
OJ the third plan it was .considered
that M. Allard, of Belgium, who had
drawn it up on the lines of the Windom
bill, with an international oharaoter
added, wished to create an international
silver note not possessing the oharaoter
of legal tender, but repayable to the
bearer in weight of allver variable ac-
cording to the fluctuations of the mar-
ket, but always representing the noml-
lal value expressed in gold. The
states issuing such notes would have to
bear In common, any possible loss re-
sulting from repayments in case of a
depreciation in silver.
The fourth plan, which M. de Fovllle,
the French delegate, desired to encour-
age, was the practice of depoeiUng sil-
ver bullion iu mints and bank* of issue,
with certificates of deposit and commer-
cial warrants negotiants without a le-
gal rate or a guarantee of value on the
part of government. Baffaelovltclyyif
Bussla, proposed to give the certificates
an international oharaoter by establish-
ing a system of warrants enabling the
bearers thereof to obtain, on delivery of
their receipts, an equal quantity of sil-
ver at all Institutions which adhered to
the plan and having a stock of silver at
disposal.
Representatives of the' silver-produo-
tng countries objected to this proposal
as lylnif outside the program of the con-
ference. the duty of whieh was to study
the means of . extending the monetary
employment of silver.
The fifth plan, introduced by Salne-
tellette, of Belgium, and supported by
Mr. Monteflore, proposed to create re-
ceipts of deposits of gold and silver,
bearing such conditions that a certain
eompanied by a certain quantity of
quantl
 et
ity of gold should be always so-
silver, the proportion of which should
be determined periodically by an inter-
national commission, which twin de-
posits would be effqoted in order to be
represented by oertifleates, the market
price of silver to be taken Into account
in fixing these proportions, that as
International character might be given
to the certificates.
The report proceeds to reproduce the
arguments for and against these plans
and asked whether the marriage of the
two metals would not be an artificial
one, and whether the conventional sys-
tem would meet those requirements of
commerce, which desired, above all
things, the simplest possible solution of
the problem. On the other hand, it is
urged that variations in the price of sil-
ver would be lessened, if not altogether
topped, by the coexistence of tbs two
metals in deposits represented by cer-
tificates and the relative fixity of value
of the twin deposits. '
READING COAL COMBINE.
Continuation of the Investigation by the
House Committee.
Ths House committee appointed to
Investigate the Reading Railroad an-
thracite coal combination resumed
Thursday morning in the Oommeree
Committee room the inquiry it conduct-
ed into this subject during the recess in
New York, Philadelphia and elsewhere.
William H. Joyce, general freight agent
of the Pennsylvania Railroad, was ex-
amined. He offered in evidence a letter
dated April IS last, addressed by him to
£. R. Holden, chairman of the anthra-
cite rate committee, Now York, calling
attention to the fact that during the
last year the Lehigh Ye lley Railroad
Company, through its coal company,
had made with individual operators con-
tracts for the purchase of their coal
upon a percentage of the prices realised
at tide-water.
The Reading Company, the latter
added, had made similar agreement*
with a number of miners and shippers,
and it was therefore necessary for the
Penfisylvaala Railway to do likewise if
It were to secure the product of collier-
ies that had heretofore shipped over
its lines. These contracts gave ship-
pers for thtfr coal 60 per oent of the
prices obtained at tide-water. The let-
ter stated that fhe Pennsylvania Com-
pany would therefore reduce Us nice
for carrying coal to tide- water, wlt-
ness said that the price over their road
was determined by the law of supply
sad demand.
DARES TO SEEK LIBERTY.
The Colorado Cannibal Aailoni to Breathe
Free Air.
Alfred Parker, the man-eater, the man
who killed an 1 devoured his tampan-
ions and who took del'ght in telling the
horrible story, has applied for a release
from the penitentiary at Canyon City,
Colo. Paiker without doubt ie the most
fiendish and ghoulish man who ever es-
caped the hangman's noose. Hie record
Is a gruesome one. In- his time it is
known that he has killed and eaten five
men.
In January, 1874, A1 Parker in com-
pany with five others left Dry Creek,
Ban Juan County, for the Los Pinos
Agency, and In March of the same year
stating that
Parker left “
at they had
_ snowed
 died on the
Utah, in the
party of
at Dry Creek
blankets, cooking utensils and a guB[
and with a horse started over the rang#
in the coldest part of the winter. Food
was scarce, and soon the hone was
turned loose to die. Three days later
the provisions gave out and the party
became desperate. It was bitterly cold
and the anow fell fast The men took
turns breaking the trail, those follow-
ing carrying the camp utensils. Starv-
ing, the men chewed their moccasins, and
out up their blankets to serve as shoes.
When the matches gave out fire was car-
ried in a coffee pot by Swan, who was old
and feeble. Sometimes ths men found
frozen rosebuds and leaves and ate
them ravenously. Swan gave out when
near the top of the Continental divide,
and then the devilish work began. Sev-
eral stories are told, but the one most
generally believed is that each agreed
to oltmb the mountain and look for
signs of the agency, leaving Bwan in
camp in a clump of trees. When they
left, Parker returned and struck the old
man a blow on the head with a hatchet
and killed the others as they came in. i
Bell, it seems, was bent on murder,
and had about made up his mind that
some one had to ole to save the
others. He returned to camp and Par-
ker assaulted him. A fight took place
and Beil succumbed. All that #winter
Parker, ghoulish-like, remained with
the dead and subsisted on the choice
cuts from their bodies.
The tale Is a fearful one. He was ar-
rested at the agency, but escaped and
was not again captured until 1883, in
Cheyenne. In 1886 he was sentenced
on five counts to eight years each, eaoh
sentence to commence when the other
expired. He is an ex- Union soldier.
NO PRIZES WERE GIVEN.
A NSOBO woman is under arrest at
Edgefield, 8. C„ for murdering her two-
year-old babe and then serving ft
ROYAL
IS TUB
VSetlma of Bogus Lottery Ticket* In Thla
Country nnd Canada.
According to the statements of Ohi-
eago detectives who have been engaged
for over four tndnths in hunting the
manufacturers of counterfeit lottery
tickets, a stupendous scheme for de-
frauding lottery ticket purchasers has
been dlaooveied. In every city, town
and village in Canada, Michigan, Indi-
ana, Illinois and the Northwest the
members of a gang have operated their
clever swindle for about a year and
have come out of the game heavy win-
ners. In all of these places persons
live who think themselves bom under a
constellation of lucky stars and several
comets, and at every change of the
moon they have made investments in
lottery tickets. It was to accommodate
these persons that ths men who are
claimed to constitute an unlawful gang
have been working. But ths tickets
they sold were for drawings that never
took place.
The end of the business cams when a
plant for the manufacture of lottery
tickets was discovered at 381 and 283
Clark street, and Jacob B. Btanger, the
proprietor, was arrested and charged
with forgery. The arrest is the outcome
of the work of four months by thede-
tectives, who took up the case after W.
T. Henderson, of Baltimore, attorney
for the Louisina Lottery company, had
done some work In the hope of deteot-
ingthe defrauders. It is believed by
officers of the Louisiana. company the
firs tissue of counterfeit tickets was made
a year ago, and since then and up to
the issue of August last the northern
tier of States, the West, and Canada
have been flooded with these tickets.
The market having been kept well sup-
plied, their sale at $1 eaoh has netted
the counterfeiters a neat sum.
Ths men Interested In this scheme
have not confined their talents to the
Louisiana oompany, bat have Issued
tickets, it Is claimed, on a number of
companies that do not exist The de-
tectives confiscated at the Btanger shop
a fine lithographic press, about 16,000
Mantanza tickets, December issue; 40,-
000 Vera Crus tickets of December and
January issue, several large sheets of
Louisiana Uqkets without the numbers
and twenty engraving stones and sev-
eral numbering machines. The plant Is
valued at |G,000. The Vera Crux tickets
were sold largely in the northwestern
part of Chicago, the Mantanza tickets
over bars in the country towns of Michi-
gan, Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa, while
the Louisiana tickets went Into Canada,
Michigan, Illinois, and the Northwest.
COUNT NEW SENATORS.
Democratic Claim* to Nebraaka, Kansas,
and North Dakota Vigorously Disputed.
The Republican Senatorial caucus met
in Washington and further discussed
the programme to be followed by the
party in regard to the prospective sen-
atorial contests in several of the West-
ern States. A resolution offered by
Senator Hawley (Conn.) was adopted
authorizing the chairman (Senator Sher-
man) to appoint a commltteo of five
Senators to take into consideration the
wisdom and propriety of senatorial in-
terference in these contests.
The consensus of opinion expressed
was that while the Senators did not de-,
sire nor Intend to Interfere with the
States in carrying out the will of the
people, it waa the duty of the Republi-
can Senators to resent strenuously ths
assertions of the Democrats, who are
now, as they charge, trying to pervert
pnblio sentiment.
It was shown to the satisfaction of
the caueus, so a dispatch says, that the
Democratic “steering committee* had
no ground upon which to stand when It
gave out the authorized interview in
New Yorjc, and in corroboration of this
some figures were produced. In Nebras-
ka it was said by the speakers that
the Demo rrats had lut four members
In the entire Legislature, and in Kan-
sas but seventeen. In North Dakota
the Republicans had a clear majority
of nine In both branches, and In Wyo-
ming five. In California and Montana
the vote ia close, with the Populists
holding the balauoe of power. One of
the active members of the caucus said
it was not the Intention of the Repub-
lican) to aupo'nt any so-called “steer-
ing comm.ttec, ” for the reason that the
only purpose of such a committee
would te to exercise an improper in-
fluence upon the Legislatures in the
States in question.
INFOBMATION has been received from
Consbatta, O. T., of the death of Gen.
Henry Gray, one of the few surviving
members of the Confederate Congress
and Brigadier General of the Confed-
Best Baking Powder
The Official Government Reports:
The United States Government, after elaborate"
tests, reports the Royal Baking Powder to be of
greater leavening strength than any other. (Bui-
Mn i3» 4g. Dtp.%p. 599.;
The Canadian Official Tests, recently made, show
the Royal Baking Powder highest of all in leaven-
ing strength. ( Bulletin io,/. 16, Inland Rev. Dtp.)
In practical use, therefore, the Royal Baking
Powder goes further, makes purer and more perfect
food, than any other.i v
Government Chemists Certify:
! “The Royal Baking Powder is composed of pure and
wholesome ingredients. It does not contain either alum or phos-
phates, or other injurious substances.
“Edward G. Love, Ph. D."
“The Royal Baking Powder is undoubtedly the purest
and most reliable baking powder offered to the public.
“ Hknry A. Mott, M. D., Ph. D.m
“The Royal Bakina Powder is purest in quality and high-
est in strength of any bakmg powder or which I nave Knowledge.
“Wm. McMuanux, Ph. D.m
The Government Report shows all other baking
Powders tested to contain alum, lime
. or sulphuric acid.
The “Intelligent" Competitor.
* Queer things htppen sometimes in a
newspaper office,* sold W. 0. Cooper, a
veteran journalist, now taking his esse
at the Lindell. *1 had several narrow
eeeqpes from violent death while en-
gineering on afternoon paper In Texas.
My foreman once got the suicide of a
prominent oitisen mixed up with a de-
•oriptlon of a new abattoir, and the re-
•ult was appalling. Frlenda of ths de-
ceased Insisted on shooting first and
listening to explanations afterward. At
another time he got a head intended for
a double hanging over a swell wedding.
It read aa follows: 1 Toughs turned off.
A well-mated pair of brutes merrily
meet their doom. A large crowd witness
tbs rites preceding purgatorial pains.'
Well, I hid In the chaparral for a month
after that. “-St Louie Globe-Desno-
•rat. I _
Large Artificial Stone,
The largest artificial stone In ths
world forms the base of ths Bartholdi
status of liberty on Bodloo'o Island,
New York harbor. This Immense stone
was made from broken trap rook, sand,
and American cement. Five hundred
carloads of sand and over 30,000 barrels
of cement wars need. In manufacturing
ths monster _
There is no eure for oolor-blindness.
Mr. Joseph Memmerich,
An old soldier, ease ont of the War smelly
enfeebled by Typhoid Form, and after being
In vaHoo* hospital* the dooten iteehaiaod khn
a* Incurable with Ooaanmptloa. He ho* been
In poor health tinoe, nntU he began te take
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Immediately hi* oongh grew leeeer, night
weata erased, and he regained coed general
health. He oordlally recommend* Hood's Sar-
saparilla, especially to comrades In the G.ELB.
HOOD’S FILLS sere labltaal OmettpeMea by
mtaftaspwlttaiue eelleaef the altaMatery ease!
Winter Meeorte of the Booth.
JackaoavUio and Tampa, Fla, nod other
•oath Atlantic and Golf coast resort* can
be reached with but one change of can
from Chicago, and that at Loulavllle or
Cincinnati, whore the Monos makes dote
connection with the LAN. and Q A G
Vestibule • trains, running through to
Florida.
The Monon's day trains are now nil
equipped with beautiful new Parlor nnd
Dining Gate, while ite n
up of Smoking Care, 'C
ent 8!
ht train* are made
Coaches, aad
Pullman and Compartm nt Sleepers, lighted
electricity from headlight to hindmost
•isspsa
The Mouon baa gradually fought Its nay
to the front, making extensive Improve-
ment* ia It* road-bed and service, until to-
day It I* the beet equipped Hue from Chi-
cago to the South, offering Ite patrons facil-
ities nnd accommodation! eeoond to none In
the world and at ratee lower than ever be-
fore. ____________________
Bit. W. J, Reid, of the Monongahela
presbytery, of Pittsburg, has been sen-
lenoed to a nubile rebuke for the offence
of nutting Rev. R. B. Ewing In marriage
to the latter's deceased wife’s sister.
Wunrso— A lady In this place to do writ-
tag at home. Wagee lit a week. Address
with a tamped envelope, Ml*a Florence
Smith, South Bond, Ind., Treasurer.
The Little Children.
Xver einoe the time when two she
bean ate forty-two little Israelite!
for making fun of the prophet Elisha,
public sympathy has been on the side
of the 'little street Arabs, who roam
about and are forced to look out for
themrfelves. How many of them die
like poor Joe in "Bleak House"— be-
fore they have had half a chance.
Moat of them are swept away by
pulmonary disease. Consumption
drags them down to death by thou-
sands. All of them could be saved
by the use of Rbid’s German Cgypn
and Kidney Curb. It is only by
taking care of the health of the
smallest children that the race is
elevated. See that you do your duty
and provide for the comfort of your
own child. Get this great remedy.
It contalDi no poison. It will cure
croup. The small bottles cost twen-
ty-five cents, the large size fifty cents.
Sylvan Remedy Oa, Peoria, III .
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Mias C. G. McClavR. School-
teacher, 753 Park Place, Elmira, N.
Y. "This Spring while away from
home teaching my first term in. a
country school I waa perfectly
wretched with that human agony
called dyspepsia. After dieting for
two weeks and getting no better, a
friend wrote me, suggesting that I
take August Flower. The very next
day I purchased a bottle. I am de-
lighted to say that August Flower
helped me so that I have quite re-
covered from my indisposition." •
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• If a comet meet a planet scooting
through the sky— if a comet hit a
planet need a planet cry?
Biela’s comet evidently judged
that this country had trouble enough
this year and lit out into space.
Chief Justice Shepherd, of the
Supreme Court of North Carolina,
began his business life as a telegraph
operator in Washington.
A Detroit rabbi preached a ser-
mon on “How to Reconstruct Ameri-
can Home Life." One way is to
begin early and use a slipper.
The enraged bulls in a Mexican
amphitheater charged on the specta-
tors at a lull-tight, but the specta-
tors did not applaud this sort of
“sport."
A farmer has secured the safe de-
livery of eggs by marking the box
“dynamite," but that terrifying word
would have no effect on the reckless
DObo worse than thc-gas and electric
lighting registers. "They are simple
things on their face, but the amount
of lying which they do makes Satan
appear a paragon of truthfulness. It
doesn’t matter to them whether gas
is burned or not; they go calmly
ahead making it appear that custom-
ers never extinguish the lights at all,,
and upon the damnable record which
they make the public has to pay.
So far as the footpads, burglars
and highwaymen of Chicago are con-
cerned, they are having things so
easy at present that there cannot be
much excitement for them. A suro
thing takes the life out of any busi-
ness. If the poljce would vary the
monotony of killing and clubbing in-
nocent men by breaking the head of
a thief occasionally, existence in that
t )wn would take on a livelier aspect.
Even the “well-known criminal" must
find the sort of thing now in vogue
very dispiriting.
grocery boy. 
It is a duty to think of and for
others, in small things as well as in
great, to study their feelings, to cul-
tivate sympathy, forbearance, good-
a.
will and tenderness.
A Buffalo coroner has been hold-
log an inqnest on the unearthed
bones of a lot of Indians whose tribe
became extinct over 200 years ago.
The verdict was “good Injun."
Self-denul does not belong to re-
ligion as characteristic of it; it be-
longs to human life; the lower nature
must always be denied when you are
trying to rise to a higher sphere.
“Snolligobter” is not a new word,
unless the duration of an average life-
time counte for nothing in the age of
a word. It certainly came into be-
ing before “skedaddle" did, and is,
perhaps, fully as expressive and mu-
slcal. v
Mrs. Langtry will send a three-
feeb-high doll, fashioned to be a
miniature model of herself, to the
Chicago Exposition. It Is the knowl-
edge that such works of art will be
on view at the great show which will
attract crowds of visitors to Chicago.
This is a time of the year when
great care should be taken of the
body. Sudden changes in temper-
ature, the lack of ventilation in the
homes, damp feet, changing for thin-
ner clothing for the evening party,
and many such little things add to
the long sick roll and death list of
the early winter months. See to it
that your cellars have no decaying
vegetables. Half a dozen spoiled
cabbages in the, cellar have been
known tp breed a pestilence for the
entire hqusehold.
LITTLE BOYS AND G1KLS.
THIS 18 THEIR DEPARTMENT OP
THE PAPER.
Quaint Karlas* and Dotog* mt Little Ones
Gathered end Printed Here for Other
Little Polka to Read.
him standing there, looking meek
»nd subdued, only— I detected a
twinkle in his eyes.
He received a scolding, which he
did not heed. A few minutes after-
ward I saw him in the stable-yard
with four boys perched upon bis back.
— Prairie Farmer. ‘ .
UNCLE TOM'S CABIN.
rho Historic Role W.U l o Exhibited at
the World1* Fetr.
It is proposed to bring to Chicago
A WOMAN LAWYER.
Che Remarkable Career of Mlaa Ella F-
Knowles— Her Legal Work.
Ono of the queer things in the olcc- '
for exhibition at the World’s Fair don of 1892 was the choosing of Mist
A Children’* Surprise Party.
Little Girl— “Mamma, Wc must get
everything ready for a surprise party.
They’re cornin’ to-night”
Mamma— “What makes you think
it’s coming here?"
Little Girl— “’Cause every little
girl I know has-been Invited ’cept
me.”— Street & Smith’s Go^d News.
If a President of the United States
should suddenly decide that he would
like to give some festivities at the
White House, at which every guest
should be costumed In the dress of
the time of Washington, he would
very soon be criticised for extrava-
gance, and If he asked for an appro-
priation for the purpose, he couldn’t
get it. But Emperor Wilhelm has
Just ordered his whole court of sev-
eral hundred persons to turn into
imitations of the Prussians of Fred-
erick the Great’s time, and no one
dares to open his lips against the
folly.
New York dealers recently bought
more than 42,000 barrels of Kentucky
whisky. Lest there be some mls-
imderstanding as to the use which
New York proposes to make of this
liquor, the Press states that it Is in-
teadsd for medic: nal purposes only.
' Bishop Newman says that "from
the foundation of our Government
the Sabbath day has been regarded as
an American Institution.” It cer-
tainly was not an American institn-
tlon for the 1,500 years between the
birth of Christ and the -.celebrated
transoceanic expedition of Mr. Co-
lumbus.
Blowing Soap Bubbles.
There are many ingenious and
pleasing tricks to be played with soap
bubbles, of which one is illustrated
here.
Take a wire ring and hang a large
soap bubble from it This may sound
hard, but it is easy to do. Be care-
ful to remove with your finger the
drop of water which will hang at the
bottom of the bubble and which will
weaken it Put your blowing tube
through the bladder gently and blow
a small bubble. It will fall to the
bottom of the other and stay there
without breaking it. You must be
careful to blow the smaller bubble
lighter than the larger. In order to
do this shake out the wate^ from your
tube before blowing the smaller bub-
ble. -
Here are some hints forgetting a
good mixture from which to blow
Knew His Place.
Harper’s Magazine prints a story of
an old Revolutionary soldier, resi-
dent of Vermont, who never wearied
of relating his own adventures, and
who, as he grew older, seemed to grow
more and more imaginative. One
“yarn,” of which he was particularly
fond, had to do with a time when
Gen. Washington needed, for some
reason, to seod a dispatch to Gen.
Lafayette. The trip was so pecul-
iarly hazardous that Washington hes-
itated to order anyone to undertake
it. He stepped-in front of a line of
men and asked for a volunteer.
For a moment or two no one
moved. “Then," the veteran Ver-
monter used to siy, “I Just stepped
out three paces and tipped my hat,
and said I, ‘I’m your man, Mr. Wash-
ington.’ ” He set out at once, and
after many hair-breadth escapes found
Gen. Lafayette and returned safely to
camp. There he hastened to the
“Mr. Washington's tent” and reported
his errand Accomplished. At this
point in his story the old gentleman
always waxed eloquent: “The General
•he said he thought as how I was as
plucky, and as brave, and asable aman
as he'd ever see; and then he took off his
sword and his bolt, and he handed
.’em to me, sayin* as how I was so
much braver than him I’d earned the
right to wear ’em Instead of him. He
thought as hoyr Iwas so much more
fltten for slch honor than him, an’
he wanted me to take his place." At
this interesting point the narrator
would stop and wait till someone
asked, as someone always did: “What
did you say, Mr. L - ?" Then he
would draw himself up to his full
height and reply: “I says to him,
says I, ‘Mr. Washington, you’re a bet-
ter eddicated man than I am; you
keep ’em yourself.’"
the log cabin which Is believed to
have been the home of Uncle Tom,
one of the characters in Mrs. Stowe’s
“Uncle Tom’s Cabin." It is not a
matter of certainty that the log hut
is the identical cabin of Uncle Tom,
but many who have examined into
The proposition -to«* make the
gramme the unit of weight for gold
coinage raises the question, “What is
a gramme?" It is the one-thousandth
part of the French weight, which is
equal to 2.2046 avoirdupois pounds of
7,000 grains each. Therefore, it con-
tains 15.482 grains, and the 23.22
grains of pure gold in the American
dollar are equal to 1.505, or a trifle
over one and a half grammes. And
this suggests a point recently made to
the effect that It is not well tosborten
the spelling of the word to “gram,"
for the reason that the word thus
shortened is easily confounded with
the word “grain."
“If you contemplate going to the
World’s Fair,” suggests the Memphis
Appeal-Avalanche, “take a tent, a
quantity of pemmican, corned beef
and Liebig’s extract, and a gondola.
In this way you will be independent
of tbe hotel-keepers and hackmenof
Chicago.* But you will have to pay
50 cents, mark you, to get Into the
grounds. You cau’t escape alto-
gether.
An expert mathematician has been
figuring on football, which is appar-
ently becoming the principal study
at most of our colleges. He says the
energy displayed in the average game,
If applied to the plow, would “break
up twenty acres of the heaviest soil
known in tbe country." No tlmt
should be lost in sending this infor-
mation to the fathers of the young
gentlemen students.
They teach the art of cooking in
Philadelphia public schools, and a
class of ten girls, under the direction
of a tedcher, choked a dinner in sight
of the crowd of visitors at the food
exhibition in that city last week.
The dinner consisted of the following
dishes: Tomato soup, scalloped mut-
ton, tomato sauce, mashed potatoes,
stewed celery and floating island. It
took the girls fifty-seven minutes to
prepare the dinner, including the;
time taken in cleaning up the dishes'
and utensils. The food was then
passed Around, and all who dared to
venture tasted it and pronounced it
good. There are objeetkm to mak-
ing the public schools a vehicle foi
all classes of manual instruction, but
if girls cannot be taught how to cook
In their own homes, it is better that
they should learn In school than no
where. Few things connected with
daily life are of such importance.
A “regular" surgeon writing In a
gilt-edged journal of surgery main*
tainsthe utility of caustie pastes of
arsenic or zinc for treating cancerous
tumors, and even prefers them to the
knife, which calls forth from the
Medical Record this comment: “Wo*!
are brought by Dr. Robinson bdek to
tbe treatment of - our tsthera, and,
we may add, of many successful
quacks.* Query: Is a quack one who
bolds fast to that which is good
while others- chase after false gods?
PnoFi Huxley thinks that results
often attributed to overwork are
sometimes due to under oxygenation,
and consequent accumulation of
waste matter which operates as a
poison. “The depression of , over-
worked organizations is very com-
the operation of some physio-
candle stuff, not properly
Thw who have kept track
tele on autotoxipmiu will
fluHef* idea is in full
With our own.
The latest Boston science is ockol-
ogy. The derivation of the term if
evident. It is from the Greek oikos,
meaning a house, and tbe familial
termination, logy, from logos. Hence
we have, then, household science.
Thus Is housekeeping, with its variouf
departments, lifted among tbe learned
pursuits. It will rank hereafter with
philology, mineralogy, physiology,
and archaeology. We may now look
for the establishment of a chair of
oekology in Yale, with lectures on
such subjects as; History of the
Flapjack, How to Make a Bed, Early
Forms of the I’ca Biscuit, Condensa-
tion's Applied to Fats, etc. Grad-
uates of the course will be known as
O. B., O. M. or O. !>., bachelor, mas-
ter or doctor of ockolo y, as the case
may be. . It is strongly suspected that
the new science is a device of the old
maids of New England to create a
matrimonial boom, if possible. The
status of feminine learning can bo
kept at its present elevated level, but
the degrees of the fair graduates, in-
stead of being a matrimonial handi-
cap, will become a recommendation.
bubbles. Dissolve about an ounce of
the strongest washing soap in a pint
of distilled water, ior, in Use absence
of that, rain water. Cork it well and4
keep In a cool place. After eight days
it will be in good condition for uSe.
Only* pour out as much at one time
as you need for your experiments, ft
may thus be made to last a very long
time.
John Liked Fan.
John was tricky. Those who
thought h’m a “beauty,” smart, and
obedient, knew that he was mis-
chievous and full of his “jokes."
John certainly did have a love of
fun in his “make-up," which made
him a Jolly companion for four boys,
who in turn did like to “plague the
poor old chap,” the family horse.
John was black-coated, strong, and
intelligent His tricks were not vic-
ious ones. He never kicked, balked,
nor ran away, being tober and well
conducted when driven or ridden by
the senior meihber of tbe family,
lie had a Soundness for his master,
who petted him a great deal. The
women could drive him. He brought
them home in just the same condi-
tion they started out. It was only
with the boys of the family that John
ventured to “joke."
There were four of them, Ernest,
Walter, Henry, and Albert, bright
young fellows, whodeligbted lo tickle
John's nose with a fragrant-smelling
apple, snatching it away when he pre-
pared to enjoy it.
John was a pig In his love for mel-
low, ripe apples. The boys thought
it fun to tease him a little, and make
him anxious to get it before giving it
up to him.
They really did teach him to play
“hide and seek" with them.
One of bis tricks was to sigh and
swell up his body when being saddled
if one of the little boys was about to
ride him.
Of course the saddle was invariably
turned after they had ridden a little
distance.
Another trick was snatching a cap
from their heads and galloping away
with it to the farthest corner, whin-
nying defiance to the capless young-
ster.
Qne May afternoon, as I sat beside
a window, some boyish voices called:
“We are going to ride out to Muddy
Fork. John is lazy; don’t have
enough to do.”
John lookei at me, and I plainly
'saw fun in bis eyes. He made a nip
at an apple geranium, and. then went
along as sober as judges arc said
to be.
His expression plainly said to me:
“These four boys seated upon , my
back arc hunting for fun. I’ll help
find it”
Ernest and Albert whistled gayly.
Harry and Walter urged “lazy bones”
along
“Such a good horse as he Is. It
isn’t every one that would carry such
a load of restless boys," was my
thought, as John slowly crfiM along,
head down, apparently mwlitating
deeply.
In an hour four bqys, wet and
muddy, walked in at the gate, angry
and ready to “have it out with the
sly old horse."
, “What has 1 o done?" I Inquired.
“Done?” chorused an indignant
quartette of boyish voices. “He
Pharaoh with a Pistol. .
Wc found the walls of the churches
In Abyssinia covered with pictures
of scriptural history and the walls of
'the cathedral with the exploits of
*:fohanne8, says a writer in the Ceh-J
ftury. His victories over the Egyp- ___________ ^ ________ . „ -
tiansat.Gorraand in the valley ofr house of Iron ies erected there on
Its history claim it to have been the
abode of the now historic Uncle Tom.
The cabin stands In the midst of a
cotton field in a plantation on tbe
Red River, in Louisiana. It is 16x18
feet, nine logs high, with a pitch
roof. The whole structure Is of
cypress, and the roof IS covered with
rough-sawn cypress boards fastened
on with nails made at the plantation
blacksmith shoix All of tbe material
is yet sound, and the whole cabin is
Intact except the flooring of the loft,
which has been removed, although
the beams still remain. It has not
been used for any purpose for twenty-
five years.
A Remarkable Lighthouse.
One of the most wonderful light-
houses in the world is that at Minot’s
Ledge, near Boston. Its history has
been oue of rom&ncc. The greater
part of its foundation is under watet
at low tide. Ibl1847 a skeleton Ught-
Gundet are fully represented In tonqp;
“ks florid as those of advertising pos-
ters at home. The native artist does
not make up for crudeness of color by
the accuracy of his drawing, and If
these pictures have any merit it is in
their originality of treatment For
instance, in the cathedral of Gundet,
in a picture representing the Israel-
•ites crossing the Red Sea, Pharaoh
carries In his right hand the latest
'specimen in six-shooters, and In his
left hand he holds a pair of opera
glasses, while the Egyptian host sport
Remington rifles. All the movement
of figures is from right to left, and
in all pictures heads are full-faced,
with the exception of Satan and the
hated Egyptians, who are painted in
acute profile, to show their lack of
honesty and good faith and tlielr in-
ability to look you square in the face.
It Is a deplorable fact, and one which,
ladies will say at once, only proves
the ignorance and barbarity of the
Ethiopians, that the evil spirits in
these compositions are. always pre-
sented by the softer sex, generally
showing their naughtiness by exhibit-
ing their . tongues. The church
^painter goes so far as to question the
gallantry of 8t George, the Abyssin-
ian patron sain^. by depicting that
warrior, instead of doing battle with
the dragon, as spearing *the graceful,
undulating form of a long-tongued
woman.
It will be said of a learned Bostonian,
she is a distinguished oekologlst, and poked all along, as if he was almost
the men, Instead of shuddering; as
they do at present, will flock eagerly
about her. Much has been done of
late to reconcile religion with science.
If a successful scheme has now been
hatched to make our intellectual
women proficient In household duties,
a marked improvement in the relig-
ious status of men will bs an Imme-
diate result ‘
asleep, until we got into the water.
All at once be laid down, spilled os off
his back, and jist galloped back
heme."
“He did It on purpose, of course he
did. He thinks he can play tricks on
os little boys.. He don’t dare try ’em
with men."
“I’d like to pound his back," said
one.
We went to the back gate, and saw
An Elephant’* Fear of a Moose.
One of the keepers of tbe Zoo.
whose experience with the larger
animals has been quite varied, in
speaking of the elephant, said:
“While It has no fear of the powerful
Bengal tiger or the Numidiau lion,
at the first sight of the most diminu-
tive creature it will shrink from it
and tremble all over from the mpst
abject fear. I remember well, years
ago, one of the largest and most
brutal elephants we bad in the
Zoological Garden, while feeding
one day in its .quartgra^discovered a
'raouw which was'Tuncbing in a cor-
ner on some of the provender, and
the scare it gave to the elephant and
the way it shook and carried on for a
few minutes was a sight to look at
The mouse seemed entirely com
posed in the presence of such i
mastodon, and satisfied its appetite
fully before retiring. The elephant
gave Its liliputian visitor a wide
berth during its stay. —Philadelphia
Press. -
. lha Faihar ofLia*.
Gen. Ignaiieff, the ex-Ambassador
of Russia at Constantinople, used to
go by the name of “The Father of
Lies" while stationed at the Turkish
capital. Apropos of this sobriquet,
the. present Czar on one occasion in-
quired of the General at a court ball
.whether It was true that he had
earned for himsolf at Constantinople
the nickname ot “Father of Lies.”
“Yes," replied the General, “In the
service of your Majesty." Whereat
tbe Czar laughed and patted the Gen-
eral in a friendly fashion on the
shoulder.*
Sagadoo* Animal*.
The buffaloes In Sumatra, accord-
ing to an English traveler, In fear of
their enemy, the tiger, take refuge
at night in the rivers, where they
rest In peace and comfort, with only
their horns and noses stocking above
the water. ^  ^
Schools In France.
France has 69,350 schools and 14,500
private ones. * „ ..*.
Ella F. Knowles, by a large majority.
as Attorney Gen-
eral of Montana. <
Miss Knowlea-
was born In North-
wood, Rocking-
ham county, N.
11, and U j the
.daughter of David
‘Knowles and
Louisa Knowles.
Her mother died
when she was 14
miss KNowi.E8. years of age, and
she graduated from the Northwood
hcmlnary at the age of 15, and qne
year later from the New Hampshire
State Normal School Afterwards
she went to Bates College, Lewiston,
Me., from which she graduated in the
class of ’84, receiving the degree of
A. B. Four years later Bates College
conferred on her the degree of A. M.
In 1885 Miss Knowles commenced
the study of law In the office oi
Burnham & Brown, Manchester, jf.
II. She prosecuted her studies there
about a year, when, on account of ill
health, she went West, and took the
chair of elocution and Latin In Iowa
College. Being advised by physicians
to go among the mountains, she went
to Helena in the fall of 1887. Sbe:t
taught one ye^r in the central school
there, and then resumed the study of
law. There was considerable pre-
judice against allowing her to prac-
tice. So the little woman went to
work among tbe merabars ot the last
Territorial Legislature, that of 1888-
’89, and . had a bill introduced and
passed to admit women to practice
law. She was admitted to the bar
on December 1, 1800. Now she has
a practice of which many men would
be proud, and is peculiarly popular
among them. The. criminal court
does not frighten her.
KILLED BY A BEECH NUT.
Peculiar Accident Which Ended the Life
of a ChaAnch.
There have been instances of doer
meeting death by having their ant-
lers Inseparably locked together dur-
ing a fight, and also of wading birds
being captured and slowly killed by
the cccupants of bivalve shells on the
seashore. 'Phe illustration represents
3®
iron piles placed in holes drilled In
the- rock. A furious hurricane burst
upon the coast in April, 1851, and
anxious watchers from the Cohassct
shore thought the structure had been
carried away. But, as the sun sank,
out shone the light across the storm-
tossed waters. At 10 p. m. the light
was seen for the last time. At one
hour after midnight the fog bell was
heard above the roaring of the break-
ers. At daybreak the ocean was a
blank; tbe lighthouse was gone.
Knowing that no help could reach
them, the keepers had lighted their
lamp as a warning to others, and
their lives had gone out with it. '*
A granite tower now occupies the
spot. So difficult was it to lay the
foundation- in the surf that only
’thirty houVs’ work could be done dur-
ing the first year, but- tbe tower
stands to-day as enduring as the ledge
itself— an Isolated pile of stone amid
the waves, by the force of which it is
swayed like a tree in the wind. Dur-
ing the long winter months all com-
munication with the land Is shut off.
In summer the occasional visitor is
'hoisted Int j the lighthouse from h’Is
boat by means of a chair, and from
time to time a skiff is lowered by pul-
leys to convey one or another of the
five keepers to the shore. The life
tells on them frightfully. Several of
them have been removed 'because’
they have gone insane, and more
than one has attempted suicide.
A Welcome Change.
There used to be a few years ago
such a furor about elocution that
when people met on the street in-
stead of asking each other “How do
you do?” the usual senseless form of
address, they Inquired, “How do you
elocuto?" Men and women paid fab-
u ous prices to be at 1c to read one or
two selections with facial contortions
that were supposed to illustrate the
text, and tbe pleasing exhibition of a
reader trying to make his features
express the surface of a landscape
garden were offered to the public.
Then came a new interpretation
called tbe art of expression which
was sensible and artistic. Still there
was one fatal defect The pupil
could read her selection for which
face and voice were both trained, but
she could not pick up a book at ran-
dom and read any page aloud with
the modulation of voice and soul ot
expression demanded by the subject
She could do nothing without her
lines.
Now this biJs fair to be remedied
by the new education which begins,
with tbe child and teaches it to “elo-
cute” gracefully, without the tricks
of elocution; to begin the career of
instruction with the art of expres-
sion Instead of bringing it in as
a post-graduate accomplish men L
Among the many complicated studies
CHAVriNdl KILLED BY A BEECH NCT
the only known example of an ani-
mal being killed In this peculiar way.
The bird is a chaffinch, and be has
lost his life by pecking his lower
mandible through a beech nub that% .
he was vainly endeavoring to open.
Thq shell became tightly wedged on
tbe beak so that the unfortunate bird
was unable to scrape it off, and death
by starvation was the inevitable ic-
How Famous Ruler* Illed.
Louis XVII., titular King of i|
France, the unfortunate dauphin,
died in the Temple of Paris of abuse .
and neglect. His body was identi-
fied and certified to by four members
of the Committee on Public Safety
and by more than twenty officials of
the temple. The remains were pri
vately buried in the cemetery ot \Sk
Marguerite and every trace of the
grave was carefully obliterated.
Herod the Great was attacked by a •
vile dlsease, which caused his body to
mortify even before death. When >
aware that be was near his end he a;
commanded all the most noble and ^
prominent men of the Jewlsh nation
to be apprehended ’and confined in a
theater near his palace and gave or-
ders that as soon as he was dead they
were all to be slain. He intended, '
he said, to have mourning at his
death. They were released after hs
had breathed his last.
William the Conqueror was a man
of very gross habit of body, and at
the siege of Nantes was hurt by the 1
rearing of^is horse, tbe pommel of
the saddle striking the King in ths
abdomen and causing Injuries froip
* which he died in a few days. Before
his death he was deserted by all h!»
attendants, who stole and carried off
even tbe coverings of the bed on
which he lay. The body remained on
tbe floor of the room in which the %
King died for two days before it was
buried by charitable monks from a
neighboring monastery.
William Rufus was killed by an
arrow, either apcidenUlorwith. mur-
derous intent. He died in the New
Forest, his body was stripped by
tramps, and the next day was found .
by a charcoal burner, who placed the
naked corpse on his cart, hoping to
receive a reward. On the way to
Winchester .the cart was upset and
the King’s body fell in the mire.
Covered with filth and black with
charcoal It arrived in Winchester,
where ft-was burled In the CathedrivL
A few years later the tower fell and g
of the public schools, surely the art crushed the tomb, and 600 years after
of good reading should be so well the Puritans rifled the grave and ; .'
taught that there would be no need played • foot-ball with the King*
of a supplementary course — Free
Press.
sk ull.-Globe-Democrat
The Qacea'* LattaffSH
A strange law exists in England.
It prohibits the Queen from reading
Indestructible Wood.
The most Indestructible wood^  ^ ____________ _______ ^
the Jarrah wood of western Auslror documents' or receiving letters, ex-
lia, which defloi all_ koawn forms of cept from her own family, until they
decay and is untouched by all. de-
structive insects, so that ships built
of it do not n*d to be coppered.
It Is noted that in delivering the
new armor plates for the-
Massachusetts one flat car
for ea & sheet, which con
Id a of their weight
Is fourteen inches.
to examine the royal cor-
inJilF
at
wmr.
10NE ROCK OF THE SEA
THE FAMOUS BEACON AT ED-
DYSTONE ROCK.
A. Lighthouse Which Has Had Several
Predecessors, One Having Been Swept
Away with Its Bollder-Vainly Assailed
by Terrible Storms.
(Saldes the Mariner.
Of all lighthouses the most familiar
Is the noble structure which proudly
rears its head above the dangerous
Eddystono * rttk, on the English
•coast. The earliest intimation of a
lighthouse on the Eddystone dates
back as far as 1664, when the propos-
al was made by glr John Oonyton and
Henry Drunker, but nothing ftyther
transpired regarding the scheme.
T^hc first lighthouse was built by
Henry Winstanley, who began his
difficult task in 1696 and completed
It four years later. The structure
was of wood, and Winstanley soon
discovered that it was not strong
enough to withstand the terrible
storm which roll in from the Atlan-
tic. . Accordingly he remodeled and
strengthened it considerably, and it
being intimated to the architect that
the lighthouse would certainly be
overset, he replied that he should
only wish to be there in the greatest
storm that ever blew, in order to see
its effect upon the structure. His
•wish was gratiffed, for a dreadful
tempest raged in 1703, while he and
his workmeu and lightkeepers were
in the building, which carried away
the lighthouse and its inmates, and
all perished in the sea, the only sign
remaining being the larger irons
whereby the work was fixed to the
rock. It is regarded by the Strand
Magazine as very remarkable that at
the same time this catastrophe hap-
pened the model lighthouse at Win-
stanley’s residence in Essex fell down
and was broken to pieces.
Other Structured Blown Away.
It being -absolutely necessary, as
navigation increased, that a guiding
light should be maintained upon this
height’of twenty-five feet above high-
water level the tower is solid, with
the exception of a large water tank
let into it. From the same level to
the center of the lantern is 130 feet,
that is, nearly double the height of
Smea ton’s tower. It contains nine
compartments, as compared wtyh
four in Smeaton’s, and all the rooms
have domed ceilings, their height
from floor to apex being 9 feet 9
inches, and the diameter 14 feet,
with the exception of the two oil
rooms, which are somewhat smaller.
On learning that no journalist, in-
tent on describing the Eddystone
lighthouse, bad hitherto succeeded
in landing on this most difficult rohk,
my eagerness to attempt the feat
was considerably emphasized. The
steam tug Deerhound, specially
chartered for the relief, is in readi-
ness, and our party includes the
principal light-keeper, an assistant
keeper, two skilled mechanics for
lighthouse repairs, and three or four
visitors who are curious to inspect
the lonely sea home for which we
huge cisterns being capable of con-
taining 140 gallons, a quantity which
will not be much more than enough
to last nine months. In the next
A PERILOtS LANDING.
reef, so fraught with danger to mar-
iners, it was decided to construct a
second lighthouse, and in 1700 John
Rudycrd (a common laborer’s son,
who rose to the position of a silk
mercer on Ludgate Hill) commenced
to build one of wood upon a stone
and timber foundation, the general
design— a cone-shaped column -being
AITEK THE BU/.ZAHU
arc bound. When stores are taken
in and everybody is on board, the
signal is given, and off we start in a
southerly direction.
Making a Perilous Landing.
When the tug arrived' close to the
rock anchor was cast and a couple of
lines were thrown on board from
those on the reef. With these the
tug was made fast bow on to the
lighthouse, and then a strong rope Is
let down from a crane on the tower
and made fast on the visiting beat
Each of those desiring to land grasps
this line, puts his foot in a loop at-
tached thereto and is then hoisted to
the landing stage, experiencing mean-
the EonrsTOxir lighthouse -a cal* eves*
IKO.
compartment — the winchroom — ard
two doors for receiving stores from
the boat by means of a sliding crano
working through a porthole over
either door, as well as for landing and
embarking in rough weather. Then
comes the kitchen or living room,
where the small party of three cook
and eat their meals and enjoy theli
leisure moments.
Still ascending, we reach the low
lightroom, devoted mainly to an ap-
paratus for giving a white, fixed sub-
sidiary light. The eighth compart-
ment is the bedroom, having flv4
berths, two above and three below,
with cretonne curtains, and below
arc cupboards for clothes; the two
speaking tubes fixed on the wall aro
connected with the lantern and low
lightroom respectively, so that the
keeper on night duty can easily com
municate with his sleeping matea
should an accident happen and as»
sistance be required. Considerably
space is devoted to the two pressure
pumps for supplying oil to the lamps
by means of weighted rams, which,
being first raised by a pumping lever,
descend gradually into the oil, for>
inn It up the pipes into the lamps
The chief work performed in the ser-
vice room is at night, when the light
is going and the keeper is on duty.
Intrn«e Lights for S onny Weather.
Surmounting the last flight
stairs, we enter the most interesting,
compartment of all, namely, the lan-
tern. It is 16 feet high, 14 feet in
diameter and cylindrical in form.
The framings are made of steel, cov-
ered externally with gyn metal, and
there is a very careful arrangement
for thorough ventilation, having re-
gard to the great heat thrown off by
the lamps. The lighting apparatui
is the outcome of many costly e.xperi*
ments In optical science. The lamp
is known as a Douglass improve! six-
wick burner— that is, one having six
tube* of w;ck of varying sizes, the
larger encircling the smaller, which,
when burning, produce a solid ilami!
equal tq to the intensity of 722
standard sperm candles. Two such
burners arc fitted, one above tlifl
other, within the revolving drums,
so that in bad weather Hashes of
enormous intensity arc sent forth,
the combined illuminating power bn-
ing equivalent to 250,000 candles.
The glass apparatus by which th6
effect of each burner is augmented
and economized, consists of two
twelve-sided drums, each six feet in
height and each side or panel oi
which is formed by a central lens or
bull’s eye and surrounded by concen-
tric rings of larger bull’s eyes, so that
the same effect is obtained as though
a portion of one huge lens were em-
ployed. The two bull's eyes of ad-
TREADING WATER.
Somethlac that Anybody Can Do Without
Any Previous Practice.
The easiest position that a man. a
woman, or a child can assume in wa-
ter is to float perpendicularly, says
Harper’s Y oung People. Any person,
without any previous practice, can
tread water, and so keep afloat for a
long time. He should keep his hands
below the surface of the water, his
lungs inflated, and his feet moving
up and down as in walking. Let the
“man overboato" throw his hands and
arms out of the water, let him raise
an outcry whereby the air is expelled
from the lungs, and. he will sink to
the bottom- The trouble is that nine
people out of ten lose Heir presence
of mind when they are in water out
of their depth for the first time. " If,
instead of struggling and floundering
about, they would do a little walking
there would not be the slightest dan-
ger of drowning right away.
Anyone can tread water in the first
attempt. No preliminary teaching is
colder than that figure indicates, to
the extent of 1,800 degrees either
way.
Previous to this investigation of M.
De Chatelier’s the temperature of the
sun had been fixed at 18,000 degrees
Fahrenheit by Rosetti, and that re-
sult was looked upon by many lead-
ing astronomert as probably the near-
est to the actual facts of any
had yet been obtained.
a It will be noticed thatth
estimate takes off several
degrees, but this Is a trifle compared
with the falling off from the estimate
of the temperature of the sun made
by some of the earlier investigators.
The celebrated Sexhl at one time
maintained that the solar tempera-
ture was not- less than eighteen min-
ion degrees Fahrenheit, but ho him-
self afterward found reasons for drop-
ping down to 250,000 degrees. Such
estimates of the sun’s temperature
as 100,000, and 50,000 degrees were
favorably regarded a few years ago.
If M. De Chatelier’s result is ap-
proximately correct, then we can,
necc^ry Treading the water la to get something like
simply walking Into the water out of [ cot^rch'nslon the heal the
while the thrilling sensation of
hanging on a rope in j p;n;'l9“are toughrdi'c to
gether, much resembling two eyei
much more appropriate. With the
third Eddystone lighthouse is associa-
ted the more familiar name of John
Smeaton, who in 1759 completed a
’ tower entirely of stone, which was
considered at the time as one of
the wonders of the world. The
tower was built of moorstone (the
true granite), found in the neighbor-
hood of Plymouth, and the first block
was laid on a Sunday in June, 1757,
the exact date being deeply incised
in the stone itself, and after four
years’ labor upon the rock, hindered
by* innumerable obstacles and dan-
gers, the lighthouse was satisfactorily
completed without any loss of life or
limb. Every stone was ingeniously
dovetailed to its neighbor, and so
substantial was the whole structure
that the most violent storms had no
effect upon it, although the waves
would frequently enwrap the tower
like a sheet, raising at times to
double Ite height and totally hiding
it from view.
Plan of thePreMat LUrhthonie.
The present Eddystone lighthouse,
opened in 1882, was completed in
three and a half years, and Is founded
' on the actual body of the reef at a
distance of forty yards from its prede-
cessor. Sir James Douglass greatly
improved upon Smeaton’s design in
adopting a cylindrical base instead of
the curved shaft commencing at the
foundation— this base not only pre-
venting the heavy seas from breaking
upon the structure, but affording a
convenient landing platform. Opera-
fe* lions in connection with the Doug-
l lass lighthouse were begun in July,
air, jerking and swaying over the
boiling surf, with the salt spray
dashing in his face. From the land-
ing stage the entrance is approached
by a ladder formed by a series of gun
metal rungs let into the stonework,
After our recent exertion we make
for the kitchen and enjoy a plain,
substantial meal, followed by a smoke
and a chat; then, escorted by Tom
Cutting (third lightkeeper), I make
a detour of the building. Under
foot is the water tank, capable of
holding 3,500 gallons. The walls are
nine feet thick at this point and the
gun metal doors wcigli a ton, thus
massively constructed in rrder to
withstand the shock of heavy seas.
The Light am! Living Room*.
Thence, by a flight of sixteen steep
iron steps (a similar flight connects
mt dOT^UliStogetber, and upT.
5-~~l
lift
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each room), we proceed to the next
years later, also compartment, where, as well as in
that above it, is kept the mainstay
or the light In these two oil-rooms
the mineral oil is stored, each of the
squinting; and on the lotation of the
drums, with the inside central light
burning, each bull’s eye and its sul-
rounding rings carry round a concen-
trated -beam of light, which become
visible to the outside observer as soon
as the focus of the bull's eye falh
upon him. A very short interval o>
curs between the Hash of the first
bull’s eye and that of the second, ard
after two such flashes nearly half a
minute elapses before another pair < f
squinting eyes comes round and d>J
charges the two flasheswand thus is
obtained the distinctive light of the
Eddystone. The two drums aro
superimposed, with a lamp in each,
so that in foggy weather, when both
act together, a double lighting powcf
is procurable.
The monotonous round of duties
carried on day by day so far away
from their fellow men invariably in-
duces, after the first month, acuto
depression of spirits, the attack lasl-
ing from twelve to twenty -four houre,
and, work being temporarily imposs'-
hie, the sufferer remains in his bert?:
until the sickness moderates, hit
mates filling his duties meanwhile
Every month (weather permitting) n
relieving vessel goes out to the light-
house, taking the man who has ha?*
his month ashore and returning with
the keeper who has completed bU
three months, but it frequently hap
pens that the weather upsets theii
calculations, when communication bj
signal alone can he effected. In fin*,
weather each man is on duty four
hours and eight hours off, butwhe;-
the atmosphere is thick there v.
double duty to perform, two men be*
ing on watch at the same time.
On a fine summer’s day it is de-
lightfully quiet in the lantern; but
there are titaes, as the fury of thf
tempest beats upon the massive towel
and the blinding flash of lightning
permeates every apartment, when
the men in their solitude cannot fail
to be impressed by the mighty power
and majesty of nature's •forces. B
was a terrible experience, ever to b**
remembered by the lightkeepcrs
when, on the night of the blizzard i.'
March, 1891, the lantern was partly
imbedded In snow, entirely obscuring
the light on one side and effectually
blocking up the exit The storm
was of such severity that nothing
could be done to dear away the ob-
struction till the next morning, wlieii
the tempest had abated.
one’s depth, with or without the aid
of one’s hands. The operation is not
unlike running upstairs, and, if any-
thing, easier. Truly any man, any
woman, any child who can walk up-
stairs can walk in the water, and re-
member, on the first attempt, without
any previous instruction or practice.
Hence I say that persons really ig-
norant of the art of swimming qre
perfectly safe in water out of their
depth.. Very often you hear people
exclaim: “Ugh, if this boat were to
upset I’d drown, of course. I can’t
swim you know.”
Yes, but you can tread water. Most
of us attach a wrong significance to
the word “swim." Why should we
mean one thing when a man swims
and another or different thing when a
dog swims? The dog cannot “swim”
as a man swims, but any man can
swim “dog fashion" instantly and for
the first time. The animal has no
advantage in any way in water over
man, and yet the man drowns while
the animal “swims.” The dog, the
horse, the cow, and even the cat all
take to the water, and are aide to
walk as they do when out of water.
Throw a dog into the stream, and at
once ho begins to walk, just as he
does on dry land. Why should a
man, woman, or child act differently
under like circumstances?
It seems strange that people have
to be told to do what the animals do
instinctively and instantly. Man's
ignorance of so simple a thing as
treading water is remarkable; it is
without reason or excuse. There is a
popular notion afloat that In some
way the dog and the animals have an
advantage over man In water. Noth-
ing could be further from the truth.
The advantage lies with man, who Is
provided with a paddle-formed hand,
and knows enough to float when tired
— something the animal rarely or
never does. Next to treading water,
floating on the back is the- easiest
thing to do In water. This consists
in lying flat on the back, head thrown
well back, the lungs Inflated, the
limbs extended but flexible, the arms
held close to the ears, the hands over
the head. The majority of people
able to sustain themselves in the
water prefer to float in a horizontal
position rather than in a perpendicu-
lar manner. Doth positions are much
better, in fact much safer, than the
attitude that we assume in swimming.
I have found it so. One day in a
rough surf I was nearly strangled
with a sudden swallow of water, and,
had I not been able to float, the re-
sult might have been disastrous.
comprehension of
solar furnace, since it approaches com-
parison with temperatures that wc
can produce artificially. The highest
artificial temperature has been esti-
mated by Professor Young at about
4,000 degrees Fahrenheit
Dut it must be remembered that
there arc certain arbitrary assump-
tions, which may or may not be cor-
rect, involved even In the most care-
ful investigations of this subject, and
that, at any rate, the sun is undoubt-
edly much hotter underneath than It
is at its glowing and visible surface.
BANDITS OF THE SAHARA.
Til* To«Are|» are the Worst of AH Or*
gas (zed Robbers.
The Touaregs aro tho most formidable
band of professional robbers in the
world. They occupy tho entire central
part of the Sahara, from Ghadsmos on
the north to Timbuctoo on the south.
It is impomible to give an approximate
idea of their numbers. Dr. Supan esti-
mates the population of tho entire Sa-
hara at 2,500,000, uod it In probable that
the twenty-six sub-families of the great •
tribe of the Touaregs number at least
400,000 souls. All the trade routes from
Algeria and Tuuis, and some of thosa
from Morocco and Tripoli pass through
their territory. It was these fanatical
nomads who murdered Miss Tinne, the
handsome young heiress of Holland,
whoso devotion to tho cause of discovery
led to hey tragical fate in the desert.
The Touaregs murdered tho cutirc Flat-
ters cxpidltiou. They killed a half
dozen Catholic priests who were toiling
across the desert to found missions in .
the tkradnn. Lieut. Palat, and, a little
later, Camille Douls, both of whom were
undertaking tho hazardous journey to
Timbuctoo, met death by violence in the
Touareg country. But their hand ia
turned no more against tho whites than
against every traveler in their land who
has plunder worth seizing.
The Central Sahara is a land where
violence is supreme, where treachery is
tho only law. Not one of the murderers
of white travellers has been punished.
Ernest Mercicr and M. lieChntellier have
graphically described tho reign of terror
In this great region. Many thousands
of Arabs or Amb-Bcrbers, who live by
camel raising, spend their lives in the
Touareg country or around its Imrders.
They guard their herds with arms in their
lloneitty that I-uhl.
A score or mure of cash boys em-
ployed in a dry goods store organized
d strike. They wanted an increase
of 50 cents a week in their pay and
the abatement of two or three ob-
noxious rules relative to tines. The
determination to strike was unani-
mous, and each boy was taken into
the remotest corner of the cellar un-
der the store and made to swear
“upon honor” that he would not back
out of the movement until the ob-
jects sought were attained. A day
or two before the day fixed for the
strike a mousing porter caught three
of them together in the cellar, and
his threats to reiiort them for trying
to steal frightened them into telling
their secret. Disregarding their
pleas to keep quiet the porter went
directly to the superintendent and
exposed the plot. That night all the
cash boys were summoned before the
superintendent after the store had
been closed.
“If there is to be any striking,”
said he, “1 propose to strike first.
Now I want every boy who is pledged
to this movement to step forward.”
Only one boy came forward, and he
was the aiost industrious a ncly,t rust-
worthy h) the store. Each of the
other boys being questioned denied
any complicity in the proposed strike.
The superintendent was a shrewd
man. He soon ascertained all the
facts and found that the one plucky
iioy proposed to stand by his strike
oath until the objects sought were
attained.
“Oh, very we^l,” said the superin-
tendent, dryly, “as you are the only
one on strike, 1 will concede to you
all you ask.”
Tim \Vunte of Coal.
A writer In an English Journal
computer that when a steamship pro-
pelled by engines of 12,000-horsc
power carries 500 passengers across
the Atlantic, each of those passen-
gers has at his service the equivalent
of twenty-four horses working day
and night throughout the voyage. To
tills must be added tho labor of a
whole army of employes— tile crow,
officers, stewards and miscellaneous
servants— and, taking the sum total
into consldeiation, the writer re-
ferred to cannot bo blamed for pro-
nouncing the present a highly extrav-
agant age. Twenty- four horses Is
certainly a luxurious team for a sin-
gle individual; yet that is what his
share of the coal consumption repre-
sents when a swift steamer of the
modern type conveys him from New
York to Liverpool. And remember-
ing the further fact that when the
earth has given up its long-hidden
hoard of coal there is no more to he
had at any price— for coal is not
growing while men aro burning It—
the lesson is an obvious one that some
economy ought to be practiced in this
regard. Obvious, but perfectly fu-
tile. There being, it may bo safely
assumed, coal enough to keep tho
present generation going, however
rapidly and voluptuously it may live
and move, nothing is more certain
than that it will use its resources to
the utmost. Posterity must take
what coal is left. Dut possibly pos-
terity may find a more excellent way,
and leave the remnant of coal, if
there is any, to geologists and anti-
q uarians.
How Nature Make* Silver.
The process by which nature forms
such accumulations of silver are very
interesting. It must be remembered
that the earth's crust Is full of
water, which percolates everywhere
through the rocks, making solu-
tions of elements obtained from
them. These chemical solutions
take- 'up small particles of the
precious metal which they find scat-
tered here and there. Sometimes
the solutions in question are hot, the
water having got so far down as to
be set u-boiling by the internal heat
of the globe. Then they rush up-
ward, picking up the bits of metal
as they go. Naturally, hcatvaMUts
the performance of this operation.
Now and then the streams thus
formed, perpetually flowing hither
and thither below ground, pass
through cracks or cavities in tho
roefes, where they deposit their loads
of silver. This is kept up for a
great length of time, perhaps thou-
sands of years, until the fissure or
poeket is filled up. Crannies per-
meating the stony mass in every di-
rection may become filled with the
metal, or occasionally a chamber
may be stored full of It, as if a
myriad hands were fetching the
treasure from all sides and hiding
away a future bonanza for some
lucky prospector to discover in
another age.— Mluerals.
hniuYs, but very often the guards aro
killed by a sudden descent of Touaregs,
and the herds arc driven away to ennch
the bandit camp. Only those Arab
tribes are safe that pay heavy blackmail
to be let alone. Trading caravans aro al-
ways on the lookout for black spccki on
the* horizon that may indicate the ap-
proach of the desert pirates. As soon
os a suspected group appears in the dis-
tance tho camels are collected and ninde
to lie down, the goods are plied up be-
hind them, and Inside this double ram-
part the traders open fire when the enemy
conics within range. More than half tho
time the Touaregs win the day, and tho
booty that falls to them they regard as
an ample recompense for tho losses they
sustain. _
OLLA PODK1DA.
“Don Quixotk.”— In tho 227 years
since the last part of Don Quixote was
published, 1,824 editions of tho work
have been published, 528 of which have
been Spanish, 804 English, 170 French,
99 Italian, 81 Portuguese, 45 German, 18
Swedish, 9 Polish, 8 Danish, 0 Russian.
5 Greek, 8 Roumanian, 4 Catalonian, 1
Basque, and 1 Latin.
Tiikn First Ovkrriioks.— The first
pair of overshoes brought into the United
States were imported from Rio Janeiro
in 1880. They were a rough pair of
India rubber “gunboats,” painted and
gilded like a Chinese pagoda, and were
sent as curiosities to a New York gentle-
man by a representative of a wholesale
house doing business in what was then
the great American Empire. Friends of
the gentleman when inspecting his odd
rubber shoes, expressed a desire to own
a pair of such oddities; and in 1883
twenty-seven pairs were Imported by
New York and Boston people. The
next year the importations numbered 500
pairs and each following year the trade
increased,— [8t. Louis Republican.
United States Bureau ok Print-
ing and Enoravino.— The United
States Bureau of Printing and Engraving
is a great establishment. According to
the annual report just issued, tho follow-
ing U a summary of its great work: 18,-
284,494 sheets of United States bank
notes, treasury notes, gold certificates,
bonds, and national bank notes, of the
faces value of $709,700,890; 30,400,190
sheets of internal revenue stamps, worth
over $154,000,000 ; 29,025 sheets of cus-
toms stamps, containing 2,058,250
stamps, and • 2,015,123 sheets of drafts,
checks, certificates, etc., together with
miscellaneous work for tho various de-
partments of the government, coating
$3,75J. Tho aggregate value of this
work was more than $908,000,000, and
it was performed without the loss of a
single dollar to the Government.
The Heat of the Nun.
How hot U the sun? That is a
.qmtion that astronomers and physi-
cists have been trying for years to
solve, and they are not yet satisfied
that they know the true answer. 1 n
fact, it may be said, they are certain
they do not know it, although they
are able to report progress, from time
to time, In the direction of the truth.-
The most recent trustworthy in-
A Dainty Little Buttercup.
A dainty and fascinating little-
creature monopolized much of the at-
tention of the occupants of the re-
viewing stand near the Worth monu-
ment on Decoration Day. It was a
human buttercup— a little girl not
more than five years old Attired from
top to toe in the golden hues of the
buttercup. Hei/ little frock of silken
texture glistened in the sunHght like
a real dew laden buttercup. Her
tiny shoes were golden in color, and
on the sprite's curly head was a
jaunty little hat of yellow covered all
over with buttercups. A sweet and
roguish face peeped from beneath the
hat, and the restless activity and
continuous prattle of the child gave
some of the occupants of the stapd
more pleasure than did the proces-
sion.— New York.Times.
The Germans believe in doing
things decently and in order. In the
large cities before they can start for
the scene of a fire the firemen must
salute their commander.
itlon is that of M. De Chateller,
tftrstii
It may, he thinks, be either hotter or
vestiga
who. O’fes the effect i v e temperature of
sun at 12^800 degrees Fahrenheit.
There arc hermits in China who
tear out their eyes in order, they say,
that by dosing the two gates of love potion iB
they may open the t.’iousand gates of Meehan’s
wisdom.* ^  ^ • OTT?*
Planting New Foreat*.
In the coal regions of Pennsylvania
nearly every piece of available timber
lias been cut away to form props for the :
archways and for various other uses in
connection with coal mining. Nearly
every stick ami every pleto of plank used
in these regions now all have to bo
brought from a distance. The Girard
estate has endeavored to solve the prob-
lem by making some small plantations ns
a test. Eight years ago a large number
of larches and Scotch pines were planted;
plow furrows were simply driven through
the underbrush growing up where tbcold
forests had been cut away, and one-year-
old seedling larches nnu pines planted.
The larches now average some seventeen
or eighteen feet high and arc particularly
healthy and thrifty.
There can be no doubt, from these ex-
periments, that forest planting in these
regions would be an undoubted success.
It may be noted that the larch was the
most popular of forest trees in the early
planting on the Western prairie, but the
leaves were attacked by a fungus; the
timber, therefore, did not properly ma- ;
tore. It finally fell into disfavor for ;
forest planting.
On these early experiments the larch .
lias suffered much in reputation, but for
must be remembered that the Western
prairies furnish unfavorable conditions - 
for the isreh. It is a mountain tree, one
thriving in comparatively poor soils, and
the low altitude and rich earth of West-
ern prairies was entirely foreign to its •
nature. The Girard plantings aro some
1400 or 1500 feet above the level of the
sea; these arc the conditions of its;
•?$!
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GOOD o d - fashioned
Chris' m as, with tho
, „ •_ • ik/B logsuponthchcarih,
y-m /v/. Ifel The table filled with
feaster«.an'therocm
a-roar Mh mirth.
With the stocking
crammed tobiTstln’,
an’the raedders piled
Mth snow—
A good old* shloned Cbrls’mas like we
hud so long ago!
i
[Now that’s the thing I’d like to sce'ag’ln
1 /• hf&rc I die,
®tlot Ohria’cnas In the city here— It’s dif-
ferent, oh my I
IWlth the, crowded hustle-bustle of the
slu*hy, noisy street,
'An* the scowl upon the faces of the stran-I gen that you meet.
Oh, there’s boy iu^• plenty of It, of a lot o’I gorgeous toys;
An’ It takes a mint o’ money to please
modern girls and boys.
’Why, ' I mind the time a jack-knife an’ a
toffy-lump for me
Made my little heart an’ stockin’ las’
chock-full of Chris’ mas glee.
Ln* there’s feastin’. Think o’ feedin* with
these stuck-up city folkl
fWhy, ye have to speak In whispers, an’ ye
dar’sn’t crack a joke. ^
When remember how the tables looked all
crowded with your kin,
(When you couldn’t hear a whistle blow
across the merry dlnl
Too see I’m so old-fashlonod-like I don’t
care much for style.
An* to eat your CbrU’mas banquets here I
. wouldn't go a mile;
O’d rather hare, like Solomon, a good yarb-
dlnner set
ilThh real old friends than tnrkle soup with
all the nobs you’d get
There’s my next-door neighbor Gurley—
' .. fancy how his brows ’u’d lift
If l*d boiler “Merry Obrls'm-isl Caught, oldI fellow. Chris’mas gift!"
Xordy-Lord, I ’d like to try Itl Guess he’d
nenrjy hare a fit -
Hang this city stiffness, any ways, I can't
get used to It
Then your heart li kept a-swellln’ tlll lt
nearly bn’st your side.
tAn’ by nlgbt your jaws were achin' with
you smiles four Inches wide.
!An* your enemy, the wo'stone, you ’d Just
grab his hand, an’ «ay:
eMebbe, both o* us war wrong. John. Come,
let's shake. It’s Chris’mas Day 1”
I
^Mighty little CbrlVmas spirit seems to
dwell ’tween city walls,
(Where each snowflake brings a soot-flake
for a brother us It falls;
Mighty little Chris'maa spirit! An* I’m
pftaln'. don't you know,
or a good old-fashioned Chrls'mas like we
had sj long aga
j— Centurr.
SOMETHING TANGIBLE.
E was tired; the look
ot ennui on the
stern, cold face, the
drawn expression
about tho eyes, the
listless pose of the
body, the aimless,
uncertain wander-
ing of the thin, ner-
vous fingers bespoke
It, verified it* made
it certain.
Yes; he was tired.
As he glanced about
his elegant offices,
now deserted by the
clerks for the Kew Year’s holiday,
(the suggestion of wealth, power, and
Ihigh financial standinghad no charm
[to evoke enthusiasm. To Blchard
Penrith the handsome balance in the
Hedger, the princely securities locked
up in the massive safe, the plump
1)ank account at the great trust insti-
tution across ihe way, were no more
at that moment than a heap of
dross, a bundle of withered autumn
Qeaves.
One o’clock in the afternoon; the
clerks had gone home, and he sat lost
In gloomy, profitless, motiveless rev-
erie. Two — he still stared at vacancy,
thinking of nothing, of everything;
Wishing the wheels of business would
never stop, feeling as lonely and out
of his element in the festive pros-
pects of the next day, as if he was an
*uncongenial spirit from another
world.
Three o’clock.:^
From the stone-paved court below,
.there was wafted to his hearing the
merry voices of young clerks and
messenger boys engaging in the
pranks and capers that followed the
 flast “settling up" of the year.* The
hearty, boyish accents made
him wince. How long it seemed
*lnce he was a boy! How
|many years since he put love, emo-
ion, every human sentiment, into a
led casket, buried it fathoms deep,
nd became a sordid, money-making
aehine! With a sigh, bitter and
ntful, he put on his hat, hurried
rom the office, stepped into his hand-
mc carriage at the curb below, and
driven homeward down the mag-
nificent boulevard, one of the richest,
rcrtainly the most wretched, of men
pn all the great city.-
• The portals of bis princely home
nptned to admit him to luxury and
romfort a king might covet His
ulster, who directed in domestic af-
fairs and well maintained the social
atatus of the establishment, met him,
fttired with the elegance of a queen.
“Bichard, we iball need you to-
night-
lie frowned irritably.
“What If it now?- he queried.
“A reception. I expect two gener-
al*, an artist, and somt <*f the heat
people of our set Do try and come
out of your shell of uncongcniality
for once.”
“And shrivel in the hypocritical
heart as to a brother’s. He was dl*
tressed, awakened, and then a peace-
ful calm swayed his soul— he hated
the things he had loved, he realized
the hollowness of the bright bauble
ho had striven for, holding at its call
only bitter dust and flight
How his heart beat! It must have
been dead for years? New Year's
chimes ringing, he stood on the
church Dorch, he timorously ad-
glare of fnlso friendship and hollow tanced W the side of the trim, lov-
pleasure?" he interrupted bitterly.
"No, sister. I thank you, but a quiet
corner for me. I am tired— I am
, weary of all this show, vanity and
vain labor. Five years a drudge, five
more a cynical, flint-hearted money-
maker, and what Is the recompense?”
His sister stared at him in amaze-
ment The recompense! Was the
man going mad? Wealth, social emi-
nence, a proud name! What heights
could possibly lay beyond that pinna-
cle of earthly grandeur and success?
“Excuse me for to-night,” pleaded
Penrith. “I am tired of it all. Oh,
if out of It all. I could extract one
grain of comfort, one genuine emo-
tion of enjoyment— something akin to
the old boyish zest— something tangi-
ble!”
Something tangible! He dwelt on
the words at the stately dinner table.
They lingered with him as he tried
to settle down to a quiet smoke in the
library. There arose in his mind a
picture of the past It was poverty,
obscurity then; but a thought of the
bare-footed rambles through the
woods, of the real coziness of the lit-
tle attic-room back at the old home-
stead, of ambitions tinged with ideal
sentiment and glowing hopes, glori-
fied tho years now dead.
He glanced from the window at
the dying day. Mournful, inexpres-
sibly cold, repellant, unlovely, seemed
the wilderness of stately mansions
and stiff, precise equipages on the
street without How different the
dear old village where he was born!
The narrow streets, its quaint homes,
its heart-warming people floated
across his vision now, and seemed
part of another world.
It was pot so very far away. That
little country town nestling among
the hills was only an hour’s ride from
the great metropolis. Was he getting
sentimental? What was this strange
impulse that lured him to steal
thither like a thief ashamed, and try
to warm the frozen currents ofTiis
dreary life at the ashes of a dead past?
Ah! the dear old town. How
natural it looked! The old red
school-house, the rickety depot, the
broad common— once again, for the
first fcimein ten years, Richard Pen-
rith trod^is native soil that night.
He wandered about the place like
an uneasy ghost haunting the scenes
of former experiences. He felt a
keen pang of actual envy as nc peered
through the frostrerested windows of
the homely village store, and saw its
proprietor, happy, serene, all one
glow of perfect delight over the
gathering in of an extra few dollars
for holiday business. Why! a turn of
stock in the city often meant a for-
tune for him, and yet scarcely stirred
a nerve!
All heart, all sympathy, all human,
simple felicity 1 What a paradise,
compared to the hot-house, superfi-
cial life of the city! He paused as a
name spoken by a bent, old man,
passing with a companion, struck
his ear with a shock.
“It’s all Miss Naomi’s doings, sir.
Bless her dear heart! She’s fmrsed my
wife back to health, she’s got my boy
a situation, and we ain’t the first
that angel of charity has helped."
“Miss Hewitt is a great friend to
the poor; yes.”
Naomi — Miss Hewitt! Richard
Penrith stood stock still on the snowy
street A slight flush surmounted
his brow, his eyes grew larger, then
tender.
Strange how he had forgotten her
—stranger still that after all these
years the sudden recurrence of that
once treasured name could stir his
nature as it had not been moved for
nearly a decade!
He tried to smile at the memory of
their boy and girl love, hut failed.
Something choked him as he walked
on, and paused to peer througlTtfc^
windows of a neat, pretty cottage.
Yes, there was tho “best room”
brightly lighted, and old Mrs. Hewitt
seated knitting, surrounded by cozi-
ness and warmth. There was the
pretty rustic porch. How often lie
had kissed Naomi good-night under
the dew-spangled vines surrounding it.
All was the same, only tho vines were
dead and drooping now, All was
the same. His heart gave a great
bound as the vivid lamplight showed
a little framed portrait on the wall;
his picture as he had been, treasured,
esteemed faithfully by the winsome
lass he bad sacrificed to tho cold,
cynical demands of gold.
He fell to wondering how Naomi
looked now. She was not visible
about the bouse, and he strolled re-
luctantly on, and passing people
stared suspiciously at him. He fol-
lowed the concourse. Ah, another
reminder of the past, the old church,
its glowing portals an open welcome*
to all the weary, and hungered, and
penitent
He entered and glided loan ob-
scure pew. It took him back ten
years. How a certain watch-night
meeting one New Year’s Eve long
ago came back to his mind! Naomi
was there then, and he was her “com-
pany.” Why! Naomi was here now!
Yes! his heart thrilled as be made her
out.
- Changed? Yes, as gentle years of
sympathy, and purity, and love for
fellow mankind change the face of a
saint. The glory of perfect woman-
hood in her kindly beaming eyes
made Richard Penrith shrink at a
sense of bis own callous uuwdrthi-
ness. •
Angelic Influences were here to-
night surety. The white-haired
preacher seemed to appeal id his
ing, fond woman he had watched all
the evening.
“Naomi— Miss Hewitt, do you not
remember me?” .
Her face paled, her little hand
trembled as he grasped it Then her
soul beamed out in honest welcome,
and then - -
They were boy and girl again,
“keeping company," walking home
from watch meeting as of yore, and
the holy stars smiled^down.
Richard Penrith bade Naomi
Hewitt good-by at the cottage porch •
only to return the next day.
At evening he returned to the city
to be greeted with dismay at his un-
explained absence by his sister.
“You have alarmed us, Richard.
So unlike you, too. But you look bet-
ter. I declare! You haven’t seemed
like your own self for an age. New
Year’s resolutions, Richard?" she
laughed archly.
“Yes,” replied the brother, his eyes
sparkling, “I have determined to turn
over a new leaf.”
“Indeed. Give up your cigars—
come out in society?"
“As a married man, yes."
“Richard!”
“I mean it, sister," spoke Richard
Penrith, solemnly ani earnestly.
“This New Year’s day has taught me
to value the true pleasures of life—
uot wealth, not power, not pr.de.”
“Ah! You have found something
else, Richard?”
“Yes,” replied Richard Penrith,
tenderly. “Back at my boyhood’s
home, back where Naomi is waiting
for me to claim her as my wife, I
have found— something tangible—
love!” Maroabet Mahan.
CHRISTMAS ON THE FARM.
The Day Should Ho One of Joy and Hap-
piness in tho Rnral Homo.
Because the regular routine of
chores has io vbe gone through 3G5
days a yegr is no reason why Christ-
inas and other holidays should not be
days of gladness and good cheer upon
the farm.
Make the same provision the day
before, for the lessening the amount
of work that must be done, ns you do
for Sunday; then let it be done up as
quickly as possible as thoroughness
will allow; and wc believe in showing
“good will” to even the dumb brutes
by giving them an extra allowance of
feed, either in quaHty or quantity—
not lhat we think tHer&ave any ap-
preciation of the day or motive that
prompts it, hut they will appreciate
the fact. The work done up, turn
about to have just as good a time as
po sihle-^a day full of joy and happi-
ness because the pleasure of others is
sought more than the gratification of
self.
If the homo consists of only “wife
and I." see that wife has as much at-
tention and “waiting on” as when you
were courting her. If there is sleigh-
ing the old times can be all the better
revived, if not, and the wheeling is
not good, Just -make the day one of
the best in which to see your “girl”
If the home nest has hirdlings in it,
have a romp with these; if the “bird-
lings” have grown to be “great strap-
ping fellows,” show them that father
can be a boy with them and have a
good time at hunting, trapping, or
whatever they choose.
If those who bless your home are
fair maidens of “sweet -sixteen,” or
any other age, consult their wishes
and tastes as to how the day is to be
used. Id either of the last three
cases be sure the wife and mother is
consulted and her wishes put first '
Where there is hired help, have the
day a glad one for them, too, whether
they wish to seek enjoyment else-
where or in the home of their em-
ployer.
t Americans do not take enough
btriidays. American farmers do not
unbend often enough or long enough.
Try taking more leisure, begin with
New Year's, 1893, and continue at
intervals through tho year, and see
if Christmas ’93 does not find you
younger and less worn out than
Christmas 1892 did.
Liut Year'* Christmas Gifts.
I wonder where last year’s Christ-
mas presents are? A great many of
them have gone Into the shades of
the dust bin, a great ma'py of them
are nuisances around houses, a great
many of them have been kept to give
to somebody else this year! I suppose
some of them have been and arc re-
ligiously kept Everybody has some
little keepsake, often the least costly,
not
Who knows? *A little hand has
that h6 does  want tt part witf
wrapped it in silk paAr and tied it
with blue ribbon, aqj th0 ribbon is
around it yet, perhgps the papsr, too.
There is a little t«der note in the
packet signed wim a little, tender
name, and it carries indestrqctibly
the whispers of a tender lovk&®ie
little hand hovpossihly slapped him
since, and rested affectionately before
the minister in another’s palm; hut
that llttlp package recalls a lot of
sweetness, and In the seclusion of his
thoifgbts, even in the ecstasy of a new
love, he says to himself, Tf I hadn’t
found her out!" — San Francisco
Cbronicl^ _
“Now, Johnny, you’ve had a merry
Christmas, and you must he good tUl
next Christmas to pay for it." “Oh,
yes, of course, be good I don’t be-
lieve you can hire me to be good a
whole year for a tin horse and a story
book just like what Bill Jones wu
going to trade me for three marbles.
Not much!"
A Christman Toast.
Hew*» a round to thee, Dan Chancer,
At the festal Christmas time.
Pledge me, poets— to the master
Of our gentle art of rhjma
To the eldest of our brothers,
To tho bonof of bis name;
To the Mvcotnesi of his spirit,
’J o tho glory of hD famo;
To that volco whoso music echoes
All the centuries along,
. Prophesying nrt triumphant
In eternity df song.
-Century.
THE GHOST CHIMES.
IVE minutes to
12— less than a
q u a r t e r of an
hour, more, and
the Christmas
ghost chimes will
begin’to ring!"
Nina Beverly
stood watching
the clock in the
' 'J^etfcozy sitting-room
with an eager, ex-
pectant face as
she spoke. Her
mother anxiously
padded:
“Dear boys! I
am sorry I consented lo their going.
The storm is rising; it is a dark,
dreary walk, and after the trouble
about Oscar, I am nervous for them.”
Oscar, her nephew, was the one
spot of gloom haunting an otherwise
bright and glowing Christmas eve.
He had been staying at the Beverly
home for some weeks, and he and
her hoys. Norman and Bob, had got
on together like tried brothers.
Three nights previous, however, a
youthful escapade among the apple
bins in Farmer Drew’s barn had led
to the capture of Oscar. The irate
The little group of adrentureu
had reached the vicinity of Hpmlocl
Hill without accident, in the mean
time. “This is the wildest night wi
ever came here, Bob," remarked Nor
man. “Whew! that blast cuts llkei
knife. In with you, boys, to shelter!’
“Who's got the time?” sang oul
Bob, as he clambered up tho ladder
Norman answered from below hi
Raring a match and examining hit
timepiece.
“One minute ot midnight, Bob." b<
sang out. “Up with you, boys! Bare
ly on time, we’ll ring out a tune to
night that will wake up the sleepers.’
All gained tho second floor. Ac
ejaculation of concern rang froa
Bob’S lips as he groped about blindly.
“Boys!” ho gasped, “it’s no use!”
“Eh?" echoed Norman. “Whal
now?.”
rope! It ain’t here. W«
can’t ring, because it’s gone!” ' _ ’
Ding-dong!
“Mercy!"
There was a scramble for tho lad-
der, and exclamations of affright.
“We’ve struck it at last!” groaned
a hollow voice.
“Struck what?” demanded Bob.
“The ghosts! They’re here— the’ve
stolen the rope— they’re ringing the
chimes themselvei —hear them! Oh,
my!” panted the nffilgbted youth.
Whiz— bang! Something went hurt-
ling past Bob’s head, and he ducked
unceremoniously. From above, too,
at lhat moment, sounded a deep,
sepulchral voice.
“Avaunt! get out! get out!"
“Throwing things— talking Shak.
speare!" muttered Bob, suspiciously,
as his companions basely deserted
him for the floor below. “Real ghosts
don’t do it. I’m coming up after you."
Dauntless Bob grasped the ladder
running up in the belfry. Those he-
:
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FIVE MINUTES TO TWELVE."
farmer had . ad ministered a flogging.
The. hot-tempered Oscar had rejoined
his cousins smarting from the lashes,
sullen, resentful, uncommunicative,
except to burstrout.that he would “get
even with that old curmudgeon if it
took him ten years!” -
The next morning. Oscar was found
missing. His bed had not been slept
in: an open window showed how he
had left the house. His mysterious
disappearance could be explained in
only one way; he shrank from the
humiliation of his punishment, and
had left for his home surreptitiously.
Oscar had missed q great treat in
leaving so abruptly, Norman and Bob
had told their mother that afternoon.
They and half a dozen boon com-
panions were going up to Hemlock
Hill that night to ring -tho ghost
chimes. What an inspiring Jaunt
poor Oscar had lost through his folly!
The “ghost chimes’’ were quite ^n
institution with Fairfield boys. Years
before a wealthy gentleman had built
a church at Hemlock Hill. For a
time it was the general place of wor-
ship of the district. Then Fairfield
became the populated center, new
churches nearer home attracted the
people, the Hill temple fell Into dis-
use, and then decay, and now, win-
dowless, doorless, a mournful ruin,
it was given over to bats and owls.
One Christmas eve, four years
agone, the villagers had been startled
from midnight sleep by the chimes of
tho old tower pealing out sweetly the
dawn of another Christmas morn.
The mysterious ringers were never
traced. Boyish gossip discerned a
ghostly hand in the occurrence, and
since then, at every recurring Christ-
mas eve, it was considered an act of
royal daring to visit the distant iuId,
On this venture, Norman, Bob
and six doughty companions had de-
parted an hour since, and, with a
fond mother's anxiety, Mrs. Beverly
and Nina were counting the minutes
ticked slowly away by the clock. v
Midnight!
Strange! The chimes were not
forthcoming, the boys were not on
time.
low held their breath. There was a
lapse of excruciating silence, then
half-audible tones in apparent con-
versation, and then a scrambling (J^own
Norman had lighted a hit of candle
he hgd found in his pocket As its
rays illumined the aperture near t
ladder, he saw two forms clambe1
into view.
“I've found the ghost!” announced
Bab Beverlytyn excited triumph.
“Oscar!” gq^ped Norman, staring
vaguely at hi*4>rothcr’s companion.
“Yea, Oscar, is, sure and true,"
responded Bob, energetically.
“What docs it mean?" murmured
the boys, crowding about the pale
and shrinking Oscar.
“It means that Oscar has been
laboring under a mistake, w spoke up
Bob. “He was mad at old farmer
Drew for horsewhipping him, and
left our house to tip aver his feed
troughs and set his elder butts nu-
ninff, out of revenge. Bad work, I’ll
conic a. Just as he got M Drew’s barn
that night he lit a matcji and it fell
among a heap of Straw.* He couldn’t
put it out, got scared, and ran. He
could sec the glare and supposed he
had burned Drew out* house and
baggage. He’s been h'ding in tho
plu church hero ever since, and he
tried to scare us away to-night.”
“And all the fire did was to burn
over an old itubble field!” exclaimed
NoirnuD-
“Exactly. Come, Oscar, cheer up.
You say yw’ve suffered like a peni-
tent during your two days of starr-
ing and freezing, and I guess that
atones for the hot-headed mischief
you never Intended to do."
“It’s taught me a lesson, all tho
same,” murmured Oscar humbly.
Christmas chimes did not ring that
night from the old church tower, but
Christmas Joy was net lacking in
motherly Mra. Beverly’s heart as she
welcomed home the penitent prodigal.
Victor Radc^iff.
- A Child BaJoja
The pleasant flavor, gentle action and
soothing effect of Syrup of Figs, when
in need of a laxative, and if the father
or mother be costive or bilious, the most
gratifying results follow ita use; so that
it is the best family remedy known and
every family should have a bottle.
Shine* All th* Time.
During tho summer months the sun
shines on United States territory
twenty -four hours in the day. When ll
i* 0 p. m. at Altoo, Alaska, it is 9:30 a.
m. at Eastport, Mo.
A Herald of th* Infant Tear.
Clip tbe last thirty yean qr more from th*
century, and the egment will represent th*
term of tbe nnbonnded popularity of Hostet-
ter’* Stomach Bitten. The opening of the
year 1B93 will be aignalised by the tppearanoe
ot a fresh Almanac of the Bitten, in which the”
need, derivation and action of this world-fam-
ous medicine wUl be lucidly set forth. Every-
body should read it The calendar and astro-
nomioal calculations to be found in this
5"y,h®r# wsslweya astonishingly iccurate.
and the statistics. Ulustratlona, hnmor and
other reading matter rich in Interest and full
of profit. The Hostetler Company, of Pitts-
burg, Pa., publish It themselves. Ihey em-
ploy more than sixty hands in the mechanical
work, and more than eleven months in ihe
0°n*®™ed in its preparation. It can
be obtained, without cost, of all druggists and
There are more ducks in the Chinese
Empire, says an authority, than In all
the world outside of it. They are kepi
by the Celestials on every larm, on the •
public and private roads, on streets of
cities, and on all the lakes, ponds, riv-
ers, streams, and brooks in tne country.
•100 Reward. 9100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that there !• at least on* dreaded
diseM* tBat science ha* been able to cure» taw*, and that Is Catarrh.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
now known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, requires a con-
stitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cun is
taken Internally, acting directly upon ths blood'
and mucous, surfaces of th* system, thanby
of the disease, and
proprietors nave so muon xaitnin
DoUarsfor1 VVm9 "to0*1*
for list of testimonials.
Address, F. J. CHKNBY A CO., Toledo, 0.
ATBold by Druggists, 75c.
It is impossible to form*a good sen*
tence of the English alphabet using ev-
ery letter only once. ,
Fine Playing Cards.
Bend 10 cents in stamrs to John Sebas-
tian, GenT Ticket and Paia Agt, G, R. L
A P. H’y. Chicago, for a pack of tho «Roclr
Island" Playing Garda They are ackno*!--'
edxed tbe best, and worth five times the
cost Bond money ordor or postal note for'
50c, and will send five packs by express,
prepaid. _ _ . _
The January (holiday number) of
Godey’s Magazine will bo one of the
finest specimens of periodical literature
ever brought out. The frontispiece,
printed in two.ve colors, from a water-
color painting by W. Granville Smith,
illustrating the complete novel, “Aj
Christmas Witch," by Gertrude Ather-.
ton, is a feature never before attempted.
There are also many and brilliant feat-i
urea In this number. Every book-lover
should have this Issue of Godey's.
Important to Fleshy People.
We have .noticed a page article in the
Boston Globe on reducing weight at a very
small expense. It will pay our readers to
send two-cent stamp for a copy to Botina
Circulating Library, 25 EL Washington
street, Chicago, III
Trer* are a large number of byglenlo
physicians who claim that dUeaso is always
tho result of a transgression of Naturo a
laws. The proprietors of Garfield Tea aro
both physicians, and have devoted years toi
teaching tho people how to avoid slcknesg
by following Nature’s lawa They glv«
away with every package of Garfield Tea
a little book which they claim will enable
all persons, if directions are followed, to
avoid sickness of all kinds, and to bare ‘
no need for Garfield Tea or any other
medicine.
A girl who U vain of her Utile feet
doesn't worry much about the size of
her head.— Free Press.
AN EXTENDED POPULARITY. Brown’s
Bkonchiai. Troches have for many yeara
been tbe most popular article In use for re-
lieving Coughs and Throat troubles.
A Kansas City farming Implement
house Intends sending out a young
woman as a drummer next year.
Asthmatic Troubi.es aud Soreness of
the Lungs or Throat are usually overcome
by Dr. 1). Jayne’s Expectorant —a sure
enrative for Colds.
Tea Is gathered from the plant four
times a year, _
Ir afflicted with Bora Eyes, use Dr. Isa to
Thompson’s Eye Water. Dnurdsta sell It 2 k>
Society U tbe atmosphere of soole;
and we necessarily Imbibe from It some-,
thing which is either Infectious dr
healthfuL— EaU.
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Son, my litt'o <!»ujlt.r atanJinf
0.7 my cbalr, iB oft demanding, ’
“Tellm?, mother, what yoar graodmothei
in; d to do.
01 1 »he have much limo for rea JIog,
Paine 4 heeding,
And suoc cdlog,
Well with musi ?, draw and jjaint on China,
too?”
“No, my dnr ing! Grundra\ never
Had the t me for »ach endeavor,
For sin worked from mom until tho netting
sun,
She would o ill tho cowa so early
‘Daisy! Curl y! •
D n’t l e surly.' , ^
And tho m lUiug tlon would epeodily bo
d no.
'She would atiaiu t o mil l and churn it;
Make a chocs; aud deftly turn i ;
Make soft soap and Lraw th? nicest currant
win-,
Dip thocaudhe, nightly glowing.
Little knowing,
Aud boatjwing
Scarce a thought on what as futur; light
w ould shine.
"Ca’d ami spin the wo<d nor leave it,
Till she into cloth would weave .t,
Aud tho relied her flax, aud wove her linen
fin .
In a quilting kho delighted,
All inv ted,
Ncno ahre flighted;
Or a p iring aud a hus'iin { boo combino.*
‘‘.'he raised goose and plucked each feather,
Cut cloth i ud sewed together
Every strip, to m ke a boxe-mado carpet
Bay;
l ndshc knitted every stoekiug-
Meauwhils recking.
Oh, ’twai shocking,
All tho work that woman went through iu a
day.’-
NAN’S CHRISTMAS GUEST.
A great event occurred in the Curtis
household when Nan took summer board,
ers. When she first announced this in-
tention the amazement of the assembled
family was too great for words. The
two smaller children gazed at her in' wide-
eyed wonder, aud her father, when he at
length fuund voice, remarked contemptu-
ously :
“Who’ll come up here in ihc back-
woods, I’d like to know?”
But Xan was not to be discouraged.
“There is the mountain,” she said, stout-
ly, “and the fine air, and the pine woods;
why wouldn’t someone like just such a
wild, lonely place— someone from the
city?”
A newsnaper Ind drifted to the Curtis
farm the day before, ar d Nan, devouring
it eagerly, chanced upoa the advertise-
ments for summer bourdon set fortli in its
columns. She noticed that the chief in-
ducements held out had been invariably
the aforesaid pine woods and mountain
scenery. These she had to perfection,
for the little gray farmhouse clung to tho
mountain side like the moss to the rifted
rock, and the grand i»noramn of sunrise
and sunset, of silvery mists rising from
the valley, and of purple clouds gather-
ing at evening about the lofty peak, could
be had for the mere exertion of looking
outof the window. She loved these things
herself, why should not someone
else? She had been a little appalled at
her own audacity at first, but now she
was resolved to make the attempt at least,
being mistress of the house.
“1 shall write out tho advertisement,
and you shall take it down to the post
office when you go to town to morrow,”
she said decidedly and with a business-
like manner that duly impressed the fam-
ily; and the indulgent father, accus-
tomed to obey this dusky-eyed daugh-
ter, whose learning and shrewdness were
a source of unbounded awe and admira-
tion to him, finally acquiesced to the
new and startling scheme. Uc did not,
, in his own mind, see why any one should
‘ " ish to come to their farm in the wilder-
ness, although he admitted that the view
was fine, and the little turbulent stream
that tumbled over tho rocks, clear ns
crystal. The thought of the stream in-
spired him with a brilliant idea.
“You had better put something in
about the fishing,” he snub as,, he Went
out, feeling that he too, Was something
of n business man after n!l. And Nan,
who was diligently copying the model in
the paper, added this last clause with a
triumphant flourish.
The sun was just going down bch’n.l
the mountain us Mr. John Raymond,
seated iu Farmer Curtis’ jolting farm
.wagon, rode slowly up the narrow road
towards the Curtis farm. The great
peak stood out in distinct and sombre
outline against the crimson sky. The
evening breeze, coming from the cool
heights, was full of a piny odor, strange-
ly invigorating, and although he could
not see it, the music of swiftly running
water told him that a mountain stream
was not far away, and made him tlpnk
involuntarily of the fishing rods in the
Jinck of the wagon. Save this and the
melancholy note of a .whippoorwill, all
was perfectly still, the young man,
fresh from the city haunts, appreciated
the unusual beauty of the scene, and was
just congratulating himself that his host
had at last relapsed into silence that he
might give himself up to the spell which
tho lonelv place was somehow casting
upon him, when suddenly in a
clump, of bushes by the road-
side, which they were approaching,
liccnught a glimpse of a face (leering out
at them. Hr was half startled for a mo-
ment, but it was only a moment, for upon
a second look, he discovered that it was
bushes had set fulling about inaipiost
becoming confusion. The bright lips
h d parted as the wagon approached,
And tho girl wan evidently about to ac-
cost the" Occupants, when meeting the
Atranger’e eyes btut upon her, surprised,
. jntent and admiriijg, she looked shyly at
fclm for a moment, and then in confusion
turned and dishniHrared in the wood.
John Raymond turned quickly to kit
rompnnioh, an eager question upon his
lips, but seeing that the farmer had been
utterly oblivious to the HUlo by-play, he
changed .his mind -and rcuuiuci silent.
’ ^ l shall certain^ aee her again,” be said
to himself, “especially if she is in the
habit of haunting these woods.”
Presently a sliani turn in the road
brought them in sight of the low farm-
house, surrounded oy sloping, well-tilled
fields; and from the increased animation
of both horse and driver, the visitor
guessed this to be their destination.
“ Have you other boarders r/ ho asked
cnrblcssly; it was tho first time the
question had occurred to him.
“Yes,” answered the farmer briskly^
“ one more, a young Indy up here for
her health,— likes the mountain air.”
As they drew near, Raymond could
see that there were two young women
upon the broad porch. One, fair-haired
and wearing a white dress, was idly
seated In n low chair; the other who, just
then, had her head turned away, was
standing upon the step, and at her feet
was a basket of berries evidently just
picked. Both were laughing gnyly, and
as the wagon drew near and stopped, the
girl upon the step, with a sudden rush
of color'to her brown cheek, turned slow-
ly toward the two men. It was the girl
who looked at Raymond from tho wood.
He could not help betraying his surprise
and satisfaction, which increased tenfold
as Farmer Curtis, noting bis evident ad-
miration, took the young girl by the
hand, and with no little pride in his
voice, presented, “my daughter.”
Tho summer days passed very happily
to the little family in the lonely farm-
house. It was certainly a very strange
coincidence that Mr. Raymond should
discover in Alice Niles, Nan's other
boarder, a familiar city friend. Yes,
very strange, too strange indeed to be
believed, and Nan for one did not be-
lieve it. No, she was quite sure that the
one object which this artful young man
had in view, when he sought* the Curtis
homestead, was the hone of meeting this
interesting invalid. Nan being of an
imaginative turn of mind, had built up
a fine romance about these two, and
laughed to herself ns she thought how
easily she had divined their little intrigue.
They were certainly the best of friends,
and the gentleman ever attentive to his
delicate companion; but then he was
almost equally ns kind to his little board-
ing mistress, and Nan recalled with a
secret blush his many courtesies. She
liked these two, they were a revelation
to her, and she delighted to build lovely
castles for them to inhabit.
They were all very gay together, and
Nan could not help seeing that they ad-
mired her, aud pitied her for being’ con-
demned to a mountain fastness.
The bracing air was having a wonder-
ful effect upon the city girl, and she was
able now to take many a long jaunt with
her ever-rcady escort. Nan watched them
depart, sometimes with a little sigh of
envy; he with a fishing-rod over his
shoulder, she with her book, both so
handsome and happy, and so well suited
to one another, ns Nan told herself.
Oftentimes, however, at Raymond’s
earnest request, they made a family party
of it. and taking a lunch, had a pleasant
day of it in the -woods, building a gypsy
fire and making merry generally. There
was always something in Raymond’s eyes
on these occasions which reminded Nan
of the first lime she had seen him from
her berry-picking in the wood. She
could not define the look, exactly, but it
was certainly flattering, at least, and had
it been any one but her friend’s admirer,
she would have been somewhat confused.
For some strange reason neither had ever
spoken of their first peculiar meeting,
cither to, each other or to any one else
To be sure, there was nothing about it
that woAid greatly impress a disinterested
person, Irtu Nan found herself more than
once dwelling upon the little episode
with a certain romantic satisfaction.
And then she sighed when she remem-
bered that tho gay summer days were all
too quickly passing, aud that ere long
the pleasant companions would return to
the gayeties of their city life, and the
little boarding mistress would be forgot-
ten, together with the other pleasant
things which had served to amuse them
during their holiday. Nan began to
question herself now ns to whether her
summer had been a success or not, since
it only served to make the rest of the
year seem more gloomy by contrast.
It was not, however, until the ( rickets
begun their mournful chirpings in the
long. grass, the nights to dose in chill
and damp, and the red leaves to appear
here and there in the ivy and occasional
manic trees, that thp two city friends
said farewell to their pretty hostess. It
was a very cad lenvc^ikltij* on Nan’s
part at least, and Miss Niles was also
sorry to dcjwrt, fof^shc had learned to
love this shy little mountain flower,
blooming so fur away from any com-
panion. She -mw the pain which the
girl felt, and made a sudden resolve.
“I shall come again,” she said de-
cidedly, “be sure of it— iu the winter
sometime; I long to sec you icebound.
It will be such a novelty.”
Nan smiled gratefully and looked shyly
at Raymond, half expecting that he. too,
would announce n similar intention, for
she did not like to think that he either
would forget her immediately. But he
made no such offer, indeed, so careless
and indifferent did he, appear that Nun
began to grow hurt and angry, and it
was a very cold good-bye which she at
last accorded him, although she could
not admit that he seemed very much im-
rcssed by her sudden accession ofignity. *
It certainly promised to be a very
dreary Christmas for the Curtis family.
The snow hod fallen at intervals during
the last few days. The trees were heavy
with it yet, and about the mountain top
the hdavy gray clouds were still hanging
with promise of more.
Until the last moment almost, Nan had
expected her city friend, Alice Niles, to
spend the holidays with her; but the
alarming accounts of the weather, in tke
North had discouraged that lady in her
romantic scheme, and the real old-
fashioned country Christmas which she
was so anxious to experieocc^was indefi-
nitely postponed. Nan’s disappointment
very bitter, Ever since the de*was
parture of her guests sl^e had felt a loneli •
uesa and sadness unexplainable to her-
self. She said nothing to those about
her, but at times it seemed that the,
monotony of K#r life was
rapidly becoming unbearable. . This vjsit
seemed the last connecting link with-
those brief, happy days, ana it was very
hard to have it broken. The city girl
had been very kind in her letter, and
among other lotewstiag gossip InformU
Non that she intended to startle her l*>
fore long with some delightful newf^
astonishing ns it was delight
ful.- Nan had laughed a little bitterly ai
she read those words. They were en-
gaged of course, those two, as if shfc,
Nan, had not guessed as much long ago.
How stupid Miss Niles must think her,
—and why had they made such a tre-
mendous secret of it, anyway, it sccmec
very ridiculous. Nan was a bit cross foi
some reason’ or other; she intended t<
write directly and tell her friend that hei
secret was no secret to one observing
country girl, at least.
Aud so, on Christmas eve, Nun sm
herself down before the glowing fire,
feeling very melancholy and depressed
indeed. She chose no light but preferred
that of the fire, which flared and crack
led gloriously, and scuba bright reflec-
tion, like a beacon light, far across tin
untrodden - snow. She made a verj
pretty picture, could she have but knowi
it, her slim hands crossed upon her knee,
and her eyes fixed sadly upon the glow-
ing logs; and if anyone had chanced U
be looking in at the uncurtained window,
he must have lingered long and lovingly
despite the snow and the chill uortfc
wind.
How long she sat there Nan did nol
know, but her musings did not grow
more comfortable, for the tears had iusl
crept into her eyes and one, indeed, hat
fallen upon her hand, when a gentle tap
upon the door made, her start, hall
alarmed, from her chair. Who could il
be, so late in the evening? Had Miss
Niles decided to come after all? Pos-
sibly she had changed her mind at the
Inst moment.
Nan, with a radiant face, flew to the
door and opened it wide. At first she
saw no one, and coming close to the
step, (leered eagerly out into the dark-
ness. Then suddenly a great wave ol
color swept over face and neck, and she
started back with a little gasp of sur-
prise. “Mr. Raymond !” she cried.
Her amazement evidently amused that
young man, for he laughed gayly.
“Yes,” he answered, “I have conic up
for Christmas, although you did not in-
vite me. Can I come in?” for Nan still
staring at him wouderingly, made no
move to allow him to enter.
“Yes,” she said withbut any apparent
shame, at her inhospitnlity, “but you
won’t want to stay— didn't you know?”
She looked so very solemn that Ray-
mond dropped his buoyant manner, and
grow serious at once. “Know what?” he
asked, anxiously wondering what catas
trophe had happened.
“Why, that she is not coming after
all. I got the letter yesterday. What a
pity you should come so far to be disap-
pointed ; and yet it is strange she did
not tell you!" Aud Nan’s face grew
longer. She knew how provoked he
would be.
But Mr. Raymond still looked ex-
tremely mystified. “I do not under-
stand,” he said. “I did not think or
expect that anyone was coming but my-
self. Why should 1 be disappointed?’'
“Why!” cried Nan, aghast. “Weren’t
you coming with Miss Niles, or didn't
you expect to meet her here? She said—
that is, I thought— I was quite sure that
you were — ” but here poor Nan grew
all at once very red and confused. A
sudden amused look in her visitor’s face
made he; think that possibly she had
been mistaken, after nl!, in her surmises.
What if there was nothing between
these two but a commonplace friendship.
Oil, how foolishly she had acted— like a
country girl, indeed. And if he had not
come to see Miss Niles, why had he comci
Nan’s heavy lashes drooped upon hei
cheek to conceal her sudden conscious-
ness. But her guest only laughed at her
tcll-tiflc, downcast face. /
“What was it you thought?” he asked
mischievously; but Nan only pouted and
would not answer. She did not like .tc
be laughed at.
“Well, never mind,” he said at length,
drawing her gently into the firelit room,
where a moment before she had sat so
disconsolately; “but now do you know
what I thought?”
And Nan whispered “No.” although
in her heart there was a sudden conscious-
ness that she did know well enough.
“I thought that you loved me.” he
said roguishly; “why else should 1 be
here in spite of your ice and snow?”
And although Nan tried to be very an-
gry with this conceited person for having
been so sure of a fact which she would
never admit herself, she could not, some-
how, being a truthful girl, deny that he
was rigid.— 1 Portland Transcript.
DR. TALMAGE’S SERMON.
THE HEAVENS DO INDEED DE-
CLARE THE GLORY QF GOD.
Dogs of Constmitlnoplo.
The dog? of Constantinople form a
class of as much importance as other
Asiatic races. The Europeans have used
their influence, backed by monev, to de-
stroy these dogs cither by killing or by
banishing them; but the Turks— from
tho humblest servant who di-
vides his crust with them, to the Imperial
Sultan who has them fed from his palace
—shows an affection for them which is
surprising. The dogs live in commun-
ities of six, eight, or ten, and each set
appropriates to itself a certain section of
from one to three squares. The most
intelligent dog seems to be the president
or commander of tho group.
They are very friendly with all the in-
habitants who live in their special lo-
cality, while they show no recognition
to those who pass along their highway
If they do not reside there. They guard
their ground, and do not allow aiiy othei
dog to intrude. I noticed one stray dog
who came around the turner, thereby in-
fringing on the other dog’s territory; Jhj
was attacked at. once, «nd barely es-
caped with his life. s.
These (logs have no special owner-
each block or square living its own
group of dogs, They seem to know every
man, woman and child who lives in their
neighborhood, and their tails wag when-
ever any of these make their appearance.
I remember coming through one of the
narrow streets lute one night, and as it
was quite warm I suddenly took of! my
cent and hat; one dog commenced to
bark, then another and another followed
suit The guide told me I must put on
my hat, oh the dogs recognized that I
was a foreigner, and that they were evi-
dently displeased at roy attempt to go
through thejr principality in my shirt-
jleeves. 1 took the advice of the* guide,
and the howl of the dogs e; ased. '
ru* Great Preacher Degln* a Scries of
Sermons on the Lessons Taught by the
Wonder* of Nature— ••Tho Uudevout As-
tronomer Is Mud.”
Tho Divine Science.
Rev. Dr. Talraage preached the first
of the promised series of sermons on God
In tho natural world as disclosed in tho
Bible. Tho subject chosen for tho Ini-
tial sermon was, “The Astronomy of the
Bible, or God Among tho Stars,” tho text
being from Amos lx, 0, “It is ho that
bulldcth bis stories in tho heaven.”
My hearcrs,lt is time that wo widened
out and heightened our religious
thoughts. In our pulpits and Sabbatb
clasfes and Christian work of all sorts
wo ring the changes on a few versos of
Scripture until they excite no interest,
Many of tho best parts of tho Bible have
never yet been preached from or Indeed
even noticed. Hence I to-day begin a
series of sermons, not for consecutive
Sabbath mornings, but as often as 1
think ft best for variety's sake, on tho
astronomy of tho Bible, or God among
tho stars; tho geology of tho Bible, or
God among tho rocks; tho ornithology of
tho Bible, or God among the birds; ich-
thyology of tho Bible, or God among tho
fishes; tho pomology of tho Bible or God
among tho orchards; tho precious stones
of the Bible, or God among tho ame-
thysts; tho conchology oi tho Bible, or
God among tho shells; the botany of the
Bible, or God among tho flowers; tho
chronology of tho Bible, or God among
the centuries. Tho fact is that wo have
all spent too much time on one story of
tho great mansion of God's universe.
We need occasionally to go up stairs or
down stairs In this mansion; down stairs
and In the cellar study tho rocks, or up
stairs and see God in some of the higher
stories and learn tho meaning of tho text
when it says, “It Is ho that bulldcth his
stories in the heaven.”
Astronomy was boyn In Chaldea. Its
mother was astrology, or tho science of
foretelling events by Juxtaposition of
stars. Tho orientals, living much out of
doors and In a very clear atmosphere,
through which tho stars shone especially
lustrous, got tho habit of studying tho
night heavens. In tnc hot seasons cara-
vans journeyed chiefly at night, and that
gave travelers much opportunity of stel-
lar information. On tho first page of
the Bible tne sun moon and stars roll in.
The sun, a body nearly three million
miles In circumference and more than
twelve thousand times as largo as our
earth; the moon, mure than two thousand
miles In diameter..
But God is used to doing things on
such an omnipotent scale that Ho takes
only one verso to toll of this stellar and
lunar manufacture. Yea, in three words
all the other worlds are thrown In. Tho
record says, “The stars also!” It takes
whole pages for a man to extol tho mak-
ing of a telescope or microscope, or a
magnetic telegraph or a threshing ma-
chine, or to describe a lino painting or
statue, but it was so easy for God to
bang the celestial upholstery that tho
story is compassed in one verso: “God
made two great lights; the greater light
to rule the day and the lessor light to
rule tho night Tho stars also!”
Astronomers have boon trying to call
tho roll of them ever since, and they
have counted multitudes of them pass-
ing In review before the observatories
bulli at vast expense, and tho size and
number of those heavenly bodies have
taxed to the utmost the scientists of all
ages. But God finishes all He has to say
about them In three words. “The stars
also!” That Is Mars with Its more than
fifty-five million square miles, and Venus
with Its more than one hundred and
ninoly-ono million square miles, and Sa-
turn with Its more thaji nineteen billion
square miles, and Jupiter with its more
than twenty-four billion square miles,
and all tho planets of our system of
more than seventy-eight billion square
miles, and these stars of our system,
when compared with the stars of tho
other systems, as a handful of sand com-
pared with all the Rocky mountains and
all the Alps. “Tho stars also!” For
brevity, for ponderosity, for splendor,
for suggestlveness, for sublimity piled on
sublimity, those words excel all that hu-
man speech ever uttered or human Im-
agination ever soared after. “The stars
also!” It Is put in as you write a post-
script— something you tuoughtof after-
ward, as hardly worth putting Into tho
body of a letter. “The stars also!”
Read on Iu your Bibles, aud after
awhile the Bible Hashes with the aurora
borealis or northern lights, that strange
illumination, as mysterious and unde-
fined now as when in the book of Job it
was written: “Men see not tho bright
light which Is In the clouds. Fair
weather comnthoutof the north.” While
all the nations supposed that the earth
was built on a foundation of some son,
and many supposed that It stood on a
huge turtle, or some great marine crea-
ture. Job know enough of astronomy to
say It had no foundation, but was sus-
pended on tho Invisible arm of the Al-
mighty, declaring that “he hangoth the
earth upon nothing.” While all nations
thought the earth was level, the sky
spread over it like a tent over a flat sur-
lace, Isaiah declared the world to be
globular, circular, saying of God, “He
sitteth upon the circle of tho earth.”
See them glitter In the scriptural sky—
Arcturuft, Orion, the Pleiades and the
“Bear with her young.”
While running your fingers among the
leaves of your Bible with the astronomi-
cal thought In yoor mind, you see two
worlds stop— tho sun and tho moon. But
what does that Christian know about
that miracle who does not understand
something qf those two luminaries? Un-
less you watch modern astronomy put
those two worlds In Us steel-yards and
weigh them you are as Ignorant as a
Hottentot about the stupondousness of
that scene iu tho life of Joshua. The
bud over three thousaud times as heavy
as our earth and going thousands of
miles an hour. Think of stopping that
and starling it again without tho ship-
wreck of t'ae universe! Bu^ l ean easily
believe It What confounds me is not
that He could stop and start Again those
two worlds In Joshua’s time, but that He
could have made the wheel of worlds of
which the sun and moon are only cogs,
and keep that wheel rolling for thou-
sands of years— the - flywheel of all
eternity. , * •
If au engineer can start a long train,
It Is not surprising that be can stop It
If God codld make aud move the uni-
verse, which Is au express train drawn
by an omnipotent engine, I am not .sur-
prlsedthatforapartof aday he could
put down the brakfr on two pieces of
rotary machinery. Infidelity Is hard up
for ground of complaint against the
Scriptures when It finds fault with that
cessation of stellar and lunar travel.
Hern is my watch. I could not make a
watch If I tried, but I can stop It and
start It again.
My difficulty Is not that God could
stop two worlds and start them again,
but that he could make them at all as
ho did make them. What pleases mo
and astounds me more Is that each one
of tho million worlds has a God-given
name. Only a comparatively small
number of them have names given them
by scientists. If astronomers can give a
name to a whole constellation or galaxy
they think they do woll, but God has a
name for each star In all Immensity. In-
spired David declares of God, “He
tcllcth tho number of the stars; ho call-
nth them all by tboir names,”
They are not orphans that have
never been christened. They are not
unknown ships on the high seas of Im-
mensity. They belong to a family of
which God Is the Father, and as you call
your children Benjamin or Mary or Ber-
tha or Addison or Josephine so ho calls
all the Infant worlds aud all tho adult
worlds by their first name, and^they
know It as woll as though there were
only one child of light In all the divine
family. “Ho calloth them all by their
names,” and when ho calls, I warrant
they come.
Oh, tho stars! Those vestal fires kept
burning on Influlto altars. Those light-
houses on tho coast of eternity. The
hands and weights and pendulum of the
great clock of the universe. According
to Herschol, tho so called fixed stars are
not fixed at all, but each one a sun with
a mighty system of worlds rolling round
it, snd this whole system with all the
other systems rolling on around some
other great center— millions and mil-
lions, billons and billions trillions and
trilllans, quadrillions and quadrillions!
But what gladdens me, and at the
same time overwhelms mo, Is that those
worlds are Inhabited. Tho Bible says
so, and what a small Idea you must have
of God and his dominion If you think It
only extends across this chip of a world
which you and I now Inhabit Have you
taken this idea of ail tho other worlds
being Inhabited as human guesswork?
Read Isaiah, forty-fifth chapter, eight-
eouth verse, “Thus salth tho Lord that
created the heavens, God himself that
formed the earth and made it; he hath
established II; ho created It not in vain,
ho formed it to bo Inhabited.” Now, If
ho Inhabited tho earth so that It would
not bo created in vain, would he make
worlds hundreds and thousands of times
lamer and not have them Inhabited?
’tipc&king of tho inhabitants of this
world, ho says, “The nations are as tho
drop of a buckcl”
If all tho Inhabitants of this world are
as a drop of a bucket, whore are tho
Other drops of tho bucket? Again and
again the Bible speaks of -tho host of
heaven, and tho word “host" means liv-
ing creatures, not Inert masses, and the
expression “hosts of heaven’' must mean
inhabitants of other worlds. The psalm-
ist cries out, "Thy mercy is groat above
the heavens," If there wore no In-
habitants above tho heavens, what use
of any mercy? Again, tho Bible ex-
claims, “Thy goodness Is great above
the heavens.” What could bo the use of
his goodness above tho heavens If there
were no Inhabitants to enjoy It? Again,
the Bible says, “Ho has sot thy glory
above the heavens.” And here ray toxt
comes In with its Idea of a mansion of
many stories, “It Is he that bulldeth his
stories In the heaven.”
I admit that scientific exploration has
discovered that around many worlds
there Is an atmosphoro In which lungs
like ours could not breathe, and there
are heats or colds that physique like ours
could not endure. But do you suppose
that we have tho only kind of lungs that
God can make? Do our bodies exhaust
divine Ingenuity, and must He make all
Intelligent creatures with our respiration
br pulsation or mastication or digestion
or habitude, or not make them at all?
Because organisms like onrs cannot live
In Mercury or Saturn or Jupiter or the
sun wo have no right to conclude that
those globes are lifeless.
Without any telescope and without
out any observatory and without any
astronomical calculation, I know that
the other world* are inhabited, because
my Bible and my common sense tell mo
so. It has been estimated that In tho
worlds belonging to our solar system
there Is room for at least twenty-five
trillion of population. And I believe
It Is all occupied or will be occupied by
Intelligent beings. God will not fill them
with brutes. Ho would certainly put
into those worlds beings Intelligent
enough to appreciate the architecture,
thi coloring, the grandeur, the beauty,
the harmony of their surroundings
Yea, tho inhabitants of those worlds
have capacity of locomotion like ours,
for they would not have had such spa-
cious opportunity for movement If they
had not powers of motion. Yea, they
have sight, else why tho light and bear-
ing; else how got on with necessary lan-
guage and how clear themselves from
advancing perils? Yea, os God modo
our human race In ills own Image He
probably made the Inhabitants of other
worlds, In His own Image — Id other
words, it is as near demonstration as I
care to have It, that while the Inhabi-
tants of other worlds hare adaptations
of bodily structure to tho particular
climate in which they dwell, there Is yet
similarity of mental aud spiritual char-
acteristics among all tho Inhabitants of
the universe of God, and made In his Im-
age they are made wonderfully alike.
Now what should bb the practical re-
sult of this discussion founded on Scrip-
ture and common sense? It Is first of all
to enlarge our Ideas of God aud so In-
tensity our admiration and worship.
Under such consideration how much
more graphic the Bible question, which
seems to roll back tho sleeve of the Al-
mighty and say. “Hast thou an arm like
God?” The contemplation also encour-
ages us with the thought that If God
made all those worlds and populated
them It will not be very mocb of ’ an un-
dertaking for Him to make our little
world over again and reconstruct the
character of Its populations as by graco
they are to be reconstructed.
What a monstrosity of Ignoranco that
tho majority of Christian people listen
not to the voices of other worlds, al-
though the book says, “The heavens de-
clare the glory of God," and again, "The
works of the Lord are great and to bo
sought out” How much have you
sought them out? You have been satis-
fying yourself with some things about
Christ, but have you noticed that Paul
calls you in- consider Christ as the
Creator of other worlds, “by whom also
He made the worlds.”
It-ls time you Christians start on a
world hunt. That Is the chief reason
why Gad makes the night— that you may
see other worlds. Go oat to-night and
look up at the great clbck of the heavens.
m
m
Listen to tho silvery oblme of the mid*
night sky. .See that your children and
grandchildren mount tho heavens with
telescope /or al nonstock, leaping from
acclivity of light to acclivity of light.
What a beautiful and sublime thing that
John Quincy Adams, tho ex-PresIdent,
borne down with years undertook at the
peril of his life tho Journey from Wash-
ington to Cincinnati that he might lay
the cornerstone of tho pier of the great
refracting telescope aud there making
his last oration.
What a service for all mankind when
In 1830 Lord Rosso lifted on the lawn of
his castle, eighty miles from Dublin, a
telescope that revealed worlds as fast ar
they could roll In, and that started au
outhuslam which this moment concen-
ters the eyes of many of the most devout
Iu all parts of the earth on celestial dis-
covery. Thank God that wo now know
where our own world Is, bounded on all
sides by realms of glory„ Instead of being
whore Hesiod In hit ' poetry described it
to be— namely, halfway between Heaven
and hell, an anvil hurled out of Heaven,
taken ten days to strike the earth, and
taking ten more days to strike perdition:
From tbs high heavsn a bnuon anvil oast.
Nbto days and nights in rapid whirls would last
And reach the earth tbs tenth jwbsnos strongly
faarlad,
Tbs sains tbs pat sags to th’ Infernal world.
1 thank God timt wo have found out
that our world Is not half way between
Heaven and hell, but Is In a sisterhood
of light, and that this sisterhood loins
ail tho other sisterhoods of worlds, mov-
ing ro»nd some great homestead, which
Is no doubt Heaven, whore God Is and
our departed Christian friends are.
On tho tower of Pharos, Egypt, a me-
tallic mirror was raised which reflected
all that occurred both on land and sea
for a distance of 300 miles, and so Egygt
was Informed of her enemies long before
their arrival. By what process I know
not, but In some way this ship of astrug-
gllng earth, I think, Is mirrored to dis-
tant worlds. Surely this one experi-
ment of a world unloosing Itself from
God will bo enough for all world'! and
all eternities.
But notice that as other worlds rolled
Into tho first book of the Bible, the book
of Genesis, they also appear In the last
book of the Bible, the took of Revela-
tion. They will take part la the scenes
of that occasion, which shall be the
earth's winding up and a tremendous oc-
casion for you and me personallv. My
father was on the turnpike road botwe«n
Trenton and Bound Brook. Now Jersey.
Ho was coming through the night from
tho legislative halls, where ho was serv-
ing his state, to his borne, where there
was sickness. I often heard him toll
about It, It was tho night of the 12th
and the morning ot the 13th of Novem-
ber, 1833.
The sky was cloudlets and the air
clear. Suddenly the whole heavens be-
came a scene never to be forgotten.
From tho constellation Loo meteors be-
gan to shoot out In all directions. For
tho two hours between four and six In
tho morning It was estimated that a
thousand meteors a minute flashed and
expired. It grow lighter than noonday.
Arrows of Ore. Balls of fire. Trglls of
lira Showers of fire. Some of the ap-
pearances were larger than the full
moon. All around the heavens esplotion
followed explosion. Sounds as wallas
sights, The air filled with uproar. All
the luminaries of tho sky seemed to have
received marching orders. Tho heavens
ribbed and Interlaced and garlanded
with meteoric display. From horizon u>
horizon everything in combustion and
conflagration.
Many a brain that might gave way; It
was an awful strain on strongest nerves.
Millions of people fell on their knees In
prayer. Wos the world ending, or was
there some great event for which all
Heaven was Illuminated? For eight mo-
mentous hours tho phenomenon luted.
East, West, North, South— It looked u
though the heavens were In maniac dis-
order. Astronomers watching that night
said tb|t those meteors started from
2,200 miles above the earth's aurtoce and
moved with ten times the speed of a
cannon ball.
The owner of a plantation In Sooth
Carolina fays of that night scene: “I
was suddenly awakened by the most dis-
tressing cries that over fell on my ears.
Shrieks ol horror and cries of mercy I
could hear from most of the negroes bn
three plantations, amouqtlng In all to
about slz or eight hundred. While earn-
estly listening for the cause 1 heard a
faint voice near tho door calling mv
name. I arose, and taking my sword (
stood at tho door. At this moment I
hoard the same voice still beseeching mo
to rise, and saying, 'Ob, my God! tha
world Ison fire!' I then opened tbedoor,
and It Is difficult to say which excited
mo most, the awfulnossof the scene or
the distressed cries of the negroes. Up-
ward of one hundred lay prostrate on
tho ground— eome speechless and some
uttering the bitterest cries, but most
with their hands raised Imploring God to
save the world and them. The scene
was truly awful, for never did rain fall
much thicker than the meteors fell to-
ward the earth. But ibe excitement
thus described by tho southern planter
ran among tho whites u well u the
blacks: among the Intelligent u well u
tho superstitious.
Tho spectacle ceased not until the ris-
ing sun of the November morning eclipsed
It, and the whole American nation sat
down exhausted with the agitations of a
night to be memorable until the earth it-
self shall become a falling star. The
Bible closos with such a scene of falling
lights — not only fidgety meteors, but
grave old stars. 8L John saw It In pros-
pect and wrote, “The stars of beaver, fell
unto the earth, even as a flg tree custoth
her untimely figs when she Is shaken of
a mighty wind.” What a time that will
be when worlds drop! Rain of planets.
Gravitation letting loose her grip on
worlds. Constellations flying apart
Galaxies dissolved.
Tho groat orchard of the universe,
swept by the last hurricane, letting down
tho stars like ripened fruit Our old
earth will go with tho rest and let It go,
for it will have existed long enough id
complete its tremendous experiment,-
Bat tbero will be enough' worlds left u
make a boaven out of, If any mori
heaven needs to be built That day find-
lug us Iu Christ our nature regenerated,
and bur sins pardoned, and our hop!
triumphant we will feel no morel
than when In September, passing th
an orchard, you boar the apples
to the ground, or through a
and you bear an untimely fig drop btH^ke
floor.
You will only go up stairs Into soother
story, a better lighted story, a letter
furnished story, a better Verftllatodatory,
abetter pictured story, and Into a story
where already many of your kindred are
waiting for you, and w
apostles and martyrs n
tlal vitltatlqn, s
beypnd the mocti
/
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IROUND THE EiRTH.
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INTEI.UGENCE FROM EVERY
PART.
WILD SCENES IN PARIS.
CLEMENCEAU TO FIGHT TWO
DUELS.
I'oor Dopers t« Than Terror!** s Chlesfo
Suburban Train-One Mstiiit-onial Ek-
perieuce Not Enough for Mrn. Blslne—
Hot Time* la MUtbtlppL
France In a Tarmoll.
Ten more victims of the Panama scandal
vere thrown Into the hopper of the French
atll Of 'Utice Tuesday. All are men of
great i romlnence la the public affaire of
..Franco and the excitement throughout
Pari < and the country la again at fever
beat The Official lUt Includes five
Senators, two of them former cabinet
ministers, and five Deputies The of-
ficial announcement was made simul-
taneously In the Senate and Chamber of
Deputies. French law forbids the criminal
proaerution of a member of Parliament
without the consent of a special commls-
alqn of each bouse, aud when such permls-
aibn was asked the Senators and Deputies
assaulted each other. The scene that fol-
lowed is without parallel in any legislative
hails on earth. As a result. It is stated that
Clemcncoau has two duels on his bands
NO TARIFF ACTION LIKELY NOW.
—
The Matter Will Probably. Be Left to the
Next Congress.
The tariff policy to be pursued by the
Democratic majority of the present House
of Representatives will he discussed at an
early meeting of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee, says a Washington correspondent.
Several of the more radical tariff reformers
are earnestly In favor of reporting the bills
which were talked of during the last ses-
sion and passing thorn through the House.
Mr. Bryan, of Nebraska, said that he favored
prompt action on the bill making lumber
free of duty, on that making Iron ore free,
and reducing the duties on manufactured
ironand other measures which thecommlttee
could be brought to support Other mem-
bers. leisenthuslaotlc, argue that It is use-
less to wute the time of the House In the fur^
ther consideration of bills which are certain
to be rejected by the Senate. They Insist
that the tariff should be considered after
the 4th of March, when the will of the neo-
plecanbe executed by an administration
Democratic In all Its branches. It Is not
Improbable that this view will prevail and
that a majority of the ten Democrats on
the committee will decide to do nothing
more daring the winter except to study the
condition of the national finances. Mr.
Cockran of New York. Mr. Stevens of
Massachusetts, and probably Mr. Mont-
gomery of Kentucky, and Mr. Whiting of
Michigan, are expected to take this con-
servative view regarding action this win-
ter. Judge Turner of Georgia. McMillan of
Tennessee. Mr. Wilson of West Virginia,
and Mr. Bryan arc In favor of going for-
ward with the programme of tariff reform.
AFTER MANY YEARS
CONVICTION OF ONE OF MOL-
ITER'S SLAYERS.
De Lesseps, the Eminent French Engi-
neer, In Prison for Fraud— Louisiana's
Great Loss— Row a Magnificent Lake
Steamer Went Down.
One Moliter Killer Convicted.
At Alpena, Mich., August Grossman was
found guilty of murder in the first degree
in having caused the death of Albert Mo-
liter. the Presque Isle County lumber man,
seventeen yean ago. The*e are twelve
others charged with the same crime and
their trlali will Ml low shortly. 'Some are
wealthy and respected cltlxeas. The famous
murder occurred at Bogen City, when
the country thereabout* was a Wilder-
ness. Moliter bad gathered about hlmaelt
a large colony of foreigners to help him
carry on bis vast lumbering operation* In
Presque Isle County. His dealings with
these peoplearoused them, and one night a
party gathered at Moliter's office and shot
him and his bookkeeper, Sullivan, dead.
Several unsuccessful attempts had been
made to bring to trial tbe members of this
party, but recently one of them, Reptko,
confessed.
DE LESSEPS IS IN JAIL.
DR. BRIGGS OFFERS HIS DEFENSE.
BfISSISSIPlANH IN TERROR.
Members of the Tolbert Ganfc Trying to
Wipe Out the Lynchers.
A reign of terror exists In Kemper County,
Miss., and every citlren who had anything
to do with hanging old man Tolbert and
bringing Tom and Waller Tolbert to justice
is now In hourly dread of his life. A week
ago William Beckman was assassinated by
hfs own firesldo. Beckman was expecting to
be waylaid, and hud made his arrange-
menu to leave the country next day. Sat-
urday evening Col. Adams was fired at from
ambn-h by two white men with their faces
blackened. Adams returned tbe fire, but
without effect. There Is great excitement
and no one goes abroad without being
heavily armed. Dr. Stcmmls has been
compelled through fear of assassination to
neglect a large practice aud seclude him-
self at home. The disguised men are unp-
posed to be Itansc and Charlie Tolbert,
who. driven to desperation by the banging
of their (aiber, the death of their brother
John and the shooting nnd capture of their
brefthers,' Tom and Walter Tolbert, have
determined to avenge their cause.
RAILROAD MEN PROTEST.
South Carolina Corporations Are Now
Under the Htnte Commission.
The hill putting the absolute control of
nil the railroad* In the State of South
Carolina into the hands of the Railroad
Cornu. lision, from whose decision there
shall bo no appeal, has been signed by
Governor Tillman. A mass-meeting of
railroad employes was held lu Colombia.
B. C . and a commlC.ee was appointed to
wait upon the Governor in regard
to the bill. After hearing their mis-
sion the Governor said: uThe bill has
already been signed nnd Is now a law. Tbo
opposition of 8,000 or 10.000 railroad em-
ployctdocs not amount toad - compared
with tbo 50,000 or C.O.O'V) farmers demanding
• lla passaic.” The effect of this was rather
Inflammatory. A mass- meeting of all
raRr ad employes in the State was called
for Thursday nlglit next, nnd the tattle
cry will then begin In earnest against the
Tillman movement.
He Bays that If the Judicatory Stand by
Their Ruling They Must Dismiss the
Charges.
In the Briggs heresy trial, at New York,
Dr, Briggs, In answer to the charges
brought, read from a printed pamphlet He
began by calling upon the Judicatory to
dismiss prejudice from their minds and
consider the case In the spirit of Christ
and under Ills Influence, He considered
the points of the prosecuting committee's
argument, and asserted that the lines of
prosecution adopted by them wore Illegal
and dishonorable. The rulings made by
4ho Judicatory precluded them from the
line of argument pursued and showed a
contempt of the Judicatory. If the latter
sustain their own ruling, as they must, then
these charges must be thrown out of court
Dr. Briggs then took np .ipccosslvely the
charges and specifications and give a cat-
egorical response In his argument, which
was remarkable for Its wide research, pro-
found erudition and close reasoning. He
first called attention to the preliminary
principles which regulate all trials for
heresy In the Presbyterian Church of the
United States of America, which, he said,
had been entirely disregarded by the pros-
ecution In their argument* upon the
amended chargee and specifications. The
defendant next considered the system of
doctrine. If the Inaugural address con-
tains bere*y exactly the same heresies
were before the public in his printed books
for months previous to the delivery of the
address.
Arrests at Pari* In Connection with the
Panama Scandal.
M. Charles Aime de Lesseps, M. Marius
Etienne Fontaine, and M. 8an-Leroy have
been arrested In Paris, by direction of the
Minister of Justice, M. Bourgeois, for their
alleged connection with the Panama Canal
frauds. M. Henri Louis Felix Cottu, for
whose arrest an order was also issued, haa;
fled to Vienna. San- Leroy Is charged with
having accepted a tribe a* a member
of the Chamber of Deputies The
charges against the officers of the com-
pany, on which summonses wore previously
served and on which they have now been
arrested, are that they have Jointly made
use of fraudulent Imaginary credit; that
they have dissipated capital Intrusted to
them for a specific purpose, and that they
have swindled others out of part or all of
their moans of living on their fortunes.
The offenses come within the roach of
seven articles of the penal cola The ac-
complice Is liable to the tame penalties.
Besides making the arrests the authori-
ties have searched the rasidences of Do
Lesseps. Fontaine, Cottu and San Leroy
nnd seized a mass of documents throwing
new and Important light on the Paihama
frauds nnd corruption. The arrests have
caused great excitement and the Panama
scandal Is the only topic of conversation In
political and social circle*. What the out-
come will be no one Is able to predict, but
It can be said that those’ who have the best
Interest* of the republic at heart are deep-
ly grieved at the venality and selfishness
displayed by men in high position, many of
whom were sworn to preserve the honor nf
Franca The papers contain little of In-
terest to Parisians except mutter bearing
upon the scandal
CANADA AVTBB TRADE.
Developing Relation* with Booth America
and Other Coontrle*.
According to an Ottawa, Ont, dispatch
one of Mr. Bowell’a first efforts as Minister
of Trade' and Commerce will be In the direc-
tion of developing Canada's trade relations
With South America and Auatralli Gov-
ernment afente are to be appoint* L Min •
later of Finance Footer, who hae Initiated
tbe treaty now In progrees between France
and Spain, says that he hae every
confidence in the Dominion Govern,
meat being able to extend Can*
ada's trade relatione in that dlrec.
tlon to meet any poeslblo deficiency oi
shrinkage In the exports from Canada to
the United States. The duty now of nego-
.tlating commercial treatiea between Canada
and foreign coontrlee will be Invested In
tbo Minister of Trade and Commerce. Min-
isters will be dispatched, at once to the
central points of commerce In the West In-
dies. as well as to South American points,
with a view of seeing how far Canada can
enter into closer relation* with thoie
countries whlth which the United Etatoi
has eutered Into commercial treaties.
HOW POPULISTS WILL VOTE.
Senator Kyle Intimates that They Will
Act with the Democrats.
, Senators Gorman, Brlco, and Carlisle,
who went to New York to consult about the
Sonato contests now pending in certain
Western States, have returned to Washing-
ton. With their return comes the report
that the representatives of the Peo-
ple's party in 'Congress will act
with the Democrats In the next Con-
gress. A dispatch says that already
steps have been taken to strengthen
the friendship between the Democrats and
the Populists In the House and besata
Senator Kyle, the r 3 cognized leader of thf
Populists In Congress, was asked if he In-
tended to vote with the Democrats in th«
reorganization of tile Senata He said he
was not prepared to commit himself Irrev-
ocably on that subject “But,” said he,
“since I have been a member of the Senate
I huve voted nine times out of every ten
with the Democrat". There Is much In
common between our people and the Demo-
crat* ”
BROKER SIBLEY FAILS, THE SENATE ANDgOUSE.
H18 LIABILITIES UPWARD OP
$260, 060.
Sensational Suicide of a St. Louis Official
—Canada Stirring Up the Behring Sea
ImbrogUo— Celebrated Pay Day by Carv-
ing Each Other. *
Cornered Corn.
Dennis E Sibley, one of the oldest and
best known Chicago Board of Trade deal-
ers. assigned for the benefit of hls credit-
ors. In round numbers tbe llabllltle* will
reach 1270.000. The assets are undeter-
mined, but It Is thought they will be
between 170,000 and 8C0, 030. The fail-
ure Is said to be due to a slump In
the corn market. Mr. Sibley has bson
buying corn heavily for December delivery
In New York, expecting that when naviga-
tion closed freight rales would go up, and
with them consequently the price of corn
and other cereals. He was Ciugbt with
0,000.000 bushel* of corn when, ut the In-
stance cf New York dealer*, the roads cut
tho freight rates In two aud the bottom
fell out of the market.
WORK OF OUR NATIONAL LAW-*
MAKERS.
Proceedings of tho Sonato and Honso ot
Boprosontatlves — Important Measures
Discussed and Acted Upoa-Glat of tho
Busiues*.
Tho National Solo ns,
A very strong presentation In favor of
the claimant In tbe famous McGarrahan
case waa made la tbe Senate Thursday by
Mr. Hunton (Va.). The morning hour ex-
pired before tbe argument was concluded
and the bill 'wont over, without action.
Mr. George brought to a close bis
three-day speech In favor of tbo
anti-option bill, aud Mr. Washburn
made a determined but fruitless
effort to have a day fixed for a rote upon
i adjourned until Monday.
HKIIKING SKA ROW.
Over Fifty Victims.
A fearful explosion occurred at tho Bnm-
furlong colliery, Wigan. England, and not
le*s than fifty lives have been lost Tbe
men went to their work as usual In the
morning after tho colliery had been In-
spected In the usual way. They had not
been at work Ion c when a terrible explo-
sion shook the earth and a cloud of smoke
shot up through the shaft A multitude
of people rushed toward the mine and the
greatest excitement prevailed. It was soon
ascertained that a largo number bad per-
ished and tho walling and weeping of
women and children made an Indescribable
scene. It is believed that the explosion
wa* caused by accumulated coal gas which
had escaped the notice of the official
charged with the Inspection of the mlna
Evidence for Canada Collected by a Secret
Agent from Ottawa.
An Ottawa dispatch says: Major Sher-
wood, commissioner of the dominion police,
has returned from the Pacific coast, after-
an absence of about two months. During
that time he lias been collecting evidence
confirmatory of the position which Canada
has taken In tho Behring Sea controversy.
About three weeks ngo the dis-
patches announced that Major Sherwood
had been among, tho Indian* of Queen
Charlotte Islands* from whom It l* said
officers of the United States Navy had ob-
tains! evidence favorable to the American
case by the exercise of unfair moans of
persuasion. It i* said that Important evi-
dence bearing upon this phase of the diffi-
culty ha* been obtained by tho catnmls-
sloner*. About a month ago tfherwooi left
Victoria for Pan Francisco, and there pros-
ecuted hls mission with such secrecy that
it was not until the day following hls de-
parture that any intimation of hls buslncs*
was made public. San Francisco Is tho
headquarters of the United Plates sealing
fleet, and Major Sherwood obtained, It Is
said, a number of affidavits from American
captains corroborating Canada's conten-
tion.
SENATOR GIBSON DEAD.
FATAL CHECK STUBS.
They Implicate Rouvier amt Other* in riie
Panama Canal Scandal.
The evidence given before the Panama
Aflcr a Long Hines*, He Passes Away at
Hot Spring*, Ark.
Senator It L. Gibson, of Louisiana, died
In Hot Springs. Ark., after a lingering Ill-
Investigating committee by M. Thlerrce, of I ' ess, on Thursday afternoon. Hls remains
MRS. BLAINE TO WED.
Report that She Will . Make Another Vent-
nro Into tha Bond* of Matrimony.
A special frjm Washington says the cor-
Tfopondoot was Informed that Mrs. Jame*
G. Blaine, Jr., Is again
to le married. The
gentleman who Is said
to have won her affec-
tion* 1* the surgeon
who attended her
i through her severe 111-
f? ness. A repot. cr called
at the New York llolol
to see Mrs. Blaine, but
was told that she !* an
Invalid and cjuld noi
RttS r o BLAINE. Jit be seea
NOT LIKELY TO OCCUR.
tbe Coulisse firm of Thlcrreo A Ca, who
exchanged with Baron de Kelnach twenty-
si* of their own checks for one drawn by
the Panama Canal Company on the Bank
of Franco for the sum of 3,390,475 francs,
leads La Libre Parole. M. Dumont's
pater to state that the stub*
of the twenty-six Checks that
M. Thlerrec testified he had destroyed bore
Initial* In tho handwriting of Baion de
Rclntclt. It agd* ijbat among tho*e Initial*
were those of the name* of M. Rouvier,
Emanuel Arene and Jules Roche. In hls
testimony M. Tblerrtfo said that the stub*
in question bore certain notes upon which
the charge of bribery may have been
founded. He suggested that tho commit-
tee call upon the editors of these newspa-
pers which profesied to know what these
notes were for for further Information.
Report that President Harrison Will Lec-
ture at the Stanford University,
ifo statement Is pub'.lshel that Presi-
dent Harrison, at tbe expiration of hls term
of Office, Man h 4 next, will become a mem-
ber of tbe faculty of the Stanford Unl-
Omaha's Religions Awakening.
Wednesday one of the most impressive
sights In the hls;ory of any great Western
city was witnessed In Omaha. It was a
rold-week Sunday. For three hours the
tide of traffic wra* stayed, for throe hour*
tho street* wore a Sabbath aspect,
and for three hours a spirit of devo-
tion enveloped the city, it was the
result of tho great revival meetings that
have been held by tho evangelist, Rev. 11.
Fay Mills. It was In the midst of the holi-
day trade, but every dry goods store and
every department s'.ore was closed until
noon. The bank", too, closed their doors.
The shoe stores and tho drug stores and
every other kind of store pulled down
will be taken to Lexington, Ky. , for inter-
ment beside hi* wife, who died several
years ago. Randall L;o Gibson was born in
Woodford County, Ky., Hept. 10. 1832, His
education was obtained In the University of
Kexlngtou and at Yule, and he studied law
in Tulane University, New Orleans. He
served with tho Confederate army in tho
civil war, and rose to tho rank of major
general Returning to civil pursuits at the
Close of t^e war, beheld many offices of
honor and trust Though elected to the
Forty-first Congress, he was refused his seat
lu that body, but represented his district in
the four succeeeing sessions, and in 1882
was elected to the Unite:! States Senate,
and re-elected in 188^.
New Remedy for Typhus.
The terrible ravages of typhus In San
Luis Potosi, Mexico, are becoming more
alarming every day. There was a largo
increase In the death rate during the last
week over that of the preceding seven
days. A cure of the fever, which wa* pro-
scribed by Father Ortiz, is being used with
remarkable success on those who can lx
induced to take It This remedy Is a drink
made of pounding spider* of a certain spe-
cies Into a pulp, a little water being added
to the paste. Convalescence takes place
within six hours, and the patient' recovers
rapidly. Father Ortiz obtalnei tbe reme-
dy from the Indian*
Four Men Knifed to Death.
In a fight which took place In a gang of
laborers at Hog Run, near Walton, Ky., on
the Louisville A Nashville Railroad, two
men were killed and two more are dying of
their injuries. The trouble originated with
four colored men. Wllllum Jackson. William
Grlraoi Dudley Warner, and un unknown
who answered to the nickname of •‘Grimy.”
Several day* ago u pay car pasted through
the place, and all of them wore paid their
wages. They celebrate! tho event by get-
ting on a spree, which lasted for three
day* and culminated In the awful tragedy.
Tho Senate
Tho House agreed to a resolution for
holiday reces* from Thursday before
Christmas until Wednesday after New
Year's. A bill relative to bills of lading
was passed. A bill was passed to ratify
and confirm an agreement with the Klcka-
poo Indians in Oklahoma Territory. The
House adjourned until Saturday.
Few of tho very few member* In attend-
ance in the House Saturday paid any at-
tention to the proceeding*. The Commit-
tee on Military Affairs succeeded In passing
few bills of minor importance. The day
was consumed In tho consideration of a
Florida claim blll.and the House adjourned
without action upon It. The F orlda bill
Involves an appropriation of (590,003, but
only ton member* took enough Interest In
the matter to vote on the question of send-
ing It to tbe committee of the whole. Tho
claim Is for expenses Incurred In the Semin-
ole war, 1855-'57. According to Mr. Ding-
ley. thoro were but nlnety-slv Seminole.*
engaged In the outbreak. Congress had
already paid to tho persons who had put
flown tbo outbreak 1803 per Indian, and
now proposed to pay them 12,000 per Indian
additional
Tho attendance of Senators In tho Senate
Monday was very small, not more than
forty being In the chamber when the open-
ing prayer was offered by Chaplain Butler.
Tho desk and chulr recently occupied by
Mr. Gibson, ot Louisiana, were draped In
black. As soon us Thursday’s journal was
read Mr. Gorman, of Maryland, pronounced
eulogy of Senator Gibson and clcsod by
offering the usual i ©solutions expressive of
tho Senate's profound sorrow ut the death
of Mr. Glbrou nnd for tho appointment of a
committee to attend the funeral at Lexing-
ton. Ky. Tho resolutions veto adopted
and tho Senate, as a further remark
respect, adjourned. In the House
the unoccupied seats far outnumbered
those that were occupied. There came
up from last session the bill for the
relief of William I* Wl tans of Bal-
timore, tho Inventor of tho spindle-shaped
ship; tho motion to pass the bill was lost
Mr. Wilson (Deia) Missouri, callqd up the
Senate bill Increasing tho pension of pen-
sioners of the Mexican war from 18 to 812 a
month; tho bill was passed. Mr. Culberson
(Dem.) Texas, moved to suspend the rules
and pass u bill limiting the Jurisdiction of
tho Circuit and District Courts of the Uni-
ted States. |1he bill prohibits suits in
United States courts by or against corpora-
tions except to the courts or th»* legal dom-
icile of the corporation In cases where Ju-
risdiction de. ends upon the citizenship of
the parties.] The motion was agreed to,
and tho House then adjourne 1.
vcrelty, having accepted a proposition to
dellv<r a series of lecture, on law, us non- j their curtains and did no business, and
resident professor. This would necessitate the railroad offices shut up Three mln-
occasional visits to Ca Ifornia from hi* Dters siartnl out to make a tour of tho
Fair Coins Are Out.
Tbe first CO, 000 of the now Columbian
souvenir half-dollars have been shipped
from tho United State* Mint in Philadel-
phia. Tne first delivery of 10,000 coins
left on the 9:50 express for New York City,
in possession of John F. thriven, repre-
senting Col. Elliott F. Shepard. The re-
maining 50,000, Including the ‘*810,000
beauty and three other valuable pieces,
were plated In tho hands of the United
8:stes Express Company, consigned to the
Sun- Treasury at Chicago.
Montana Cattleman Freeze*.
The body of W. Gould Smith, a well-
known cattleman, was found on the prairie
near Fort Benton, forty miles east of Great
Falls. Mont, frozen stiff. He left bis ranch
on horseback to attend a Republican com-
tnitteo meeting at Benton, and that was
the last seen of him alive. When found
the body was lying on it* back with bands
folded across tho breast The supposition
Is that be fell from hls horse and was se-
verely stunned, nnd when ho came town.*
too numb from cold to get up. and so per-
ished. He was prominent in Montana pol-
itic*
Electrocuted at Slug Sing.
Fred McGuire was electrocuted nt ?lng
Sing. N. Y. Ho had confessed hls guilt and
vhowo! no signs of breaking down. Mc-
Guire's crime wa* tbo murder of Mrs.
Amelia Gregory, wife of Noah Gregory, a
farmer and tux collector of Middleton, on
Oct It. 1891. The crime was committed
for robbery. McGuire was a farm hand em-
uloyed by Gregory and knew that his em-
ployer colhscicd 1130 nnd had It In the
house Mrs Gregory discovered him whl.o
he was trying to steal It and lie killed her
to hide hi* crime
May Change Contract*.
A Washington special says tho proba-
bilities are that Messrs. Cramp will not
build both tbo Iowa and tho Brooklyn, the
two new mon-of-wnr. No formal decision
has yet been reached 1  the matter, but It
Is under*: o d that tho Secretary of the
Navy woul! like to sco a wider distribu-
tion of tho work, and is thinking torlously
of awnr log one of tho two ships to tho
Union Iron Work* of Fan Francisco, who
are the next highest bidders
Thll Armour'* Gl't.
When Armour dies charity will prob-
ably be remembered in hls will.— Provi-
dence Telegram.
He has never written a book on tho
troper use of wealth, 1 ut he Is not an
gnoramus on that subject.— Peor.a
Herald.
This Isa wise use of surplus money,
and some of cur local millionaires might
do worse than follow Mr. Armour’s ex-
ample.— Now York Sun.
Chicago Is lo be congratulated on
this very handsome piece of wisdom
and benevolence on the part of one of
her citizens.— Brooklyn Times.
Chicago and Its people appear lo be
>r the good
Fraudulent Australian Bankers.
Tlio receiver In London charged with the
liquidation of the affair* of the Mercantile
Bank of Australia, which recently failed,
has advised the government of Victoria tc
prosecute tho managers, directors, and
auditors at Melbourne for l*sulng fraudu-
lent balance sheets.
The Gib ber Hroke In Two.
A dispatch receive! at Buffalo contains
the first definite tidings of tho lost steamer
GUcher. A bottle was picked up on the
west side of North Manltou Island. Thurs-
day. by Christian Olstran. It contained a
letter written In pencil as follows: “Who-
ever finds this bottle please send it to 440
Ohio street. Buffalo. Bho broke In half.
Congressman Goodnight 111.
Isaac H. Goodnight, Representative In
Congress from the Third Kentucky Dis-
trict, was taken violently ill at hls home
in Franklin, and thoro is serious apprC'
henslun a* to hls condition.
More Cholera nt Hamburg.
Tho Hamburg Cholera Commission an-
dnuces that two path nt* who were taken
to tho hospital wore found to bo suffering
with Aslatls cholera Thr Borsenhalle
*ays that one of the ci*o* had Its origin in
tho city and tho other In one of the sub-
urb*. It add* that there ha* not been a
single ra*o of the disease in tho harbor
district since Oct. 13.
...... ,, . , Can't last much longer. The GUcher Is u
home in Indianapolis, where It 1* under- saloons They expected nothing of good Good-by everybody. TomTislev.
etoo.l Urosldent Harrison Is to locate, and and much of evil. Their request was Us- | _
tened to with respect, and many saloon*
bore a card, saying, “Closed, u< go to
church.”
Used an Ax on Him.
Henry A. Kreckman, of Philadelphia,
fatully assaulted Samuel Morris, whom ho
found wjtb hls wife.
might remit in h s making California hi*
winter residence each year.
fttamboul Sold at A art Ion.
fittauiboa!, the champion trotting stallion
of the world, was sold at auction lu New
York Tor 141,000. The fact that Stain boul
did not bring a higher pricj was duo to two
Cause*: First, that tbe horse vas offered
at tbe beginning of tbe sale instead of be-
ing btld until buyers had been warmed up
to tho occasion, and second, beeausa there
is a feeling that a campaigner is worth far
more as a sire than a horse that has made
most < t hls be»t record* against, the watch,
tttamb ut has shown that bo Is game to tbe
core, nnd yet boyer* ' would have been
more ready to bid hud bo seen more tough
work on the track in actual races.
MARKET QUOTATION!*.
Tragedy and a Crime.
Michael J. Foerstell. City Treasurer of
SL Louis, Is suspended from office, a sbor.-
age of $68,093 lu hls account* having been
discovered. Monday morning hls son and
assistant. ‘F. I ward Foorstoll. shot himself
in his room, fillowlng. a* l* generally be-
lieved. an attempt 1)/ him tqburn the City
Hall and destroy records bf hitherto con-
cealed crime.
Republic In Danger.
The Paris correspondent of the Times re-
gard* M. Rouvler's fall a* one result of a
carefully concocted plan which is advanc-
ing with complete precision. “It cannot be
doubted,” he says, “that the leaden are
aiming at tho destruction of tho republic by
rerderiug it a suspect in the eyes of the
country. This they will doubtless accom-
plish, for however complete the Panama
expose may be they will always affirm that
more was concealed than revealed.”
Terrorized a Train.
 Amid a fusillade of shots four desperate
thieve* escaped from a Chicago and East-
ern Illinois suburban1' train at 83d street.
Cbicsgo. Tuesday night, during a reign of
terror thit had been inaugurated by Officer
Hsllry attempting to ane<t one of their
atunber. Wlndose were shattered and
lamp* extinguished by the shower of
bullets that whistled over tbe heads of the
passengers In tbe smoking-car, nnd for
five minutes the scene rivaled a talenf
life In tbe wild West It was colored ef-
fectively by the two policemen slandfog at
hay twfore the revolvers of two of the
. while their pockets were rifled.
ui To Avenge Diaz's Death,
special from Oaxaca. Mexico, says that
las. Fernandez, a wealthy young
who Rilled Aurello Diaz, a
rdf Pre*ldent Diaz. In a due! there
r, hs* beep a nested and fill be
irge of minder. The seconds
have also Imen arrested.
Italy Again Interested.
Tbo killing of the two Italian* In Pt.
James parish and tho wounding of a third,
who now lies in a hospital, has engaged the
attention of tbe Italian Consul at New
Orleans. An Italian namad Luclo 1* sus-
pected of the murder. He ha* been miss-
ing since the day before tbe murder. 8te-
fano Avetta. the wounded man. ha* impli-
cated Lucia Tbo Italian quarter Is being
shadowowe! by detectives day and night
Played Ghost and Got Killed.
John Ennluon, night watetiman at the
Bluffton. Ohio, planing mill, bad been
troubled recently by seeing what ho
claimed to be the ghost of bis dead wife at
the mill Thurso ay. night he saw tho ap-
parition and decided to te*t Its density by
firing a revolver at It The ghost dropped,
and then it was discovered lo be Charles
Bheldon, telegraph operator. He was killed.
Rivals Whlterhapel.
Charles A. Benson, who, on March 21,
1890, murdered Mrs. Theresa Mettraan on
the military reservation at Fort Leaven-
worth, died In Jail ut Leavenworth, Kan.,
Thursday evening from wounds Inflicted
by hls own hands. Benson’s crime was one
of the most cruel and revolting In criminal
annals. HI* end was fitting. It came after
a desperate effort to murder bis guard.
'i Hawaii Is Hhaken Up.
-Maunaloa, tye great volcano of Hawaii,
is in eruption again sod threatens the de-
stfuctlpn ot the villages of llllo sod Wal-
akoa, at Its eastern base, and extensive
plantatjods of cocoaniits and cane.
Russia's Mortality from Cholera.
Final ’official statistics of the. cholera
epidemic In Rtistla have just been Iitued.*
According to these figure* there have been
130,417 deaths from European and 135,343
deaths from Asiatic cholera since the out-
break of tho disease In the empire, making
a total of 265,760 deaths.
Reading's Latest Mcheinr.
Captain John A. Hchweers, chief of the
Reading Coal and Iron Company's pay-roll
department in I'ottsville. has been np-
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Men In a Iturnlng Coal Mine.
A serious flro broke out In mine No. 3 of
the o'.d Cah aba Coal Company at Blockton,
Ala. Several men are f aid to lie shut up
in tho mine, an! they will certainly perish.
Rinderpest Spreading In Germany.
The rinderpest has spread to five hith-
erto unlnfec'ed estate* In Mecklenburg
and seven estates In Holstein. Many cat-
tie are dying of It also In Jutland.
To Abolish Execution*.
A determine*! effort will be male this
winter to have tho New Y’ork Legl.lature
abolish capital punishment und substitute
life Imprisonment
Bald Knobber Day f. eaves Ozark.
Capt Mat Day, tho bald knobber, whose
son was killed while stealing a few n'ghts
ago. has left Ozark, Mu, for parts un
known. ’
potting their full eharo of
things of life, but who shall say they
are not deserved.— Troy Times.
Mb. AkmoItk describes his religion In
a characteristic way. It contains, he
says, sixteen ounces to tho pound. Re-
ligion like that has the proper weight. —
Pittsburg Chronicle.
The benefits that will accrue lo tho
people of Chicago from the institution
so liberally endowed by Mr. Armour are
likely to exceed in value all they will
derive from tho World’s Fair, great as
are their expectations in this line.—
Indianapolis tiontinc!.
This is an age of great Wealth, but It
is also an age of great charities and
great public benefactions through means
of accumulated wealth. Tho rich men
of this country have added much to the
advancement and the comforts of the
people. --Iowa 8ta‘o Register.
Mb. AitMot K has been at wsrk quiet-
ly on this enterprise for a year or more.
He did not wait to die, but gave away a
considerable portion of his wealth while
living that he might direct the handling
of it. Other millloniares should not be
slow to follow Mr. Armour's noble ex-
ample.— Richmond States.
Thil" Armour Is very modest about
his donation of practically $’J,000,000 to
found and maintain a training school
and mission at Chicago. He merely
says that the thing hoe been dbnh and
that's all there Is to It, Mr. Armour’s
gift Is a handsome one, and his manner
of making it is as handsome as his gift.
— Indianapolis Sentinel.
He has made millions of money In
the prosecution of hls business, but hls
munlflciont gift to the working classes
of Chicago shows that he appreciates
the need ot such an institution and is
willing to furnish It at his own ex-
pense. Would that there were more
Phil Armours, not alone in Chicago,
but elsewhere. — Lincoln State Jour-
nal
Hurtled to Death.
Eupcrlntondont .Rertha, of the electric-
light plant ^t Shelby, Ohio, was bu:usd to
death by exploding oil.
.78 -• .74
.4»H0 .44 'JMW Mri
• W .M
’ Suing a Minuter for Criminal Libel.
At Chattanooga. Tenn., a salt for crim-
inal 1 bvl was brought against Rev. C. G.
Jones, pastor of the First Baptist Church,
by John J. W. R Mast In. who has been
acting as pastor of the Baptist Church lit
the luburb of ft Elmo. Rev. Ur. Jones,
dharges against Mfwtjn *er© practically
that the latter waa a fraud.
Park, a suburb of fit Psol. Mrs. Jennie
fcams and her son and daughler. aged re-
spectively 7 and 5 years, were burned to
death before they could escape
In Germany.
Berlin.
He will shortly sail for 4.00 0 1.78
Charged with Murder.
swlfhmta; WM arrested
the attempted murder
She wal struck on tb«
Tappart Fled with the Cash.
. J. tt. Tappart, ptanager of the Western
Union office at flu Mary's Ohio, has fled
with « month's -receipts, much borrowed
money, sodlTM of telephone rente
Of Interest te Woodsmea.
The *x-rhandlo manufacturers of 'In-
diana met at Indianapolis, and agreed
upon prices for the comlnf feat
Beatty Implicated.
Patrick Gallagher, a cook In the Carnegie
employ, has made an affidavit of his con-
nection with tbe plot agaleaf non-union
workmen at the Homestead mills. He aleo
Implicates Robert Beatty, who was arrested
la LootsYllle, Ky.~ ,
Foolish Boy.
. Y’oun* George Wel*enburger, of Laurel,
Ohio, committed suicide with strychnine
after, quarreling with a younger brother.
His mind Was affected.
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A Veteran Burned to Death.
Peter Bltsche. aged 00 years, a Union
veteran, was burned to death, at Green
Ridge. M&. and William Ellers, a section
man on the M., K. ft T.. received burns
that may prove fatal Both were drank.
The Wizard ot Wall Street.
A master of finance.— Detroit Jour-
nal.
I His career cannot bo deemed a auc-
cose.— Toledo Blade.
Tho greatest financial genius of the
age.— Buffalo Inquirer.
The deceased financier was a bold
and, indeed, a desperate operator. —New
York World.
He was on animated antithesis, the
liko of whom the world may never see
again.— ClnoinnaU Tlmes-Star.
For more than twenty year* the most
potent figure In the world's financial at-
fnlrs.-Bt. Louis Globe-Domoerat.
Jay Gould Is dead, but there are
plenty of others to shear the Iamb for
. the untemperod wind. — Buffalo Express.
The greatest money-maker ever
known was tho least known money-
‘ '.—Brook*
* Cattlemen In Connell.
The cattlemen of New Mexico, members
of the flock Grower*' Asaoclntloo. and the
Territorial Cattle Sanitary Board nro in
seselon at Albuquerque. It J* the Urgeet
gathering of cattle raters ever assembled
n tte territory.
maker that ever lived or died
lyn Eagle.
It may bo that the world has never
done justice to him.who is now, mate*
rially, poor as the poorest— Washing*
ton Slur. i
Ho long as he’ is .remembered it will
be only as tho sharpest nnd most sue
ful
»»»&<* *•
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SOMEWHAT STRANGE. iffiLit AKtSa THE JOKER’S BUDGET.
ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS OF
EVERY DAY MKB.
<Jueer Facts and Thrilling; Adven-
tures Which Show That Truth Is
Stranger Than FlcUou.
An amusing acco.mt is given by an
Australian correspondent of some experi-
ments in connection with loag-distunco
telephony oa the new copper wire be-
tween Sydney and Melbourne. The cop-
per wire extended only as far as Albury,
a distance of 88J miles, the remaining
100 miles being completed by an iron
wire from Albury to Melbourne. The
speaking to Albury was remarkably clear,
voices belng'easily recognized ; the speak-
ing to Melbourne though perfectly dis
tinct, was, of course, fainter. The ilitn-
nings transmitter ;ind double- pole Bell
receivers were used. Some ludicrous
results were obtained by the'ihduction
of the main lines from some of the rail-
way telephone lines— telephones con-
nected from signal box and station to
station, etc., for rail way working entirely,
but very often used, especially on Sun-
day, when there is practically no traffic,
for purposes of private conversation.
One conversation between a man and a
girl was specially amusing. After a few
preliminary passages of an interesting
nature, the couple, unconscious of liste-
ners, began “blowing kisses” to each
other through the telephone, and after-
ward describin'? the effect it produced.
First was heard a girlish giggle, followed
by a faint smacking sound, and then a
•brill, treble voice, asking with keen
•olicituda: “Did you get that one?
Shall I send you another?” answered by
a gruff bass, saying: “Wait a bit till
I’ve recovered from the tirst one,” and
so on, The girl then sang “In Old
Madrid,” which came out remarkably
clear, and was as much appreciated, ap-
parently, by the parson for whom it was
intended as the listeners on the free list.
A statement by the British Vice Con-
sul, Mr. Warburton, at La Rochelle, re-
minds us of the terrible ravages of the
termites, known as “white ants” It
npjiears that many of the public build-
ings and private houses of La Rochelle
destroyed by these pests. In-are being
troduccd from some tropical laud about
a century ago, the ants had for a long
time kept to a particular part of the
towrf, but on the demolition of some of
the houses there the old wood was al-
lowed to be carried away, and the insects
arc now found in every part of La Ro-
chelle. In many buildings it is neces-
sary to introduce iron supports to save
them from tumbling into ruins. Linnaeus
spoke of these ants as “the great calam-
ity of both the Indies.” Wood is their
favorite diet, and the only timber safe
from them is teak wood (tectona grandis)
and iron wood (Sideroxylum). They
tunnel through the vastest beams of
buildings in every direction, leaving a
thin layer untouched on the outside and
even coating the outside with clay to
conceal their ravages in the interior.
Humboldt says that in South America it
is rare to find papers of any antiquity.
In one night everything left exposed,
even boots and shoes, disappears. Ships
are sometimes reduced to a condition
sufficient to account for “foundering at
sea” during a voyage. The Albion man-
of-war hacf to be broken up, after reach-
ing England with difficulty by being
lashed together. If they settle elsewhere
in Europe as they have done at La Ro-
chelle, a new peril will be added to life
and civilization.
Captain Leo Vooel, now in the
service of the Clyde steamship Company,
says of his experience at sea during the
Charleston earthquake: “I was going
southward in charge of a double-screw
steamer, 801) feet long, and was twenty-
two miles south and fifty cast of Charles-
ton. It was the ugliest sky that, I
think, I had ever seen, during the after-
noon, and I was really expecting a
cyclone. The sky was of a salmon color,
with clouds of sulphurous green. It was
close and hot and there was a sense of
something being wrong. We were on
the eight fathom •line that night, whfcn
suddenly the engines stopped. We were
from side to sicle, th
was astonished puts it mildly,
of settlement is not officially learned, but
it was less than the faces of the bills,
which had been made out at the going
prices.
An elm tree, noted for many years on
account of its unusual size, stands on the
Fowler farm, nt the foot of the Greylock
group of mountains in Williams town,
Wass. The trunk is twenty-four feet in
circumference at the base, and the first
.imb was 105 feet from the ground. It
was believed that lightning struck the
huge tree August 4, as since that time it
has been burning. The tree resembles s>
tail smokestack. The tire broke out
greater than ever recently, and a column
Of flame was sent up twenty-five feet
from the top of the trunk. Gradually
the tree has been reduced, until at
present it is only about thirty feet high.
On invesitgating Mr: Fowler found a
strange substance in the trunk, and it is
now thought the tree was struck by a
Meteor. A portion of the foreign mater-
ial has beerf'sent to Williams College for
examination. It is light brown and
about the weight of stone. It is owing
to the presence of this substance, Mr.
Fowler thinks, that tho. burning has con-
tinued so long.
In regard to the habit of partridges of
flying into civilization and a populai
superstition regarding them, an Augusta,
(Me.) man says; “One flew on our prem-*
ises and was captured. Then came up
the question whether wc should kill the
bird or allow it to live. At that time
there was a popular superstition that if
a partridge came to the house where a
sick person lay and the bird was killed
and the sick person ate the broth, it
would effect a cure. There was a girl
sick at our House and the doctors had
given up her case as hopeless. Some of
the family said, kill the partridge and
give the sick girl the broth. But the
sick girl and others were for permitting
the partridge to live. We were equally
divided and agreed to let one of the
neighbors whom wc saw coming to the
house decide whether the partridge
should be killed or not. He said kill it,
and we did, and the sick girl ate the
broth and got well.”
It is a fact well established by students
of heredity that children arc apt to
inherit not only the physical, mental,
and moral traits of their parents, but to
be influenced by theirage as well. Chil-
dren born of very young fathers and
mothers never attain so vigorous a
growth of mind or body as those of
older men and women, while children of
old people arc born old. One of the
most surprising cases in medical history
is that of Marguerite Cribsowna, who
died in 1708 aged 108 years. _ When 04
she was married to a man aged 105.
Three children came of this union, but
they had gray hair, no teeth, were
stopped, yellow, and wrinkled, decrepit
in movement, and could eat only bread
and vegetables.
Doc.s are not partial to muzzles, but an
artist recently invented a muzzle for his
dog which iu no way disconcerted the
the animal. He* painted a representation
of a muzzle on the dog’s head so cleverly
that all the jiolicemen were deceived by
it. The fraud was discovered by an old
lady whoso pug dog hated a muzzle so
much that she allowed the animal to
roam about without one. When the
1EST8 AND YARNS BY FUNNYMEN
OF THE PRESS.
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They Pitied Him— Letter of the Lw\r—
A DiflPercnt Branch— Regular Record
Breakers, Etc., Etc. [
THEY PITIKD HIM.
Dimling was stopped by two footpads
the other night.
One of them covered him with a revol-
ver, and the other said :
Cutter— Very well, indeed, tie ts wil-
ling to love her and she ia willing to be
loved.— [Ally Bloper.
moor posirivB.
Sweet Young Thing— And can I re-
ally believe, darlie.g, that I jun the only
girl you ever loved?
Absent-Minded Lover— Of course,
dearest. No girl that I'vo known has
ever doubted it yet.— [Ally Slopcr.
THE HE8T THING TO DO.
Spiffer— What— or— should you— cr—
say that the— er— best thing to do—cr
when vou accidentally tread on a big—
.•Tun, over ... jour oh, .„a be quick out of
reach.— [Exchange. •about it."
“My dear fellows,” said Dimling, in
response to their urgent invitation, “I
have no cash to turn over. I have just
left a church fair.”
FULL, INDEED.
Extract from a sentimental young
M ttt-MSriS S|»»SSWS sac
story, and then raised $1.21 between it all in, and life never seemed so lul
them forhis relief, regardless of the fact . ktfme. —[Scraps,
not been good with 'that business had
them for some time.— [Harper's Bazar.
LETTER OF THE LAW.
Boy (on a bridge)— Say, mister, if
you don’t look out you’ll be lined.
Teamster— Why will If
Boy— That sign siys “Walk your
horses,” don’t it?
Teamster— Jesso.
Boy— Well, yours are standing
still.— [Street & Smith’s Good News.
A DIFFERENT BRANCH.
Mother (looking over her
shoulder)— Your spalling is parfc tly
terrible.
Little Son— This isn’t a spellin’
lesson. It’s a composition.— [Good
News.
REGULAR R" •ORD-BRK VIER8.
Miss Gotham— That talk about Phila-
delphia being so very, very slow, is
merely a newspaper joke, isn’t it?
Visiting Minister— Certainly it is.
You just ought to see a Philadelphia
congregation leaving church.— [New
York Weekly.
you any
TWO LIVING.
Justice O’Halloran — Have
children. Mrs. Kelly?
Mrs. Kelly— I hov two living, an’ wn*-
married.— [Puck.
WANTED, GOOD ROADS.
SURE PROOF.
UNSEEMLY HASTE.
“Sir,” said a fierce lawyer, “do you
on your oath, swear that this is not youi
writing?”
“I think not,” was the mol reply.
“Does it resemble your writing?"
“I can’t say it doijs."
“Do you swear that it does net rc-
bov’s  Bcmble your writing?”
“Ida”
“Do you take your oath that this writ-
ing docs not resemble yours?”
“Y-e-s, sir. ’Cause I can't write.” —
[Exchange
THE LADY’S ADVANTAGE.
Judge— Your age?
Lady— Thirty years.
Judge (incredulously)— You will have
some difficulty in proving that.
Lady (excitedly)— You will find it hard
to prove to the contrary, as the church
register which contained the entry of my
birth was burned in the year 1815.—
[Rare Bits.
“I think it is an outrage for Snod-
grass to marry again so soon after his
didn’t appheciate the compliment.
wife’s death,” remarked Berry, the un-dertaker. •'» j
“Six months, isn’t it?”
“Well, it isn’t the exact time I object
to so much as the fact that he hasn’t
paid me yet for her funeral.”— [Judge.
imagine why Miss
I paid her a
NOT TO BE CHECKED.
Trotter— I can’t
Budd is so angry with me.
compliment.
Barlaw— What did you say to her?
Trotter— Why, I merely asked her
if she had found the Fountain of Youth.
— [New York Herald.
Every Bicyclist a Critic of the High,
way He Traverw*.
Lovera of the wheel will bo pleased to
find Professor Shaler, of Harvard, de-
daring in the Atlantic Monthly that “in
its social importance the bicyefe deserves
to rank next to the railway and the tele-
graph among the inventions of our wan-
ing century.” General Miles has recently
assigned to the bloycle a high military
value, not only for courier service, but
for the transportation of bodies of troops.
But Professor Shuler’s appreciation of its
uses is still higher and more comprehen-
sive. One of the special services per-
formed by the wheelmen is to create an
interest in the bettering of the public
roads. “Every cyclist becomes a critic
of the highway he traverses." And since
the bicycles in use are uow, os Professor
Shaler says, “probably to be reckoned
by the million,” ho ascribes the recent
remarkable growth of interest in the im-
provement of highways largely to their
introduction.
It is ordinarily true that a measure of
the progress of a modern country is
found in the condition of its roads.
That tells the story of trade ns well as of
neighborly communication. Yet judged
by that standard America is not very
high among the civilized countries. In
her case, however, there are exceptional
conditions, including especially the rap-
ilgeons
is l&tcai
even
____ ens fifty years ago. Shad were
very cheap, costing only 4 couta each.
Owing to the plentiful supply of
game tanned skins were low In price. A .gg
deer skin fetched about $1.17, while a
bear skiu was worth from $1 to $2. Milk1 J
sold for 2 cents a quart and butter for 18
cents a pound. Apples from 12 1-2 to 25j 
iiaiiMiicents a bushel, but by 1838 they hnd
reached 50 ’Cents.
Farm wagon were only about ouc thint jt
of what they are now, ranging from 88
cents to 53 cents a day. From $4 to $5
a month was the usual compensation of
well-grown lads. One hundred ycura‘;^
the remuneration of- a boy fordo-ago
ing “chores,” such as cutting wood ami
foddering horses, for one year, was or-
dinarily $3. The use of a "pair of oxen
for a day cost 25 cents, while the use of
idity with which settlement has spread,
the search for new homes going on before
the occupied regionshad been developed.
It chanced, also, ns Professor Shaler
points out, that the introduction of rail-
ways came, half a century ago, just about
the time that the importance of making
good wagon loads hud been fully appre-
ciated, and public interest and attention
were diverted to the new means of trans-
portation. Steam railways have since
ocen supplemented by horse cars, and
they iu turn by electric cars; but now
there is a return of public interest to the
common roads. The church, the town
meeting, the social festivities of neigh-
bors and families arc all interested in
this new movement, for, ns Professor
Shalcr rather quaintly puts it, “where
the roads arc bad all the duties of the
citizen and the social being arc most im-
perfectly done.”
Perhaps the best way to reconcile com-
munities to the crept cost involved at
the outset in establishing uiicrfect system
of roads is to get iuto (heir minds the
conception that every bad road exacts a
tux on the wagoner in time, in labor, or
iu wear or injury to the team. This im-
a cow for one year cost $8, It c ost 60
cents to make a pair of shoes. Tit ' price
of a pair of moccasins was 27 cents.
Board was only $1 a week.
That was the day of individual and
isolated effort, antedating the era of ag-
gregation in factories, classification and
division of labor and invention of labor- : >1
saving processes and appliances. Prices ,
of farm products fluctuated greatly, ac-
cording to local scarcity, which could
not be mitigated by distribution fromfM H
the regions of plenty. If there were big
crops thev could not bo sold; if partial
failures there was nothing to sell. Every
IOIIUU <* »•*» v.w
the surplus production of each farm was
small, the inducement to produce being
wanting, and there was very little money ^
to prod inucc anything more than the bare
necessaries. The industrious family hsd •
an abundance of everything it could
grow, such clothing as tho loom jy
of tho household could produce,
such furniture os could be made on the
place or in the neighborhood, and little ,
Isc.— [Washington Htar.
-------- -  -.ssmfc
‘ mGladstone’s Amazing Tlrelesmcse.
The imggage-raan has a big contract on
his hands when he undertakes to check
the cry of a baby on his train. -[Yonk-
ers Statesman.
AGAINST HIS PRINCIPLES.
police captured her dog, the lady com-
plained that the painter’s d< went about
without the customary headgear. The
iliceman assured her that the artist'spo
dog was always muzzled, and was petrified
with'astonishmcnt on learning that the
A QUICK VERDICT.
“What made the jury render a verdict
so quickly?’?
"Well, you sec, one of the jurors l>e-
gan to tell us about tho bright sayings
of his five-year-old boy.” — [Judge.
toe pastor’s mistake.
Kindly Housewife— Here, my poor
man, I’ll get yon a nice bit of steak if
you’ll wait a minute.
Husky Horton (the tramp)— Very kind,
mum, but it will be impossible for mo to
accept your offer. I’m a vegetarian,
mum, and if you happen to have a little
beer or old rye whiskey — both of which
jiosition may be slight, but it is constant,
day in and day out; and if properly
reckoned it will be found to amount to
far more annually, ns a roadway tux, than
the interest on tho money needed for
:r road and keeping it inbuilding a prope . _
repair. Another point insisted on by
• It is in bis tirelessness, nccoitiing to * ^
writer in the Illustrated Magazine, that
Gladstone habitually amazes' those who
come In contact with him. Ordinary i
men of half his age, having spnnt them-
selves in oratorical effort, arii glad to
P
iu change of ^
ii i e um 
lienefit by a brief period of sccLul »u nod
test. Mr. Gladstone, like ail great
workers, finds recreation 
cm ploy men t. One night at the begin-
ning of Inst session' he had before the 
arei purely vegetable products— 1 shall bo
glad to partake of your hospitality.—
[Chicago Nows Record.
Pastor— What did I say in my sermon
yesterday that you objected to?
Mr. Dc Good— You surprise me, my
dear sir. I did not object to anything.
Pastor— But 1 heard you give a very
audible snort nt something 1 said.
Mr. De Good— Oh, no; no indeed.
That was only a snore.— [New York
Weekly.
HER USE OF THE FRANCHISE.
allowed to vote," said
they
“Were you
he,
As through the sheltered lane
strayed,
“What would you vote for— answer
mi —
Protection or free trade?”
A SKILLED OPINION.
shaken 
seemed to settle, and
id en the shin
it was as though
the bottom were rubbing against some-
The tirst officer rushed on deck,thing.
shouting, ‘We’re aground!’ I ran for
the chronometer to record, as nearly as
possible, the time of the occurrence, and
from that I estimate that it took only
about five seconds for the shock to reach
Charleston. My people were in Charles-
ton then, and my tirst impulse was to go
back, but I remembered that I was re-
sponsible for a ship's cargo and people.
On arriving iu port I found that the
earthquake had really occurred, and it
lifted a great load from my mind on the
muzzle was simply painted on the dog's
head.
Mayor Grant, of New York, has re-
ceived a curious communication from
Offenburg, in the Grand Duchy of Ba-
den. It seems that Mary Engclfricd of
New York, returning to her native town,
where her father, Frederick Engelfried.
“the wine grower,” resides, met and
was wooed t>y Herman Haas, son of
Joseph Haas, “the shoemaker.” Her-
man's proposal of marriage was accepted,
and, under the law of the Grand Duchy,
proclamation of the intention to marry
has to be made nt the place of residence v
of both contracting parties. So young j
Mr. Haas, who describes himself os a
“Freeholder of Offenburg,” requests
Mayor Grant to publish the official pro- j
nlnmntinn in Iiia •*nffir>inl noivaiMiwr ”
Mrs. Trolley— Do tell me, Mr. Kanvass,
which is the greatest work of art 1
Mr. Kanvass— Selling the paintings,
madam.— [New York Sun.
The gentle maiden hung her head,
While to her cheeks the color flew;
“I would not cure to vote,” she said ;
“I’d rather pair with you.”
FROM A DOCTOR’S POINT OF VIEW.
A FOOLISH QUESTION.
Noodle— I’ve forgoltm something the
wife told me to brin\ home.
Friend — What was .t ?
Noodle — You bally idiot ! If I knew
What it was I shouldn’t have forgotten
:t, should I?- -[Ally Slopcr.
“Singlejaw was badly hurt in that rail-
way accident, wasn’t ho, doctoi?”
“Very. Yve had to amputate both hi?
legs.”
“My! Will he null through?”
“Oh, yes; we'll put him on
! again iu about six months.”— [Harper’s
i Bazar.
his feet
A DWARF.
clamation in his “official newspaper.
Theri is now in the British museum a
nickel-in thc-slot machine which dates
Clinker— What do you think of this
Prince Albert? It was my brother’s, and
I had it made over for me.
Calloway— Don’t you think you are too
short to look well iu a Prince Albert ?
Clinker— I am too short to get any-
thing else.— [New York Herald.
A GUIDE BOARD FOR LOVERS.
A WAITING POLICY.
FeatHerstohe— I saw Miss Pinkerly go-
slot machine used for the dispensation of
A coin of the value of 5
i-greti
return tnn when I saw one of my chil-
dren on tnfc dock and heard him shout,
‘We’re all right.’ The shock came
distinctly from the southeast, and I
believe when the ship seemed to settle
that either tho sea was hollowed for a
great area, allowing us to touch bottom,
or else that the bottom was heaved up to
within a couple of fathoms of th« sur-
face."
A good story is related by the Lewis-
ton (Me.) Journal on an Auburn at-
torney who went to a livery stable and
hired a team for two or three hours, and
at the end of that time, in a state of ab-
sent-mindedness, left it at another livery
stable, where it remained eight days. At
stable No. 1 there was no worry about
was
holy water. 
drachmas dropped into the slot opened a
valve which allowed a few drops of the
liquid to escape.
The most curious and unique clock in
the United States, or in the world for
that matter, was constructed by Amos
Lane of Amcdee during the past summer.
Lane's curious clock, which, by the wav,
is all face, hands and lever, is attached to
,a geyser which shoots upward an im-
mense column of hot water every thirty-
eight seconds exactly.
An inmate of an Armenian convent in
Jerusalem died a short time ago at the
age of 115 years. Tho official announce-
ment of her death includes tho remark-
able statement that she entered the
convent nt tho age of seventeen, and
from that time until her decease, a period
of ninety eight years, was never outside |
the convent walls.
Featherstono— Not until she came out.
—[New Yotk Herald.
THE DYSPEPTIC’S SONG.
the team. They knew the attorney
perfectly good for tho pay. They k
if he kept the team a month that the
new
 bill
would be paid promptlv on presentation,
presumed that hThey e knew what he
was about and concluded it was his busi-
ness and not theirs. At stable No. 2
there was an equal freedom from anxiety.
The attorney came there, left the team
and went away, saying nothing. They
put the horse into a stall and “chalked
ft down” -on the office slate, knowing
him to be a business man who paid cash.
Thankgiving day has come again;
The table groans with toothsome food ;
And were it not for Friday’s pain,
That always treads on Thursday’s train,
I should be full of gratitude.
— [Harper’s Bazar.
HE KNEW HI3 ARITHMETIC.
‘ Young Featherly— Are these your
child t$n?
Mrs. Brand— Oh, yes! the boy Is five
years old, and this girl seven.
Young Featherly— Well, how time
flics! It doesn’t seem possible thoi
vou have been married twelve vears.—
'[The Million.
NATURE ASSERTS ITSELF.
Vanishing Animals.
No one can read a book of travel in
wild countries without having brought
forcibly before him the grave fact that
Keeper— The ossified man is in a terri-
ble state to-night.
Manager— What is the trouble with
him!
Keeper— Tho dog-fneed boy has
threatened to eat him.— [Truth.
WHY HE PURSUED HER.
“No, I cannot marry you, and you
many of the most interesting forms on pester me by continually asking me.
this earth are on tho brink of extermina- Why don’t you ask somebody who will
t ion. The bison is practically gone as a hive vou?"
wild animal from North’ America. 'The ‘‘Bleas your heart, I’ve asked every
qua^ga is not now to bo found in South other woman that I know and have been
Africa. The harmless and interesting refused. It was only when driven to
ant-bear appears also to be going the way desperation that I came to you.”— [New
of the mammoth and the mastodon. The York Press.
The attorney and the proprietors of both I».nllo° Z00. cannot get a CmA. The
,t,Ues met cch other frequently, but P*6 uf “> «>» >»«Iet hn gone
nothing was said about the team. All of
them were ignorant of the conditiob . of
things and ail were perfectly at ease.
Aafor fo  the attorney, be never thought of
the team again. Discovery came at last,
and the attorney waa presented a bill
from stable-keeper -No. J for hire of a
team for eight days, and lata' stable-
keeper No. 2 canw round with another
UB for boardiay Iks team the same
up to un
folly provia
Africa with
iprecedentcd figures,
de their native majesties
A VILLAGE BENEFACTOR.
Wecare-
of;
rifles to acceleraterepeating
the process of annihilation. Travellers
warn us that the dismal slaughter pro-
ceeds with an ever ^ accelerated pace so
long as animals can be found to be klllied.
The destruction apparently must soon
My neighbor’s cows oft come to graze
Upon my lawn. They came around
This noon. To-night my neighbor pays
/ Ten dollars to the village pound.
' . ' — J Harper’s Bazar
BOTH SATISFIED.
result in most of the larger wild
becoming as extinct as the dodo.
Trotter— 1 hear that Rose de Ninon has
married young Clodly. How do they
get on together? ,
Adlet— What is the course of true love.
Miss Kissam?
Miss Kissam— It leads along the bridal
path, Mr. Adlet.— [Detroit Free Press.
the mermaid’s flight.
Museum Manager— YVhat’s all this row
about?
Assistant— Tlie show is over and the
freaks are preparing to go home. The
mermaid is raising a row because she
can’t find her shoes.— [Des Moines
Graphic.
AMBIGUOUS.
“Is it becoming to me?'’ asked she, as
she paraded in the costume of one hun-r
drod years ago before the man who is not
her lord and master, but is her husband.
“Yes, my d nr,” he said meekly.
“Don’t you wish I could dress this
way always?” she asked.
“No, my dear,” he replied; “but it’s
so becoming I do wish, my darling, that
you had lived when tbit was the style,”
HE HAD JU8T GOT IT OUT.
Your coat has a very strange odor, dear
Ned,
Faid the maid as she tilted her nose;
It’s a perfume that’s used by ray uncle,
he said,
To keep away moths from his clothes.
—[New York Press. •
AN IMPOSSIBLE EVENT.
“They say C’holly has softening of the
brain." ..
“I cannot conceive it possible.”
“Why notf’
“Because his brain cannot bccomcany
softer than it always has been.’’— [New
York Press.
A Boxing Kangaroo.
The British stage has been both en-
riched and enlivened by the advent of a
boxing kangaroo which stands revea feet
in height and boxes five fierce rounds
with his keeper amid the howls of the
delighted crowd. The brute is named
John L. ! It pays great attention to
shaking hands, stops when time is called,
and handles the gloves as if born with them
on; however, from time to time it leaps
bodily upon its antagonist’s chest, which
is not in the rules, but the crowded au-
ditorium enjoys this best of all— except,
perhaps the way it stiffens its tail and
sits erect thereon in its corner during
breathing spells. No foreign artist ever
before attracted such enthusiastic atten-
tion in London.— [New York Times,
Professor Hinder is tho need of abandon
ing the old tendency of roadmasters to
take the straightest course from one
point to another, up hilt and down,
rather than choose a level but circuitous
route. Here, also, a simple calculation
of the extra strain on tho horses, the ex-
tra wear on the vehicle, and the increased
cost of keeping hilly roads iu repair, will
show that, except under anecial circum-
stances, such roads shoulrt ba avoided.
Still another important matter is the
character of tho roadbed, the materials
for which ought to be selected with a
view to the underlying soil, and the effect
of frosts and mins upon it. Then a
common fault in American roads is that
of making them too wide, with the result
of having a fringe of arable land going
to waste in weeds, and too broad a road
to maintain properly. But iu this matter
the length of axles common in any region
must be considered. Professor Shuler
thinks that farm vehicles in most parts
of this country arc now tending toward
shorter axles.
Much of the trouble with America
roads is ascribed to the absurd narrow-
ness of the tire on w agon wheels, a relic
of the days of high-priced iron. This
narrow rim is very hard on the average
road when heavy loads are carried. But,
accepting this peculiarity of the tires,
a fundamental rule in road construction
should be to keep the substances which
foim the bed firmly in place. This need
is shown by the shearing strain on a road
floored with gravel. In cities blocks of
stone or asphalt can bo laid, but not in
country districts on account of tho cost,
and the best ordinary substitute for the
dinner hour delivered an important and
critical speech which com|>eMcd the ad-
miration of the House of Commons. It
was one of those— of late not infrequent J
—crises in which he has, to borrow an
episcopal slm le, endeavored to walk on [i
both sides of the road nt the same time.
Ministers were attacked on n question of
policy from below tho gangway on tho sj
opposition side. Mr Gladstone beKoveif ^
the attack wos undeserved and impolitic. |
Tho task ho had set himself on interpos-
Uig In debate was to justify ministers ; ^
COUntry is nnmilarbits of stone so driven
together on the macadam principle that
they will not be moved by the pressure
of wheels.
It is interesting to learn that the Law-
rence Scientific School, of Harvard Uni-
versity, considers this subject of so much
importance that it has engaged an in-
structor for teaching exclusively the art
of road construction. It is thought that
good results would follow from similar
attention to the subject in the leading
engineering schools through the couLtry.
A convention was recently held tc or-
ganize a National League for the im-
provement of country roads. Indeed,
everywhere the subject appears to be at-
tracting attention. The Interior dopart-
raeut concludes that one method of de-
veloping the Indian reservations will be
to open good roads on them, so as to
help the red men who arc trying to be
formers. If half the study and energy
that have been devoted to the develop-
ment of American railroads,, arc applied
to the improvement of the country high-
ways there will be a wonderful transfor-
mation in the latter before the end of
this century.
HOW PEOPLE USED TO LIVE.
Wages and the Cost of Living la This
Country 100 Years Ago.
The Deportment of Agriculture is about
to publish an interesting report, compar-
ing the cost of living early in this cen-
tury with what it is now. It exhibits
vividly the contrasts between the poverty
of primitive agriculture and the progress
' ng fromin civilization and wealth result!
high development of all the possibilities
of land and labdr in rural and industrial
arts and industrier. The small wages
paid in those days are aasurprisbgasthe
low prices of commodities of all sorts.
Game was abundant early in the cen-
tury and therefore cheap. Venison cost
8 1*8. cents a pound, . Beir meat was very
slightly higher. Pigeons were in extraor-
dinary abundance, selling at a little
more than a cent apiece. Elderly read-
ers will remember the flights of flocks of
out affronting an important section ?
of his own party. This be did with u
skill, a dexterity and an exuot nicencss
of proportion that won the applause of ;
both side His speech, exceeding an
hour in tbedclivert, was concluded at
7.80 o’clock, and tho most natural thing ^
expected in such circumstance from*'
gentleman overeighty was that he would1
straightway drive home, dispose of u
judiciously selected meal and go early
to bed.
YVhat actually happened was that half
on hour later, punctual to the appointed
time, Mr. Gladstone turned up to keep • ^
dinner engagement, having in tho mean-
time changed his dress and driven aomu ||
distance. Throughout the dinner he
talked os freshly and as brilliantly at if -
be hnd spent tho afternoon lolling on the
lawn at Dollis Hill and had leisurely
made his way into town. Nor was this i
all. The clergy discipline bill stood on
tho orders and might or ml^ht not be [.JL
reached before the bouse rose. The
strong probability, realized in the event
was that it would not. But Mr. Glad-
stone, much interested in the question,
would not miss the opportunity to take </
part in- the debate and returned to the ^
not
• "S « iji- . , , rap iv * Tfl
use at ll o'clock, prepared to contri-
bute a Second important speech to the :
proceedings of the sitting.
Use Electricity Exclusively.
There is a shop in New York city 8CQ
feet long and fifty-flve feet wide, where
all the machines are driven by clectriq
motors. The tools are all large, and In-
clude a fifteen-foot borins mill, a ten- 'et mtecn i ot g en.
foot planer, two eightecn-lnch slotting
machines, a seventy-two inch lathe and
a number of portable drills. The current
for the motors is supplied by two forty
horse power dynamos driven by belts
from a 100 horse power vertical engine.
The majority of the motors arc of fen
horse power, but there is one of five
hone-power on a horizontal drill and
several of 24 horse-power on the portable
drill The current for each motor
can be regulated by a resistance coil so
that the motor will pick up its load
gradually, increasing its power ••
the load is increased. The planers re- 1
auired special attention on account of
tnc reciprocati motion of the bed. jcating — — — — , . j.
Tbesc planers return about three times
as fast as the cutting stroke, and it was
soon found that at each reverse the
power required ran from 15 to 18 horse-
power, tho momentum of tho armature
alone not being sufficient to cany it ovtr 1without noticeably reducing the speed of
tho motor. Accordingly a fly-wheol was
placed on the motor shaft to store up
energy like the fly-wheel of a steam
engine and give It out when the rovene
takes place. The machines are all start-
ed by means of a switch placed handy to
the machinist, and no current is used cx-M
cept by the tools actually running. The
shop has only been in operation a few
weeks, bntin this time itisreported that
the system has shown an economy, of
seven per cent, over shafting.— [Boston . *
Transcript.
* The Lowest Rooks.
Granite is the lowest rock la
earth’s crust. It is tb« bed rock of the
world. It shows no evidence of
or vegetable life. It is
inches as thick as the
all the other rocks. Itis
from which all other
either directly
[New York Journal
M
w
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be largest selection ever offered in
Holiday iseason, at
O. Breyman & Son.
Does a Co-operative Creame-
ry Pay?
In answer to this a “Fanner” in the
Coopersville Observer presents the fol-
lowing:
“The first question is will the co-
operative creamery system of making
butter pay the farmer? I believe it
will. I don’t believe that the possi-
bilities are as great as they are under
the most favorable circumstances in
private dairying, but I believe that it
will pay very much better than the or-
dinary way of making farm, butter.
“In the first place the centrifugal
separator will get all the cream. We
farmers cannot do this. I know with
our own milk, after it has set twenty-
four hours in ice water and is then
drawn off into pails for the calves and
pigs and allowed to stand for a few
hours, very often we find quite a lot
of cream on top of the pails. This has
always perplexed me and made me
scratch my head, for I don’t believe
we can afford to feed butter that is
worth 25 cents per pound to pigs,
when we can buy corn meal for a
MOTION! AND
Oa motion of Aid. Habarman the sererel peti-
tion!, for Appointment to the office of city mar-
shal, vereUkim from the table, and the oo n noil
' ballot to make the appointment of
For a sore throat there is nothing
better than a flannel bandage dampen-
ed with Chamberlain’s Pain Balm. It
will nearly always effect a cure In one
night’s time. This remedy is a
(thirteen timefl, during which
the namee oi B Astra, Prank Van By. H Dyk-
hole. L Verlee, B. Van den Berg, J. Mkar, J.
lota cut frank Van Bt was annolnted city mar*
_________ _ _ . _ lso a fa-
vorite for rheumatism and has cured
many very severe cases. 50 pent bot-
tles for s ale by Heber Walsh Drugist,
Holland, Mich.
y e pp i y
•bal. to fill the vacancy oaaaedby the reelgna-
Our Jeweler C.*A. Stevenson has the
finest assortment of Holiday Presents
in the City. Give him a call.
MARTIN & HUIZINGA
CIUI1 cumin IM OF
DRUGS
tion of : I D. Keppel.
The city attorney reported progreaa on the
I of Fourteenth street, between Fish amd
SSSr .
Also filed copy of decree in Electric Light
«rlt-
. Fresh Confeetimry,
Fruits, and Oysters, always on hand,at C. Blom, Jr.
Chemicals,
Patent Medicines,
Staple Drugs and
Sundries,.
Paints,
Oils
and Varnishes.
TRY US!
Different kinds of Bread:
White -Vienna, Cream, -
Graham, Rye and
Boston Brown.
penny and oil meal for a penny and a
pound.”
“A great many experiments
• ricu
have
been made at our agricultural experi-
ment station, in creaming milk with
the separator, and they all go to show
that they do the work perfectly— te
within a small fraction of one ounce.
Mr. Gilbert, president of the New
York Dairy Association, has tested
the Babcock tester the skimwith
milk from a large number of farmers’
dairies and he flntInds that but very few
do successful creaming. There is a
large loss, all the way from one to
- twenty ounces.
1 “With such losses as these we can
pay the stockholders three cents per
pound for manufacturing our butter
- and get just as many pounds of butter
as we make at home from the same
 number of pounds of milk. It is
worth trying anyway, and I’m going
to weigh my milk and sec how many
pounds of butter we make from one
hundred pounds of milk and then see
if the creamery does any better for
me. Then also there is a loss in
churning at home which is avoided in
the factory.”
..In substance, appeared In last
_ ______ of the N*wb. — Kd ]
The following bill of ooete In the afore men-
tioned •alt wm also presented :
The Circuit Court for Ottawa County-In
Chancery, Frank U. Carr et al, Compl.
vt.
The City of Holland tt aL Defta.
In said cause the oorta have b;en taxM In
favor of complainant! and against dffe idaiits at
455.77, which amount is due and payable to
ooraplaioanta' solicitor. Mr. J. C.
Id at a wer to a cominuokat Inn fron the H-m.
8 A. Thompson, aecretarr of chimber of com-
merce. Duluth, Minn., of bee. tat, to the mayor
and common council of this cty, relative to the
construction by the na teual government of a
•hip eaoal through Amerlc*o territory from tfcc
Great Lake! to tb* Hudson river and thus to
tl)e sea, the common council passed the follow-
Ids resolution! : . . .
Whereat efforts are being made for the calling
of a national convention to form an organisation
to forward the work of the construction by the
National Government of a ship canal through
American territory from the Great Lakes to the
Hudson river and thus to the sea, therefore
fiesolved. that we, the common cour oil of said
city of HoUand, oo hereby express our hearty
sympathy with this movement, and urge that
such a convention be called wiih ail convenient
*IWe believe that this nation, which is inde-
pendent of the mother country In government,
should also be Independent of her in her high-
ways to the sea, The late difficulty with Cana-
da, which has resulted In retaliatory measures
by the United States, fully Illustrates the neoes-
siiy for such a highway through American terri-
tory, and we therefore urge the calling of such a
ounventfon. at the mllest possible time, in the
city of Washington. , .
Aid. Bchoon moved that a committee of five
from the cltitens of the city of Holland, be ap-
pointed by the mayor to act with the committee
from the common council in the revision of ihe
Ci'/he^mayor appointed as such committee
Messrs. Henry KrenUrs. Isaac Cappon. Gemt
Van Scbelven. John C. Post and W. H. Beach.
Council adjourned So Tueaday, December 27,
Holiday and Wedding Presents-
A choice assortment <Jf Gold and Sil-
verware, Jewelry, etc., etc., at the
store of
O. Breyman & Son.
Stationery, Fancy Goods,
Periodicals, School
& College Books
a a Specialty.
Choice Cakes and Cookies,
Pie of various kinds, Con-
fectionery, Nuts.
Do You Intend
To Build?
If so, call at the
Cigars and Tobac-
co a Specialty.
A FILL LINE OF CHOICE CIGARS.
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castorla.
When she waa a Child, she cried for Castorla.
When she became Mbs, she clung -to Castorla.
When she had Children, she gave them Castorla.
Pore Wines and Liqnors
Purposes.
for Medicinal
Common Council.
HoUaod, Mich., Dec.
Prevriptions and Rcfipw Carefnlly (’omponDdrd.
Holland, Mich., Nov. 19, 1892.
Fruit of every description:
Oranges,
Lemons,
Bannanas,
Fears,
Cranberries,
Dates, Figs,
Canned Goods and Sweet
Potatoes.
Everything First-Class.
Rim Mug Mill,
James Huntley, Prop-
Best assorted lumber-yard in
the city. Lumber of all
kinds and grades.
Lath, Shingles, Bpilding
Hardware, Brick Sash,
and Doors, Paints etc.
Plans and specifications for
tores, Resi dences, Facto-
ries and all sorts of Buil-
ding predared on
short notice.
James Huntley.
Holland, Mich., April 15, 1892.
12-
1902, at 7:80 o’clock p.m.
. -Gbo. H. Ripp. City Clerk.
Notice to Commissioners
on Claims.
8S.STATE OF MICHIGAN,COUMTT OF OTTAWA.
Probate Court for said County. Estate ol
Wiliam Van Putten, deceased.
H. J. Cronkriglit,
BARBER,
JOHN PESSINK.
month* from the Twenty-eighth day of Novem-.
ber. A. D. 1892, having bceu allowed by said .. , „ ,, . n>
Judge (f Probate to all perst ns boiling claims Shop ft Oft ll of OE KRAKER S PLACE-
HARDWARE
against said estate, in which to present their
cfalmsto us for examlnatlon^acd adjustment: ’ jjjyer Si-Cd it. il dial 1, Mich.
' Buy far
Christmas jrlf is at
Notier & Verschure.
47.-2W.
Thursday, the Twenty-rixth day of January, A.
D. 1893. and on Monday, the Twenty-ninth day
of May, A D. 1093, at ten o’clock A. M. of each
day. at the law office of J. 0. Post id the City of
Holland In said County, to xroelve and examine
each claims.
Dated Holland, Dec. 24th. A. D. 189?.
ISAAC MARSiLW.
G. VAN SOHELVEN,
imlSMMrs.Com ml
Probate Order.
1892.
The Common Council met in regular ’ session
Ter Vreo
Dal-
Bsadlng of the minutes suspended
vrrmoBS and aooodsts.
Isaac H. Fairbanks and Richard Van den
Berg petitioned the council to consider their
names when making tb* appointment to fill the
marshal.— Laid
work.
WSSpip.:
four ballot boxes .............
i. B. Ripp, survey, profile, plans, speci-
fications and superintending construe •
Mon of culvert and filling In of earth at1 i
, and tannery creek and one
6. Den U yL labor and overseeing building
G. Awlerrenftato ! ......
use
it. ue vnea. paiu
J. H.Nibbellnk.j
fl.00
8.00
fiflO
in, labor oo scaffold... ..... 4.00: “ “ ........ 2.00
.hardware ....... . ........ 2.56
m work for firs dept ...... 3 00
_ BO..G. ....................... 67
in Oort hardware ................... 120
i Bro’s, lantarf , eta ................ 4J1
1>. D Vries, d four poor orders ......... 6.00
” “ ~ ‘ ‘ . expense of H. Yskes to
925
.burtalof A.RelDink ...r. 12.00
John Peeslnk. city treasurer, special tax
city of HoUand ......................... .6C2.20
REPORTS OF STANDING COUMITTEEB.
The commit’ eo on poor reported, presenting
the semi-monthly report of the director of the
poor and s«id committee, recomending 026.50 for
the support of the poor for the two weeks end-
ing January 4th, ItfM, and having extended
temporary aid tu the amount of twenty seven
dollars.— Approved, and warrants ordered issued
on the city treasurer for the several amounts as
recommended.
To the Honorable, the Mayor and Common
Council of the City of Holland.
GUTUMEM:— Your committee on public hull-
»ry. deeming It nemesary that
i should be built la the near fa-
Fourth ward, have looked over the
i available as a building site for such «c-
i, land they flad that lot ten, in block
mgni, in the south w*st addition, belt g located
on the corner of Thirteenth street and First Av-
enue, and being M feet S inches by 132 feet In
•ise. can be purchased from Gerardu* Van Aik
for ihe sum jof •ISO. Your committee believe
that eald lotI  would make a proper and conven-
ient site for the building of said engine bouse,
and that the price asked for said lot is reasona-
ble.
Your committee further recommend that the
common council pureba-e said lot from said
Van Ark for said aum < f F'iSO. and that said
Kmse^slt be U,ed “ “ l'uU’'th warJ
Pi mon Dux Utl.
. __ . R H. Habkkmax.n.
Jacob Lokxer,
Committee on Public
was adopied ^ fte'^yS^Jd
clerk authorised to make the purchase.
lee; aleo that there are two
i of the mars?
I conjgtabl s;
the committee instructed to pro-
handcuffs as mayof keys andl
coxxuvi caucus fbom cm omccus.
reported the collection of
fund
mates, aa per rates .............. *14.75.
as per rt tea ........
as per rales.
18M ........... . ........................ iflj 50
-Piled. ...........
1 6 Kramer, merehandiee/!TrT . 3.86
1 cartage ........... .64
4J6
d of
I allowed, vis. : ’  Ul0r
r burial of two children of Johannes
isMeedby dJpbthsria ...... .. *34.00
land tned-
t!A6
0.75AM
.. ....... - I wood ......... . 8J4
superli.iend. tit of the Improvement of
^dayftbowSE requested own-
Growrics.
ies
A fresh and complete line of Grocer-
dofW. H. Beach.old stanc
Wm. Swift.
Bulk Oysters, 30 cents ^ a (juart, ^
Does This Please foil*
For Christmas and New Year’s Hol-
idays, the C. & W. M. and D. L. & N.
Rys. will sell excursion tickets at one
and one third fare for round-trip, on
Dec. 24th, 25th, 26th and 31st and Jan.
at and 2nd. all good to return Janu-
ary 3rd, to all points on their own and
competing lines, including Chicago.
To Canadian Points tickets will
also be sold at one fare for ronnd-trip
Dec. 20th, 21st and 2fnd, with return
limit Janniy 10tb.
desire toTake your repairing, if you
ave it neatly done, to
O. Breyman & Son.
drMim
For Christmas goods you will do
well to call at Pessink’s for he still
leads In prices and can give you can
dies or anything in his line in quanti
ties.
Oysters direct from Baltimore, »t
C. Blom’sJt.
Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castorla.
Good Looks.
Good looks are more thnn skin deep,
depending upon a healthy condition of
the vital organs. If the Liver be in-
active, you have a Bilious Look, If
your stomach be disordered you have
a Dyspeptic Look and if your Kindneys
be affected you have a Pinched Look.
Secure good health and vpu w ill have
good looks. Electric Ritters is the
great alterative and Tonic acts direct-
lv on these vital organs. Cures Pimp-
les, Blotches, Boils and gives a good
complexion. Sold at II. Walsh’s Drug
store, 60c. per bottle. 28 ly
All Fret
Those who have used Dr. King's
New Discovery know its value, who
have not, have now the opportunity to
try it Free. Call on the advertised
Druggist ami get a Trial Bottle, Free.
Sena your name and address to H. E.
Bucklen&Co., Chicago, and get a sample
box of Dr. King’s New Life Pills Free,
as well as a copy of Guide to Health
and Household Instruction, Free. All
of which is gauranteed to do you good
and cost you nothing at II. Walsh’sDrugstore. 28- ly
F«r the Holiday Trade.
Make your Selections of Siver and
Plated Ware early, and you will be
the better pleased, at
O. Breyman & Son.
When on a visit to Iowa, Mr. K. Dal-
ton, of Luray, Bussell county. Kansas,
called at the laboratory of Chamber-
lain & Co., Des Moines, to show them
his six year old boy, whose life had
saved by Chamberlain’s Cough
ly, it having cured him of a bad
attack of croup. Mr. Dalton is certain
that it saved his boy’s life and is en-
thusiastic in hie praise of the Remedy.
ber Walsh Druggist,For sale by u
Holland, Mich’.
Children Ory for
Pltoher’s Castorla.
*' * • • 45-5w ' 40.7W ^
STATE OF MICHIGAN, I „ - L. ^
COUNTT OF OTTAWA. |
At a session of the Probate Court forth# Conn-
tv of Ottawa, holden it the Probate Offleo, In theCl “ _ty of Gran<! Haven, in said county, on Wednes
day, the Fourteenth day of December, in the
yoar one thousand etgbthnndml and ulnety-two.
Present, CHARLES E. SOULE, Judge of ProJbate. , -
In the matter of tbo octate of Iloelf
deceased.
On reading and filing the petition, duly
of Johannes de Haao, brother aud heir at law
•aid deceased, representing that Ronlf de Hsan,
late of the township of Holland in sal
lately died li * '
and
i!« Haan,
IS
• id Orunty,
• be admin-
for the appointment of
_________________ fllstrater thereof : ..**£' f
Thereupon It is Ordond, That Saturday, the
Seventh day of January next,
at eleven o’clock in th* forenoon, be assigned for
utestato, leafing estate to i
Issue Fairbanks, administrato
the hearing of said petition, aud that the heirs
at law of said deceased, and al other persons In.
teres ted in said estate, sre required to appear at
a session of said Court, then to be holden at the
Probate Office in the City of Grand Haves, in
aid county, and s
why the prayer of
grai ted : And it is further urdcrStf' That said
petitioner gave no« Ice to the persons interested
In said estate, of the pondoney of said petition,
and the beamg thereof by causing a copy
this order to be published in the Holland 0
News, a newspaper plated and circulated in said
county of Ottawa for three successive weeks
previous to said day of hooring.
(A (rue cany. Attest.)
CHA8. E. SOULE.
47-3 w J udw of Probate.
Spwial Assessors’ liotiee.
Citt of Holland, Michigan, I
Clerk’s Office. (
To Dark Btrovenjana, R. Van den Berg. Estate
of M. Hoogesteger. Nancy M. Charter, Alvin B.
Charter, Cappon A Bertsch Leather Co., Jan
K? ol, Charles McKay, Louis OLsen, J. W. Bos-
nian, Ulhe Naberhuls, Isaac Cappon, Olef J.
Hatseu, C) urles Blxm. W. A. Efbliey, Jan Van
den Hil, Helen Van den Berg*, John Van der
Menten. A. Nyssen. James Rogers, J. Hulslrga
J. De Kraker, Cs. Van Ossewaanle. W. H. Bur-
ton. A. Worms1*, G. Anderson, E. E. Annis. No-
Her k YcrBcbure, Hope College aLd City of Hol-
land:
You and each Of y m are hereby notified that
a special assesemelt roll fur the grading, grave-
of ‘ Wait Tenthling and otherwise improving
Street Special Street Assessment District," in
the CKy of Holland, has been reported by the
Board of Assessors to the common oouncll of the
City of Holland, and filed in this office, and that
the common council has fixed upon
Tuesday, the 37th (tai/ of December, A. D-, 1892
at 7 dO o'clock p. m., at the common council
roots, in said city, aa the time and place, when
and where they will meet with the board of as-
sessors to review the assessment. Any person
objecting to the ssseasment. may file bis objeo-
tions thereto in writing with the city clerk.
By order of the common coyncil,
Geo. H. Sipp. City Clerk.
46 3w.
Guardian’s Sale.
STATE OF MICHIGAN. J8S
COUNTY OF OTTAWA.
In Uie matter of the Ettatc of Rodof Fun Den
Berge.
Notice is hereby given that in pursuance of an
order granted to the undersigned, Guardian of
said above named Roelof Van Den Berge, a mi-
nor, by Hon. Cbss E. Soule, Judge of Probate
for the County of Ottawa, on the 6th day of Au-
gust, A. D. 1802, there will be sold at public van-
due to th# highest Wider, at the front door of
the house situated upon the premises hereinaf„ ____ n
tor described, Inth* City of Holland. County of
. ..... in, on Tossda:
irco^i isoujsu «»uv ui UA
Ottawa and State of Michiga ue y ,'the
Twenty-fourth day of January, A. D. 1893,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon of that day (sub-
ject to the dower of Babatte Flk, widow of said
'• father therein) the interest of said minor
in the foilowlnf described real estate, to %lt:
undivided ooe-tbtrd(H) part of lot One (1),
Block numbered Sixty (60), in said City of Hol-
land, according to the recorded plat thereof of
record in the office of the Register of Deeds for
Ottaws County
Dated Holland. December 7th, A. D. 1892.
BABETTE
46-7 w
. FIK.
Guardian.
Order of Publication.
ffiTATE OF MICHIGAN.
 Tu’/utfah Jud(dai Circuit, in Chance, -y.]
[MATILDA BURCH,
 Complainant]
^LLIAkni. BURCH, |
Defendant]
„ in the Circuit Court for tbo Conn-
wa. in Chancery, at Grand Haven, Ot-
itv, on the 10th day of November. A.D.
Hwn place of reeidenee and his residence can-
."ffSsss
continued onoe in each
HU HART, Circuit Jud^
, Complainant’s
HARVEY L.- WHITE. Register
JT yon wish to ad verttay myt hi r ^ ^anjwhere
<X>..Nfl!Sspr«e 8t, N'jw York. ' 49*11 * Special
IB. YmOort,
attention is called to new
Gasoline Stoves.
First Ward
Meat Market!
J.H. Barbie Co., Prop.
At tliifl well known market,
eBtablislieded years ago, the
public will be served as
faithfully and prompt-
ly by its present pro-
prietors as before.
MEATS!
IfoMWtJfk,
Beef, Boasts,
Steaks* Veal,
Corned' Beef,
fait Pork,
Sausages,
POULTRY & GAME.
Holland, Mich., March 18, 1892.
8 lv
"Aurora" and
"New Aurora."
This last is the latest and most
proved Gasoline Stove in
the market.
im-
Also a full line of Oil Stoves.
PAINTS.
The celebrated Paints of Heath & Mil-
lujan are kept on hand, in all
shades and colors.
CREOLITE
A|new substance for floor painting.
Dries bone-hard in one night, is
free from tack, and durable.
J. B. VAN OORT.
Holland, Mich., March 24, 1892.
Heber Baltimore !
NORDDEITSCUEB LLOYD.
Iwlaunigt rMt-DampMiiffftkri iwiirbta
BALTIMORE UND BREMEN
FOR HALE BY
H.
THE WEIL mm JEWELER,
Come and see ray large assortment of
Gold and Silver Watches.
A fine selection of
Gold Rings,
A full line of
SILVER PLATED WARE.
The largest display of
OIooIsjs
in the city.
STORE— Eighth street, one door east of Bos
man Bros.
Holland. Mich.. Hay) 3. m io-iy
BolliM Git; Limidry.
lutMinmi
S3£fe ..SSFS®
DIRECT
durch die nonen and erprobten Stabldarapfor
DARMSTADT. DRESDEN, KARLSRUHE.
MUNCHEN. OLDENBURG, WEIMAR,
von Bremen jedt-n Donnorsteg,
von Baltimore jeden MIttwoch, 2 Uhr P. M.
Grosatmogllchsto Hiohorbeit. Blilige Prolee.
Vorsiigllobe Varpflfgung.
Mit Dampfern des Nwdd tut chsu-Lloyd -vq
den mebr als
2,500.000 Passagiere
glucklich nber Bee befordert.
Salons und Cajuten-Zlmmer auf Drck.
Die Einrichtnng.'n fur ZwlBchernlechspasua
glere, deren Schlafatellon sich im Oberdeok und
im swelten D, ck befiadon.slnd auerkant vortreff
Uch.
Electrische Beleu'-btung In cl'en Ranmen.
Weitere Auskunft erthoiini die Oeueral-Agen-
ten
A. SCHUMACHER A CO., JUItlroore, Md,
Oder MULDER A VBltWSY. .Vri>»-druokerel
Holland. Mb h. ainsh-ly
A. HUNTLEY.
Engineer and HacMitst.
Ofliu and Shun on Seventh Et., Hol-
land. Midi.
Mill and Engine Repairing
A Specialty.
All Orders Promptly Attended to.
Ready and willing to ra^et
any party in consultation
relative to boilers,
engines and other
Machinery.
A, Huntley,
Holland, Mich., Feb. 18, ’92.
Kemink’s
MAGIC COOGH GORE.
A snre and speed
Sore Throat, Inflamatlon
Tube*. Cunsnmpti
Lungsthe throat and :
y remedy for Cough, Cold.
of the Bronchial
I'D and all other affections of
It has been used by hundreds of persons, who
It is offered for its mitestify to its efficacy,
only, being assured that one test will furnish
abundant proofs of its great medicinal value.
InaU cases It is urged to sleep warm, dress
warm and keep the feet
rections with each bottle.
warm. Complete <U>
Grand Rapids, Mich.. May L% 1800
Mn. Theo. Kkmink Dear Kir 1 1 can not speak
too hikbly of Kemink’s Magic Cough Corel for
rim
N#w Furniture ftm
J. DE GROT
Cold and Lung troubles. Have used it in my
family and can strongly recommend it.
W. H Jkbb.
Grand Rapids, Mich.. May 1st. 1800.
Mn. Kkmink:— Your Magic Cough Cure was
strongly reoomen.led to me. I bought one bottle
aud my wife felt greatly relieved after the use
of a few doses. I have used different remedies,
bat none bad the reslnd effect except your
Kemink’s Magic Couth Cure,
Jacob Mol.
Price 25 Cents a Bottle.
Agents desired everywhere.
Thko. Kkmink, Proprietor.,
83 West Leonard sreet, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Swift <fc Martin, Agents, Holland,
Mich.
My
0PLNIN6J, Fin
MANUFACTURER OF
ON
RIVER STREET-
One Door IJorth of Meyer & Son.
Bedroom Suites,
Folding Beds,
Carpets and Rugs,
Curtains*. Fixtures,
Mirors, Pictures,
Igs, Bf H
Elegant Safes and Rockers.
Fine Oak Extension
Tallies.
Special attention paid to Upholstering.
The public are cordially invited to
come and examine our stock.
Wagons and
Carriages.
ALSO DEALER IN
Farm Implements
Agent for the Whitely Solid
Steel Binder, the great open end
Harvester Binder for successfully
cutting all lengths and kinds .of
Brain. Also forWhitely’s Solid Steel
Mower This Machine is entirely dif-
ferent from and superior to any
other Mowing Machine ever pro-
duced;
Plows, '
Wagons,
Cultivators,
8?fiS? Bakes,
•V Harrows,
and Rollers,
Feed Cutters,
Corn Shelters.
Gtneral SkksBitkiflg u4 l«fwiig.
Shop-River »t., Holland, Midi, ~
&v:-
•A/i)
s..
??TT
Christmas Bells.
I heard the belle on Ohrietmaa Day
Their old familiar carols play,
, And wild and sweet
The words repeat
Of peace on earth, good will to men!
And thought how, ae the day bad come,
The belfries of all Christendom
Had rolled along
The unbroken song
Of peace on earth, good will to men!
TUI ringing* singing on Its way,
The world revolved from night to day.
A voice, a chime,
A chant sublime. t
Of peace on earth, good will to men !
But In despair I bowed my head-
'‘There a wo peace on earth,'’ I eaid;
•'For hate i* etronn,
And mockt the tong
Of peace on earth, good will to men!"
Then pealed the bells more loud and deep.
“QodUnot dead, nor doth He ileep!
The wrong thall fall,
The light prevail,
With peace on eartKgeod will to men!"
-Hsurt W. Longfellow.
A practical Christmas gift from pa-
rents to their children is a scholarship
in Mr. B: M. Heidsema’s evening
school. Such a gift, rovors a three-
months course, three evenings a week.
The enrollment of the school up to
date shows over forty pupils. Those
that attend speak in high terms over
the thoroughness of the institution.
See new adv.
A OAH.P, Go
For » - Mil
Hade Clothing. Boole and Shoes, Hate and Caps,
astdOent'sFum'ShingU)
ADDITIONAL LOCAL.
The prospects for a sleigh ride on
chrlstmas-day are good.
The “Van Dyk Sunday school,” so-
called by reason of its location in the
“Fifth Ward,” north of the river, held
its annual holiday entertainmentWed-
nesday evening. The school is not
connected with any particular church
organization. It is in charge of Mr.F .
Ferweda, who is assisted by J. E.Tak-
ken, Harry Wiersum and S. Van den ^
Berg, all students of Hope CollcgoJl .
By their efforts the children and their
parents were given a pleasant evening.
Besides a program of exercises, in
which nearly all the scholars took
part, the children were agreeably sur-
prised by a collection of presents, do-
nated to the school by the “King's
Daughters,” of Brooklyn, N. Y.
LOKKER & RUTGERS,
TbU will nimbi" us the better to devot* our tt<
tontloo to Dry floods end Notion*.
Our stock at pma-nt Is complete In Dress
Good* and lu Cloaks, Shawls and Blankets vest*
sarpa«*ed by ioue, and offer special baigalos.
Acbokj" stock of Groceries always on hand.
Small prodts and quick ta'ea Is our motto, and
we will not be undersold by any qne.
NiflTIKR‘A VERSCHTRE.
P. 8 — Call on us, at the old stand. 47-ly-
TO
 * M1
RM & 60.
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(ffl RESTAIIWST
The shortest day of the season was
on the 21st day of December.
The Lakeside furniture factory will
also be shutdown during the holi-
days.
Jay Gould’s body lies a-tnoulderlng
in the grave, but his stocks go boom
log on.
Our merchants are meeting the
snow fall with a smile. So are the
liverymen.
Manager Heald and Geo. De Haven,
of the C. & W. M., are both out, enjoy-
ing the holidays. _
The examinations at Hope College
this week closed the fall term. Les-
sons will be resumed Monday, Janua-
ry 9.
The friends of Judge Hart, and-
they are many, will urge his name for
the appointment of U. S. district at-
torney.
After January 1st Mrs. Nellie
Squire will resume her former desk in
theofflec of register of deeds, at the
county court house.
* jL want
1000 Bushels
of Beans
ifor which I
will pay the
highest market
price
delivered
at my
Elevator
Eighth Street.
-for-
LADIES ASD GENTLEMEN
(irate Hotel Blotl) 248 Sooth Clark St
CHICAGO. A
ti. B. SftYNOR, Manaoer.
HIGH GRADE
FURNITURE
GflN BE FOUND ftT THIS
ESTABLISHMENT.
r < » jns? k ’ > •' "***!'*..* i,. e ikv ffi'g’
Stock of Drugs and Medicines, Wholesale or Retail.
Good chance for Druggists and Physicians in and near
Holland to buy, .at home.
HOUSES.
“Turk." “ Vendalta.” “Montague Bou" “Laura K”
Holland Queen." '-W. A. S." "Kit Allen." "Eva," chest-
nut filly, bay eoll, and others. These horses are all favor-
ablyjcnown on the Race CoursG.
l^ISOELLAITEPTJS.
17-1 y
THE PLACE FOR
FINE MILLINERY
-IS AT-
SISK
oooooooooooooooo
Having had a good trade
this Season, and in view of
the Assorted Stock still on
hand we offer the Ladies
of Holland and vicinity
Our increasing trade lias
caused us to make especial
effort to increase our variety.
Recognizing that the taste of
the Public demands artistic
designs as well as good work
manship we have purchased
from the leading factories
the best and most complete
assortment of Furniture ever
exhibited in Holland.
Great Bargains.
Col. Rol»er t G.lngcrsoll will address
the people of Dowagiac about the mid-
dle of January on the occasion of the
, dedication of the opera house.
H. D. Post has In his possession two
leaves and an acoru of the hlstorica
charter oak, of Hartford. Conn., which
was blown down some years ago.
Representative-elect J. W. Norring-
ton has resigned as supervisor of Ol-
ive township, and the town board has
appointed Henry Ten Have to fill the
vacancy.'
Monday, Dec. 28, and Jan. 2, being
legal holidays, the post office will be
open from 7 to 9 o’clock a. m., and
from 3 to 0 o’clock p. m.
G. J. Van Duren, P. M.
A.t Hope church the morning ser-
mon, next Sunday, will be devoted to
\ ~ the Christmas topic, and in the even-
ing there will be a praise and song
•- service, with special music.
W. H. Beat
All our goods will be diposed
of at greatly reduced prices,
from now till January 1st.
OIK SUPPLY OF
IS ESPECIALLY CHOICE.
Holland, Dec. 16. 1E*S2.
It was twenty-elgh| years ago Wed-
nesday, that Gen. Sherman presented J-*- j§ f{0W Ttt€ PROPRIETOR OP
President Lincoln with the captured I
city of Atlanta as a Christmas present.
We are requested by marshal Van
Ry to give notice that the ordinance
forbidding boys from hopping on far-
mers’ sleighs will be rigidly enforced.
o
a
I
m
1 Top buggy, 1 Cutter, 2 Road carts, 2 Sul- '
kies used for racing, 3 single harnesses,
1 set double harnesses, 1 buffalo robe,
horse blankets, etc. etc.
GABRIEL VAN PUTTEN,
Administrator for the Estate of
William Van Putten, dec’cL
Holland, Mich., Dec. 16, 1892. 47-4W
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LATELY IN CHARGE OF •v*
E. PAYNE.
I will continue the Business at the Old Stand, on River
Street, north of the new Bank Block, up stairs.
WM. VAN DER VEERE
Oor. EjiglrtH and Fish St»
HOLLAND, MICH.
Fresh and Salt Meats, Mut-
ton and Veal.
CASE FOE POULTRY
m
H. METER & SON
River Street, Holland' Mich
DBAXmERB in
Organs and Sewing
Machines. •wmm
A. If. Chase, Sterling Smith cfe Barnes anci
Bravmeler.
Warranted to give satisfaction.
All work guaranteed.
F. J. Bertsch has become the pro-
prietor of the photograph gallery late-
ly owned by F. E. Payne, on River
street, north of the new bank block.
He will continue to do business there
and guarantees all his work. Give
him a call.
OOOO 9000 »000 (M>0«
Chamber Sets.
Extension Tables.
Upholstered G-oods.
Fur Rugs.
Work Stands.
Carpet Sweepers.
Umtkd States, Lake Slot, Btohy 4 CtATnC.
andFARRANDd VOTBY.
PIANOS:
ORGANS: ET
SEWING MACHINES: .
Leading Machines in tKi mark#, ^
Banjos, Guitars, Violins
Music Boxes.
New Sewing Machines from $20 and upwards. 1
QT Sheet Music Catalogue mailed free on application . ; •*'' |
IS NON OFFERED!
i .A/ j >- 
ALL SIZES AND STYLES.
Polite Dodor (cautiously) — “Your
husband Is suffering from overwork or
excessive indulgence in alcoholic
stimulants— it is, ahem! a little diffi-
cult to tell which.”:
Anxious Wife— “Oh, its overwork!
Why, be can’t even go to the theatre
without rushing out half a doten
times to see his business partners.’1
Representative Anthony of Texas
has already introduced in the House a
bill repealing the act of June 17, 1890,
granting pensions to soldiers and sai-
lors, and to widows, minor children
and dependent parents of soldiers and
sallore. The bill also provides that
all-pensions granted under the act
shall be discontinued.
HOLLAND MICH.
F. J. BERTSCH.
isasasasssESEsasasasasasasHsasasasusasEsssHsasaasi
lerni 6lirls»—
Beautiful Lamps
WITH
EQUISITE SHADES
The Big Chance and the Best
Chance to buy your Fall and
Winter Clothing at
FOR
-prtKO
mu
An immense stock combining quality and elegance, witl»
Prices Strictly Fair.
New year
PARLOR,
HOME,
It was Dr. F. J. Schonten’s fiftieth
birthday anniversary Monday and the
day was feltto be a memorable one by
the doctor and his worthy wife, not
only that chronologically it rounded
out a half century of a well-spent, hon
or Able career, but that the closing
year of that period has been a pecniai-
ly trying and afflicting one, and that |
notwithstanding Its varied experien-
ces they had still been permitted to
pass through it all and witness th$ :
happy event. A large circle of friends
availed themselves of the generous in |
vltation to come and spend a happy
hour at their spacious residence on that
and the succeeding evening, and repay I
their kind hospitality withhearty con-
gratulations. The doctor was also
dade the recipient of spyend beanti-
fnl presents. ^
r:a
All millinery goods, also jackets
complete stock on hand.
and CflURCfl-
ns’ and Boys’ Clothing, Hats,
Caps, and Gents’ Underwear.
OFFICE., Overcoat, to endleM variety at price, within th»
r  j tshch of aU-
fa, Sizn ani fttos.
4 .^^l^&imeinake yOur .election. ’ F* i: -
STORE im
sold cheap.
Choice Selections can
be made for Holiday
or Wedding
Gifts.
JtL.
..... 1 t****!!,
Give me a call before purchasing elsewhere.i * W. wv. •
f|P- M.
RINK & GO
HolUkd, Mich., Dec. 8, '93.
KARSTEN,
m
mta
1
Barley manufactured.
36 pounds of the beat flour given in exchange for •
bushel of wheat.
UMlMO Wheat porlfled tree ot cberae.ltllgbwt price paid to*
>at, Eye, Corn, Oats. Buckwl
Elevator and MiUnsnrB. R.:«Ution»tl
.r
Wmmmm
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Personal Mention.
Rev. Dr. C. Scott is improving very
slowly.
P. H. McBride was in Grand Rapids
Monday.
C. J. De Roo was on the sick list the
first of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Oggcl will spend
the holidays at Lansing.
»•' Auicu Iluutlcy was in Detroit this
week, and returned Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Geerlings
spent Sunday in Grand Haven.
Prof. A. W. Taylor is reported quite
£ick, at his home near Nunica.
Mrs. J. Koning and daughter Nellie
were in Grand Rapids, Wednesday.
Miss Kate Kieft of Grand Haven is
the guest of the Misses Workman.
J. Kools of Kalamazoo is the guest
of his sister, Mrs.R. Van Zwaluenburg.
T. M. Reed and family, of Ventura,
have moved to Coopersvillc for the
winter.
Mrs. .T. O. Hadden, who hits visited
at her old home, Plainwell, returned
Monday.
Mrs. A. J. Van Raalte, Eleventh
street, and her two-year old baby are
<on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodgers of Ravenna
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Bradford of this city over Sunday.
Jas. A. Brouwer returned from In-
dianapolis Thursday evening, not hav-
ing obtained the desired relief for his
affected limb.
Mrs. M. W. Smith of Battle Creek is
visiting at the home of her parents
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Pond of this city,
during the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Keppel enter-
tained a few friends at their residence
on Market street, Monday evening,
prior to their departure for the county
scat.
Miss Kate Slooter and the Misses
Sarah and Minnie Cappon, who have
been visiting with their cousin Mrs.
Kemink, Grand Rapids, returned
Monday.
OUR NEIGHBORS.
m:
W'
Grand Haven.
Some miscreant threw a whiskey
twttlc through a window in the Sec-
ond Reformed church about midnight
of Wednesday. The pastor who lives
in the parsonage adjoining heard the
rattling of the falling glass.
George Hancock is building another
large greenhouse. This will make the
It is said that the Board of Supervi-
sors are very favorable to a new court
house being built here. They desire
one to cost $40,000 or 50,000 and have
it located in the courthouse square, re-
quiring the city to move Its jail and
city hall. The impression is also
:Y:
that if brought up, at least $15,000 or
ted to be furnished by$20,000 is expec
the city,— TWbune.
m
The ice breaking
Wright, owned by the Botchford Co.,
tug, Albert J.
of Port Huron, has arrived here and
will remain during the winter to keep
• ’ the river clear of ice.
Our celery raisers will all have a
good profit for their year’s work, and
are making plans to furnish a large
quantity next year. The growth of
this business for the past few years in
this vicinity has been wonderful.— i,j>
prau,
Olive Centre.
Weddings are in order In Olive now.
Dec. 7th, at the residence of the
bride’s parents, at New Holland, Miss
Dinah Nienhuis and Benjamin Vlnke-
mulder linked their fates for better
or for worse. Wednesday evening,
Dec. 14th, at the residence of Daniel
Morehouse, West Olive, Miss Ortlc
Morehouse and Geo. Nevcis were
joined as husband and wife. Only a
few friends were present. Sunday,
Dec. 18th, at the residence of William
Cole, Squire Mountford quoted the
words that made Miss Rctta Sankey
and Thomas Cole, Jr., partners for
life. May happiness and prosperity
go-with these young people, is the
wish of their many friends.
Dec. 1st. Western Pomona Grange
held a special session with Olive Cen-
tre Grange. Several Patrons from
different parts of the county were
present and a very pleasant meeting
with a large attendance was the re-
sult.
Saturday evening, December 10th.
Olive Centre Grange held its annual
election of officers. Levi J. Fellows
was re-elected master, and Win. Pierce
overseer. Edward Watson was elec-
ted lecturer and Miss Eliza Owens
secretary.
Ben Vinkemulder is keeping house
in the John Merritt house.
Thos. Watson’s daughters, who have
been sick for some time, are getting
better.
Holff
Wmi
The evening school will be conducted
here for a short time only. Begin
now. Do not miss this opportunity.
young Men!
a
This school Is for your
benefit. Do you want to
Improve yourself?
Yonng Ladles!
•*0000,8
The same advnritftRes
are offered you.
If you are interested, call and visit
the school any Monday, Wednesday or
Friday evening.
Terms veru reasonable.
Port Sheldon.
As the year is nearing its close I feel
like wishing the editor and publisher
of our spirited local paper, the Hol-
land City News, a merry Christmas
and a happy New Year.
Preparations are tyeing made to give
the school children a Xmas amuse-
ment. There is to be a log house wit h
a genuine Santa Claus, and speaking
and singing.
Chas. McCarty left Friday to join
his family. which has been abseutsince
he had the misfortune to have his
house burned. Messrs. Van Der Hide
and Taylor went to Chicago on |Llie
same train. M
Abraham Peck and family have re-
turned from Pent water, where Mr. P.
has served at the Life Saving Station
this summer. They are living in the
house of Z. Anys, at the mill yard. He
expects to work in the mill until the
season opens again when he intends to
return to Pentwater.
Miss Sarah Goodwin is in a fair way
of convalesenee, but is unable to get
out yet.
By the appearance at the station at
West Olive there is a big demand for
wood. The track is full and wood cut-
ting is in full force this winter. We
have two steam saws, those of Wm.
Emery and Wm. Goodwin, while John
Peck with his horse power is cutting
north of the bridge.
The old land mark, known as Port
Sheldon store, is all down and only
waiting for the teams to haul it away.
Our worthy representative to Lans-
ing is making preparations to leave us
for his new duties. If he does as well
there as he has done for the past six
years as our supervisor, lie will stand
a good chance to be sent again,
Pseudonym.
B. M, REIDSEMfl,
Principal.
N IL Vlsltini; mid New Year Curds written
to order. Drop me a postal.
Holland, Mich. 46-4 w
Saugatuck.
Martin Walsh it is said will be
next postmaster at Spring Lake.
The fishing fleet at this place num-
bers ten steam tugs and ffve sailing
crafts.
Ex-coroner C. W. Grav celebrated
his 90th birthday last week.
A public meeting of the citizens was
Repairs on the steamer Macatawa
will not be commenced lie fore next
spring.
Work on the new Holland steamer
has progressed so far that one gets an
idea of her ••bigness” by a glance at
the wide frames stretching out from
the keel. In tonnage she will be the
largest steam vessel ever built here.
A few ship carpenters from Grand
Haven are finding employment in the
Saugatuck yards this winter.
Several of the K. (). T. M. of Hol-
land, with thoir ladies, will attend
the masquerade on the 2'trd.
W. H. Griflln has sold bis trotting
horse. Prince L. to Mr. Annis, and
th(‘ he will Ik1 taken to Poston.
Ventura
The religious mootings h •1,1 In rv by
Rev. J. W iider will be continued until
Friday evening, the 2><l. and then
luMXbmMw eveninj, toeoniiiderthe | a™,' UerTSJm ‘in’
feasibility of tendering the board of na*- r- lh' 1 J‘ H AiN
inwn'isonl at the JannaiY 3 »„ a * r?h,,,,,sirin*,u' “P'/nd Christmas at
proposition inconnection with the pro- ! Sjntlv'inmtfimf0 T'h^DeonTe'iri th
bearing upon the building of a new
court house. The matter was placed
in the hands of a committee composed
of Mayor Kirby. S. 11. Boyce, J. Yau-
pell, J. Koeltz.. T. W. Ferry. I). Cut-
ter, G. W. McBride. More of this
next week.
anxious to have them bold a series of
meetings there. This will he decided
upon later.
Allegan County.
Overisel is going to have a roller
process flouring mill if Uie necessary
$10,060 stock can be secured. ; o
was raised at one meeting, and the
balai .....
(BUICK-SKT OR PORTABLE FORil.^
Portable and Bricb Set
HOT AIR
T. Van Landegend.
“NOVELTY”
J. R. KLEYN.
ire Vou in Seed of
Buiming Material?
j. fi. kleVn.
Lumber,
Shing’es,
Lath,
Builders ’ Hardware.
Doors,
Sash,
Mouldings,
Glass,
R. KLEYN.
C
H 00 to il 75 a
roll.
J R. KLEYN.
Agency
Iron and
for
Steel
Corrugated i
I
Roofing at I
Factory Prices.
J. R. KLEYN.
nr:
tiarice is btmnd to com**.
The C- & W. M. have declared that
Min Wood Works.
it is their intention to place no draw
in the new bridge they are building i
across the Kalamazoo river at New
Richmond. A protest against the con- ;
st ruction of a solid bridge across the |
river at that point is receiving thei
signatures of the citizens of the towns
on the river, and will be forwarded to
the Secretary of War at Washington.
, The past season was a poor one for
tne p ppermint growers, as the plant
gre v to rank that there was not much
oil However about $9,000 represents
the value of the crop taken from Judge
Severns’ farm in Clyde township this
reclaimed the farm.
It is "tated that deer are on the in*
ci ase r il! an and Van Buren coun-
ecth. law prohibiting their
ri. i was passed.
Circuit Judge-elect Padgham
conferred a great favor upon, thi _
>ract icing In hfs court, by
la law library in a room ad-
bls office in the Allman court-
. for their use aa a reference II-
v Ite value i§ between $3,000 and
*9?. quality is very high.
tbaUJ?^ ^  a *eneP0USbar cannot fall to highly
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aSAothe Hbitual smoklMofclMT-
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very
Or. harle* Russel has been appol
tal pension examining surgeon atAifijwn- ^
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GRANDMA
says It Is 26 years since she made
such good bread as this. She says
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Cut.,
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Eruptions,
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Bottli ng Works.
C. BLOM
PROPfilETOR
The River Street Bottling
Works.
of Holland arc again open, and ready
to supply the demands for
TOLEDO BEER.
Orders sent in by mail, or left at the
“Rose Bud Saloon,” will be promptly
tilled.
1 doz. i bottles,. . ...... $1.00
. r J doz. i bottles,;'. ....... .,60
Goods delivered within the City,
free of charge.
n. BLOM.
Holland, Mich., March 4th, 1892.
' ' Myftf
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Mrs, M. Bertech for your
tLbuy your, Holiday
Prejeota at C. A. Stevenson's Jewelry
o '-o XT. - -O
Bosnian Brothers.
THE MBr If: n
CLOTHIERS .:f ,1
i!\\
Tbe Finest Glotbs.
' •''I
Tbe Latest Styles.
Tbe Best Fit.
m
im 1a
Bosnian Brothers
m
Bosnian Brotliers are the leading clothiers in Ottawa County. Have you evei tried
them on a suit made to order' Bound to please.
Large St<x*k of Ready Made Clothing for Men
Boys.
and
:v
l
1 0
1 1
l I
I
fiats. Gaps, M Gents' Fiirnislio Goods
Bosnian Brothers.
What is
CASTOR I A
Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years' use by
MUllons of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms aud allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas«
toria is the Children’s Panacea— the Mother’s Friend.
I I
I I
a 
I r-
I I
I il
Castoria. Castoria.
Castoria is an excellent medicine for chil-
dren. Mothers hare repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children."
Dl. 0. C. Osooon,
Lowell, Mass.
“ Castoria is so well adapted to children that
1 recommend It os super lor to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Arcfsti, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
** Castoria Is the best rerasdy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria in-
stead of the rarious quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thsreby sending
them to premature gratea.”
Da. J. T. KmcaKLoa,
Conway, Ark.
“ Our physicians in the children's depart-
ment have spoken highly of their experi-
ence In their outside practice with Castoria,
and although wo only have among our
medical suppUea what is known as regular
products, yet we sre free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor Upon IL”
Usited Hospital as* DtmssAKT,
< H r1. \J \ : . Bo**, Haas.
Alls* C. Smith, Pnt.,
91
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W. L DOU
ilfsifiJSIwr,
te'pWSSKi’ol'tfMS
and easy, and hreauae we make more
sowed sb1* anv tnllf,frfman^^turer'lt
$^°abMeer" t
Importedahqes which coat from^MBt
S A*®® yllah? comfortable and
aboeei
00 Hand-Hewed
ever offered at this price : samia ; a
from Win totom mwloahocacoHtlng
$3.3Mfc?.kr4WWi
•eamleaa, smooth inalde, heavy three
alpn edgij. One pair win wear a year.
au-TSL.tffSS
Ladies
ssgiBl
Caetlee.-8ee thaTwT L. Doug
price ate stamped on the twttom of b
nr TAKE NO SUBflH
For Sale by G. J. Van Duren Eighl
Street. Holland, Mich.
*
;&L
The Centaur Company, TJ Mnnray Street, New York City.
Pork, Beef, Veal
. I * ^ - - • I.
NEW WINTER PUNERV.
Mippi v Kg
Steaks, Roasts,
Sausages,
fll
IKUC*
y ft: U
Corned Beef, Salt Pork,
— the _
ECONOMY
We respectfully invite the^ Ladies of Holland and vicinity
to come and see our H3w line of
. •.*« if* * 'lP« • \ *.’• .ft ’
Sausage Meats of all kinds
Beef, Pork, and Veal,
fresh made.
WINTER MILLINERY.r « *. ’ /
We sell all our Trimmed Goods at Grea eductions.
:
New Goods Constaptly Received.
Special Rates to Boarding HoMses.
Poultry inTts Season.
Zmte Bros.
Holland, Mleb., March 4, 1892. ?
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